ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, JULY 9,

LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NKW ADVRKTfHKHKNTM THIN WEEK.
Ellsworth Greenhouse.
H C Austin A Co—Furniture, etc.
For sale-Carriages.
Burrill national bank.
Notice of foreclosure—Bernice B Danforth
Wanted —Live agents.
Notice—Selectmen of Hancock.
Hebron academy.
Notice of foreclosure—Sarah E Carpenter.
Admr notice—Est George W Merdeu.
William H Mograge.
Philena A Mograge.
'*
John F Royal.
Augusta H Harden.
Exec notice—Vandalla A Howard.
Herbert A Shedd.
—Sarah R Snowman.
—Sarah F Hopkins.
Caution notice—Charles Alley.
—

•*

•*

at bllsworth postoffice.

MAILS RECEIVED.

From W*bt—*6.56, *11.16 a m; 4.21, §6.18 p m.
From East—12.24, 5.35 and 11.07 p rn; Sunday
at 10.07 p. m.
Going West—11.45
Going East—6.30 a

POSTOFFICB

*3.45. *5 and *9 p
8.45 and 6.45 p m.

a. m;
m;

Registered mail should be
hour before mail closes.

at

an

m.

postofflee half

Ella-

in

was

Mrs. Marks Hertz, of New York, is visitin Ellsworth.

ing

Mrs. A. F. Haalam, of Lisbon Falls, is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Charles L. Smith.
Mrs.

with daughter Edith, is the guest of her
sister, Mrs. O. W. Tap ley. Mr. Tapley’s
brother, Dr. Thomas 8. Tapley, of Treinont, with his wife and son, are also
guests of the Tapleys to-day.
B. F. Gray and wife are home from

Waltham, Mass.,

where

they

been

Gray’s daughter,
Mrs. Henry A. Brown.
Mr. and *\frs.
Brown came with them, and are visiting
Mr. Brown’s parents, C. J. BroA*n and
Goodwin
is
at
home for a few days while his vessel, the
Harry W. Haynes, was unloading at 8tonington. The vessel, in charge of Capt.
Samuel A. Goodwin, Bailed yesterday for
Stockton Springs to load with lumber for
New York.
A.

Arthur Patterson, of Castine, field organizer for the progressive party in Hancock county, was in Ellsworth Monday.
week

Last

in the

western

part of the
county, he arranged for caucuses in twelve
He is doing similar work this
towns.
week in eastern Hancock county.

Elizabeth, is visiting her parents in K.ittery.
Charles A. Hanscora, of Baltimore, has
joined Mrs. Hanscom here for his vaca-

it-ofrtiermtnt*.
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veterans

tiUBworm

wno

summer.

Leon L.

Parsons,

who has

been

a

guest

ELLSWORTH, MAINE
KNIGHTS AT BAR HARBOR.

SIR

Commandery EnterA daughter, w ho has been named Emily Bianquefort
tains St. John’s, of Bangor.
Spilth, was born this morning to Mr. and
The entertainment at Bar Harbor on the
Dr. J. T. McDonald and wife have re- Mrs. A. C.
Lyon, of Bangor. Mrs. Lyon
Fourth of St. John’s commandery, of Ban
turned from a vacation of three weeks in was Julia R. Cushman, of this
city. An
Berlin, N. H.
i9
that
this gor, by Bianquefort commandery, K. T.,
interesting coincidence
of Ellsworth, proved a most enjoyable
Mrs. L. M. Smith is at home from youngster selected for its advent the
affair.
Lynchburg, Va., where she spent June at birthday of its mother, and also of its
The Bangor sir knights arrived in Ellsher old home.
grandfather, E. E. Lyon, a resident of
worth on a special train about 10.30, and
The regular meeting of the W. C. T. U. Bangor, whose business is in Boston.
were joined here by the Ellsworth memwill be held next Friday afternoon at 3, at
At the recent foresters’ convention held bers of
Bianquefort, who, preceded by
the Baptist parlors.
in this city the following officers were the Ellsworth Falls
band, had marched
Misses Mabel and Leonice Hall, of elected for the ensuing year: D. C. R., from the
asylum in the Manning block
Taunton, Mass., are the guests of Clifton Edwin F. Clapbam, .Sullivan; D. V. C. R., to the station.
Alvah K. Haslam, Waltham; D.
R. 8.,
Woodward and wife.
At Bar Harbor Blanquefort’s ranks were
Misses Delia Barron, Madeline Moon Minerva 8. Jordan, Ellsworth; D. O., augmented by the members residing there.
Maria Clapam, Sullivan; D. T., Belle Has- The line was formed at the
and Alice Clough are attending the sumwharf, and, led
lam, Waltham; L). organist, Lena Hooper, by a platoon of Bar Harbor’s “tinest”, each
mer school at Castine.
D.
S.
R.
8W.,
Sullivan;
Gay, Franklin; commandery preceded by a band, the sir
Rev. P. A. A. Killam^is enjoying the
I). J. W., A. W. McKenzie, Sullivan;
knights, numbering nearly 300, marched
first days of his month’s vacation on a
D. 8. B., Reuel Bartlett, Ellsworth; L>. over the
assigned route, makings splendid
visit to Boston and vicinity.
J. B., Charles L. Mitchell, Ellsworch.
appearance.
Hoyt A. Moore, of New York, joined The convention next year will be held at
The parade ended at the Rockaway,
Misses Helen

Hingbam,
the
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Collateral and Commercial Paper.
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h:r Bonds of

c. C. BURR1LI &

I he

approved legality and

SON,

ascertained strength.

16 State St„ Ellsworth, Me.

which

with two

Stetsor^

guests, are occupying
Foster bungalow on the Surry

volunteer

Austin Maddox, of Norwood, Mass., has
been spending a few days with his father,

Capt. Addison
yesterday.

Maddox.

He

returned

visiting

her

daugh-

Hardwick, in Montreal.
born to Mr. and Mrs.

was

R. Holmes, who has been
daughter, Mrs. Pearl Thorsen,
in Wet*haw ken,
N. J., arrived home
Thursday.
her

Walter Smith and a friend, Alfred Fuller, of Brookline, Mass., spent a few days
last week iu Ellsworth

with

Mr. Smith’s

mother, Mrs. Annie Smith.
Louis D. Cook and wife, with their son
Rowland, of New Bedford, Mass., are with
Mr. Cook’s parents, James L. Cook and

wife, for the month of July.
A progressive caucus for the

.iBSS

You won’t
were "Makers for the King”.
find a cleaner shop or a better output in
Come in and see tor
a day's journey.

yourself.
FOR SALE BY

H.C. Austin & Co.
Are ,bere vacant
places in your gar<l*n " here
seeds (ailed to come up?

Have you meant to have a
h®*. but neglected to do so?

window

Sanitary Bakery

A. holz,

Proprietor.

Phone 61-2.

CIRONE'S HOTEL
Cottier Main and Hancock Streets,

ELLSWORTH,

ME.

July
Friday evening
15

hall

will

Rehearsals of
chorus have

be

election of

been

held at

Hancock

at S o’clock.

Ellsworth

the

discontinued
in

for the

The

will be

Thursday evening, Sept. 4.

Hon.
was

H.

W.

the

fall

Sargent,
Sargentville,
Monday in his new
of

in Ellsworth

touring-car.
accompanied by
N. Dority, J. W. Paris and H. A. Small.
He

The two buildings destroyed

was

H.

Joy, of Presque Isle,

accom-

brother-in-law, Otis Smith,

arrived in Ellsworth

yesterday

for

a

short

assiduous

just

were

a

Graves, and

w

as

occupied by

him

as

pool- room.

midnight Friday, in an addition being built on the
Graves building, into which Capt. Allen
The light frame buildwas soon to move.
ings burned rapidly, and, with a wind
blowing directly toward the station, that
building was in great danger.
Both buildings were insured, but Capt.
no

w

after

ho estimates his loss at

foOO,

had

insurance.

believed to have been of incendiary origin.
The fire is

Church Notes.
Sunday at 10.30 a large congregathe
tion greeted
Many children
pastor.
were present; six received
the rite of
Methodist

baptism. An illustrated sermon, “We are
God’s Candles,” was given by the pastor,
by holy communion.
Sermon:
Next Sunday at 10.30.

“The

Delayed.” Evangelistic

service

Man Who

Subject: “How a Conscientious
but Unsatistied Man May Find Freedom
and Peace of Heart.”
at 7.30.

Sunday school is in a prosperous
condition, the membership, including the
The

home

nearly

department

and

during

doubled

cradle-roll,
the

just

has

three

months.
There will be

social calls and

own

o’clock

from Ellsworth,
commandery.

formal dinner

a

lobsters

were

is

from Ma-

home

summer.

Russell Nason spent the Fourth at Bar
Harbor with Bryant Maddocks.
Luther Nason and wife, of Bangor,
spent Sunday here with his mother, Mrs.
Abiah Nason.

Mr^. Gilley Bickford and baby, of Boston, came Friday to spend the summer
with her

parents, Daniel Richardson and

wife.
Mrs. H.

visiting

at

F. Maddocks and son Dana are
Bar Harbor. Mr. Maddocks is

at home from

a

trip through Washington

county.
Mrs. Hannah Maddocks, Helen and
Willis Maddocks spent the Fourth at
Ellsworth with their daughter and sister,
Mrs. Ethel Haynes.
W. M. Higgins and wife entertained a
family party of seventeen at their home
Friday. A picnic dinner was served. All
had

a

delightful time.

Herbert Strout and wife, formerly of
Ellsworth Falls, who have been employed
in Gardiner several months, are
spending
their vacation with Mrs. Strout’s parents,
Daniel Richardson and wTife.
GREEN LAKE.

served

was

Newport, and this affair proved to
the piece de resistance of the day.
there

Miss Corice Smith
chias for the

mem-

the

While

Mrs. Mary Perry is visiting in Bangor
and East Hampden.

good things galore,
the feature. This dinner,
were

Fishing continues good.
About all the
the

Fourth,

here for the

cottages

were

and many of the

occupied for
cottagers are

summer.

well as the luncheon, was under the
Linwood T. Beckwith, wife and young
personal supervision of the proprietor of son, Elton Lord, of New
Jersey, were rethe Newport, himself a
sir knight, a
cent guests of Mrs. Beckwith’s parents,
member of Bianquefort, and he was the
Capt. Horace F. Lord and wife.
recipient of many well-deserved compliSchool closed June 27. Miss Davis, the
ments.
as

just

The fire started

Alien,

“at

sight-

were

be

and

was

were
in

their attentions and

but also to those
At 5

spent

only to their Bangor brethren,

grocery
owned by

building

was

were

at

Allen,

W.

served, and

knights

in

of

The othsr

was

for the

The resident sir knights

occupied by Capt. E.
Ellsworth, as lunch-room

July 15.

his

forth.

bers of their

place at

noon.

so

the Htreet from the railroad station.
One was owned by E. li. Farnsworth and

dist

Albert A.

railroad

across

was

the sir

afternoon

The

hosts not

Circumstances forced the circus management to give but one performance here
to-day, and that in the afternoon beginning at 2 o’clock. The street parade, took

panied by

saved the

follow
festival

summer.
on

first rehearsal

tire-fighters

buffet luucb

a

until 5 o’clock
ease”.

headquarters

Friday night, seeing, automobile riding,

Last

delegates to the State convention at Water ville

burned last

station.

E. L.

A. 31. roster is

were

only the hardest kind of work by

store.

Mrs. Herbert

LOOK GOOD AND TASTE
GOOD AND EAT GOOD.
We are as careful in quality as it we

Junction

Mrs. H. C. Achorn, of Brookline, Mass.,
arrived Sunday, and w ill spend July and
August with her parents, J. T. Giles and
wife.

visiting

tempting you wilt not know which to
choose. There is not a thing in our bakery
that doee not

Two
and

ter, Mrs. John
On July 4 a son
Hardwick.

ao

Washington Junction.
small buildings at Washington

Fire at

the K. T.

was

Here

day.

of

road

Mrs.

Quality Store

Marjorie Foster,

and

NORTH ELLSWORTH.

his return home.

F. E. Moon’s, has returned to his home
in York.

Ellsworth in June.

j

Established 1873.

at

Mrs. Moore and little son Edwin here for
Fourth, remaining over Sunday.

|

HANCOCK CO. SAVINGS BANK

Bresna-

the

m

poor.”
Start a Savings Account Now and Let the Interest Help You.

Richardson —arrived home

Mrs. Lydia Higgins, who has spent the
winter in Boston, is in Ellsworth for the

C

“Look most to your spending. No matter how
comes in, if more goes out, you will
always be

auenaea

Sunday. They
report a hot time on the old battlefield,
but not so hot as those three days fifty
years ago. Mr. Taylor has been ill since

g

much

Roscoe G. Taylor and William A.

han,

11

STRONG BANK
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offers many
cast was ex-

Gettysburg reunion—Timothy

OF ELLSWORTH.

UNION TRUST COMPANY.

=

cellent.
me

Trust Co. I

A strong bank must have a record for honest dealings and ability to
make good all promises. It must be able to serve all patrons alike,
those with large or small accounts, and help them in the transaction of
their business.
The Union Trust Co. of Ellsworth represents all these qualities;
during the many years of its existence it has demonstrated ability to
protect, help and m<ike convenient all business transations passing
through this bank.
The continued grow th is positive proof of a well-regulated method
of exchanging safe banking service. Confidence in the bank has been
inspired through the rigid supervision of our strong board of directors.
Every customer who has had dealings with this bank has helped to
bring another, until to-day this bank stands for good, safe, serviceable
banking for tbe individual or firm which has money passing through
its bands.
If not already a customer of this bank, communicate with us, and
tell you how to become one. Opening accounts either in saving« or checking by mail or in person is a simple matter.

E

“Brewster's Millions,” a dramatization |
of George Barr McCutcbeon’s popular
story, was given at Hancock hall last
The
evening to a fair-sized audience.
story, while highly improbable, is highly

the

No. 28.
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Si

entertaining, and as staged
Linneban, with daughter entertaining situations. The

David

have

since last fall with Mrs.

Sidney

I

!

Sho

—

•Daily, Sunday included. §Daily, except
Sunday; Sunday at 6.40.
No mail dispatched to or received from the
east Sundays.
Albert E. Mace, of Aurora,
worth Monday.

family.

her

husband, two daughters, three
sons and one sister, besides other relatives and friends.
The family has the
sympathy of Ellsworth friends.
Mrs. George A Bolster, of Albion, Mich.,
a

Capt.

effect June S3, 1913.

MAIL CLOSKS AT

leaves

wife.

SCHEDULE OP MAILS
In

enjoyment being with

1913.

a

lawn

parsonage next

party at the MethoTuesday evening,

Home-made candies and ice
The party will be
cream will be on sale.
under the auspices of the calendar society.

Bangor

After dinner the
cellent concert

band gave a exbetween the

the lawn

on

Rockaway and the Newport. At 7.30 the
was formed, and the bodies marched
to the wharf, where, after salutations, the
visitors went aboard the boat, and, amid
the cheers of the crowd, the blowing of
whistles' and the blare
of
trumpets,
sailed away, and
a
day of
unallayed
line

pleasure at

America’s most famous

mer resort was at an

sum-

end.

Church Services.
There will be service at the Unitarian
church next Sunday morning, at 10.30.
Unitarian

Rev. A. L.

Hudson,

Quincy, Mass.,
and preach the

of

conduct the service

will
ser-

teacher, had a very successful term, and
arranged a pretty entertainment for the
pupils and their parents. After recitations and games, ice-cream and cake were
served. A thoroughly enjoyable evening
was

COMING

Saturday evening, July 12,

force and

vigor.

a

preacher of exceptional
He has

held

a

grange fair at

Wednesday
25

Sept.
Orland.
and

24

—

Thursday,
Narramissic

Thursday, Sept.

24 and

—North Ellsworth fair.
FAMILY REUNIONS.

Aug. 16—Salisbury family at Salisbury’s

point,

Otis.

HfcDrrusni.nu*

structure of

—

v

FAIR DATES.
and
Tuesday, Wednesday
Sept. 2, 3 and 4—Bluehill fair.

fices In the

country, being an imposing
Quincy granite built early in
the last century. It is notable as the only
church in the country beneath which are
buried the remains of two Presidents of the
United States
John Adams and John

Society

Tuesday evening, July 15, at Methodist
parsonage-Lawn party under auspices of
Calendar society. Admission, 5 cents.

number

important pastorates in the Unitarian
body, notably at Salt Lake City, Utah, and
at Newton, Mass., and is at the present time
at Quincy, Mass. His church at Quincy is
one of the most interesting historic ediof

at

hall—Dance.

Wednesday,
Hudson is

EVENTS.

ELLSWORTH.

mon.

Mr.

passed.

50c Discount

MOUTH OK THE K1VKK.
Quincy Adams, and its walls are lined
Call in and inspect our kitchen and visit to bis parents, Austin U. Joy and
with memorials from the Adams and the
on
on
home to-day.
has gone to DorchesSadler
wife,
returning
Miss
Gladys
is
our
pride.
dining-room; cleanliness
Quincy families.
Wells
and
wife.
with
Walter
Mass.,
ter,
Send 50c or $1 to the
Charles P. Halpin and family, of BosWe serve only the highest grade of
Owing to the power of Mr. Hudson’s
Capt. F. B. Sadler was at home a few preaching and its instructive abilities, the
ton, and Lowell Smith and family, of
meats.
last week, w hile bis vessel was load- old church is in an exceptionally vigorous
were in Ellsworth Sunday, guests
days
Bangor,
35c
Single Meals,
of Timothy Bresnaban and w ife, parents ing at Bangor.
condition. Mr. Hudson is already wellFINE ROOMS BY DAY OR WEEK.
of Mrs. Halpin and Mrs. Smith.
Capt. A. E. Closson was home on the known to Hancock county people, as he
His vessel was loading at Sulli- spends his summers at his country place
ftodsay: “send me as many planta as you
John F. Bradbury and wife, of Salem, Fourth.
C. R. CIRONE.
at East Surry, and has spoken many years
C*n *or **>9
van for New York.
Mass., arrived on the Fourth for a visit
money," and say also whether
H. P. CAKTEB,
Brooks and wife, of Ellsworth, at the Hancock county conference of libare wanted for
of a few days with Mrs. Bradbury’s
Ralph
loom*
or
eral Christian churches.
sunny
shady
38 Main St.,
Ellsworth
mother, Mrs. John B. Dean. Mr. Bradbury were guests of Mrs. Hazel Catlyn at Capt.
We will select carefully from our
returned to Salem Sunday night, Mrs. , H. B. Holt’s on the Fourth.
6urpluu stock, and you will be
pleased with
Bradbury]remaining until to-morrow.
Little Ernest Carter, of Lynn, Mass., is —
lfa« result.
—
TO LET by the day or hour.
Hattie E., wife of Harry J. Murch, died spending the summer with bis grandMrs.
Mabel
Tenney.
mother,
P. W. ALLEY’S Livery Stable, it her home in Bangor, July 5. Mr.
Great BARGAINS for the next 30 days in new and secondMrs. Lillie Dodge Brewster and little
Tel. 01-5 Murch is a son of the late Capt. Charles B.
Attend to it at Once. Franklin »t„ Ellsworth,
a
few
hand carriages. Must be closed out at once.
Murch, of; Bayside. Mrs. Murch was a 6tepaon, of Andover, Mass., after
kind and indulgent mother, and faithful days with relatives here, returned home
Advertiser! in THE AMERICAN an
E. Davis
Franklin
wife. She^was a home-maker, her chief Thursday.
Ellsworth.
tor Thb Ambbjcak capturing the trade.

Shoes

Saturdays

8 Bars Lenox

Public Auto

Soap,

CARRIAGES

Better

Subscribe

Henry

Estate,

St,

25c

*pp%rv»t that Aunt Madgr and 1 mart

fHutual Urarfit Colomn.
It*

jI
Prayer Meeting Topic
Bsginrung July 13. 1313.

For the

Wee

M*HlI

Ki»IUI> B1

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.
1

Topic-—‘Speak not evil one of another.
Iv, <hl2- Edited by Rev. Sherman H
Hoyle, D. D.
Speaking evil of other* is a ver
common practice anil one that uncoa
•ciously grows upou any one who Jbe
gins 1L It consists not only In a bind v.

■

—Jas

Motto:

MAlKit".

The |>arpow« of (bte column arc *uocii><*tly
sta'ed to tbe Utla and motto-It I# for the mutual
tenelft, and aim# »o oe helpful a*d hopeful.
Being for the common fo,4, ft is for the o»t»
moo use-a public a* rvaat, a pu «;« of tn
formation and suggestion, a nwdl«* for tin- la
it. this Capacity It solicit#
t»»rchange of 1-lea#

cil.**
Now. I

POET

CCOLTHI

BEN

BIRG

EDICT!

AT OKTTTB-

this
ber, and

BIBLE

Gen. ill, 12;
xxxiv. 12-14;
XV. 1, 2; xvii,
Matt. vlL 1-5; I
111. 5-12

Ex.

xx.

16;

Ps.

1, 16-23; Prov.
7-9; IIvi, 21-26;
Cor. xiii. 4S; Jas.

God

MoLAtmn

once

I

owned.
I wish you could see our garden. My niece
and I did all the work except plowing and
dressing. Our garden is Ufc* feet long and
thirty-nine feet wide, and many who have
Keen it say it is the best one they have seen.
We have potatoes budded. peas high on the

One of the Old School.
!
A few of the old school naval mar- j
tinets still survive whose uncertain
tempers strain the'mntinous spirits al- !
to run, turnips,
most to breaking point
Of such a i sticks, pole-beans beginning!
and beets from which we have bad greens;
type was Admiral -. hard bitten.
ia several Jinches high; we have bad
corn
bulldog hero of a hundred fights. radishes and fettuce to eat; carrots, cucumThere was no surer method of grow- bers.
squashes, etc., are growing well, and as
ing Ills Ire than by the simple act of yet we have found only one squash-bug. one
Wishing him “Good morning.”
potato-bug and two cut-worms.
“There are no good mornings In this
My first rosesfbloomed to-day. Lilacs are on
ship." he would reply, fixing a thunder- the wane; syriuga* just opening.
M. A. B.
wretched creature
ous look upon the
who had so far forgotten himself. To Dear Absentees of the Column:
After three (weeks (without a letter in the
him one morning the newly Joined
cbufialn ventured a timid “Good morn column devoted to that purpose, it becomes
tng. sir.” Round snapped the admiral:
“Good morning, good morning, good
PNEUMATICA stops your pain oi
morning, good morning, and I hop# breaks up your cold in one honr. It’s
that will satisfy you for the rest of marvellous.
Applied externally. All
the cruise."—Westminster Gazette.

mo-

good

381.

John Dority grange
July 5.
attendance. It was Toted to take
vacation until August 2.

with

small

the

Creamery per 1.a.
Dairy.n.M
Sgga.
Freeh

laid, per dot...
...2SfSB
Poultry
Fowl.:. .»«U
Chick rut...mats

or

wrong

Best loose, per

tan...14# t:
Baled.14,31
straw.

Coos' .to, n
Baled.
1»
TfffUblM.
Potato** ok.
» Cocutab*r*. *ach.
T.
Ka4t*he*. bunch
CO B*rmadiOBion»,IN«M
Tomato**, lb,
H>
l-*ltuc*, h**4.
04
New Cbbbac*. lb.
&
Aaparafa*. bunch.
10
HuiKh carrot*.
Hunch b*etA.
lb
New potato**, pk. 40 Mrin* bean*., qt,
«
«0
Urwn pea*, pk,
Pratt.
La moo*, dot,
Oran***. do*
Strawberribb b», If* it PlompplM,
lb *11
Caataloup*,

nigh heads.

six

or

W<p would

jured portions,
needed

and

for the

remove

four

all

should

was

Low-beaded tree*are less liable to trunk

given by

30g|.s
06
M

Buckwheat, pkg

30

Orabam,

04u06

Rye meal.

ih*€6
«ji
68

10
S3 #00

1

l»*l*

Keroeece.

U

trotting her eye down to

the bote sbe
her father sitting in s cbatr while
trooper covered him with a revolver
At the operating table was a man tn
Confederate uniform working the key
Jennie put her ear over the hole and
rend a dispatch to a Cnlon couiinK*ary
to forward CO.flQO rations at on e i-i
in* how Boon the wagon train bearing
them could start. A reply came that
wagons with 40.000 rations would st-.rt
the next morning at 6 o’clock. The iterator below gave an order that ♦mil
rations would do. but there must be r,»
saw

Provision*.
Pork, ft:

s

Chop,

1*

Ham. per ft
Hboulder.
Bacon.
Halt.
Lard

36*16
It
»**
it

IS

90*38
Fresh fltk.

06
Halibut.
12*16 Cod.
CM Clams, qt,
28
Haddock.
10
Salmon. lb,
25*30 Mackerel, lb.
Fresh a lew tees, each.£4 Swordfish, '.b.
10
Vi
Biucfisb. lb.
riour. Oraln end Feed.
Oau. ba
56
Flour—per bbl—
6 06 *6 80
bhort* bag 1 SS*1 86
1 15 MU feed, bag
1 66
Corn. M»fc bag
1 ♦’> Mldditngs.bg 1 SO* 1 90
Coro meal.bag
1 *5
Cracked corn.
Law laosaniMa wku.ht*

_

inches

injuty by sunscald, less subject to wind
teresting
J injury, can be more easily and economiRefreshment* were
Rev. Mr. Hargrove.
cally a prayed, the top is more quickly
served. There were forty-two in attend- j formed,
tu./ come iuto bearing earlier
visitor* from Sedgwick
a rice, including
and fruit can be more easily thinned and
and Halcyon grange*.
harvested.
“Peace”

Vinegar, gal

Cracked wheat.
Oatmeal, per ft

Oran meal, ft

M|U

Veal:
Meak,
Koaeta.
Lamb:
Lamb.

Those
three or

Cut
apart, when possible.
remaining limbs, leaving from
one-halt to one-third of their original
length.

OQjU}
19* is

8*4 Oil-per gal—
M
Linseed,

»#*5

Corned,

feet

back the

One application was
sapaqua grange.
accepted and the third and fourth degrees
An inwere conferred od one candidate.
on

Beef. ft.
Bleak.
Roasts.

limbs not

be

4J$*S
»#«

VIaal* aud

recommend

bead formation.

left to form the bead

MASBAPAqCA, 477, SOITH BLPEHILL.
July 3 there was a busy session of Mas-

lecture

Oolong.
Hu gar- jerftGranulated,
Yellow. C
Powdered.
Molaaae*. gal.

medium height of from two to two and
one-half feet.
To prune two-year-old
nursery trees, with a sharp knife cut off
the ends of all roots and otherwise in-

j

»
9>

Tea—per ft—
Japan.

development

hetds to five

girt

ttrotwriM.

»♦»

Iiio.
Mocha,
Java.

The location of the scaffold

of low

..

Stas

■

1

■

delay.
After that the command blvouaced
In the square of the town, the -ie
graph office remaining in charge of >
guard. Ferguson was taken out Into
the square, where he could be sat.-ly
kept, and there was a general quiet g
:i
down
The operator below lay d
in his blankets on the floor and went
to sleep.
Jennie began to consider the
mfeasibility of warning the Fed era
mhssary that be was about to send s
1)00 rations into a trap where they
would be captured and destroyed
Looking out through her window o.e
saw some ten feet below the wittering the telegraph office. Taking ; c
t
wire she had used to make her eir
the bent one end. making a hook a- !.
dropping It out the window, caught it
on to a telegraph wire, drawing it
?
taut so that the two wires were in
close connection. The other end of -e
wire she put through her insirmuvi
A metal water pipe led to the ground,
and this she desired to complete hir
circuit, but the pipe was too far fr -a
her to be reached.
However, she led

aud Maaacaas.

A bushel of Liverpool sail shall weigh 66
pounds, and a bushel of Turk's Island sail
• hall weigh TO
pound*.
The standard weight of a buabel of potatoes
in good order and fit for shipping, la 60
pound*; of apples. t4 pound*.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans in
good order and fit for shipping is 60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta-baga tfJTnips aud tea*.
Cm pounds; of corn, 86 pounds; of onion*. 81
of carrots. Knglisb turnip*, rye and
pounds;
Indian meal, SO pounds; of parsnip*. 4& pound*,
of bar let and buckwheat. 46 pounds; of oats;
32 pounds, or even measure a* by agreement.

Stomisriiunit

plants, there is % right time
to prune. All dead wood rqay be pruned
“when your saw' is sharp”. In general,
for apple trees, prune in March or April;
for grapes, in late fall. For fruit production, prune lightly in summer. For new
With most

O ELAN It, 409.
grange met July 5, with
twenty-five member* »nd three visitors
from Highland grange present. The program consisted of reading* by the ma*ter,
Gertrude Blaisdell and Nellie Gray, and
conundrum* by the overseer, lecturer and
A

LAM OOSOO K. EAST

Alamocaook

Julyl6*be

secretary.
a

seven-cent »oci

j
j

There will be a fish pond, and
ice-cream and fancy articles will be for
sate. Every seventh person to enter the
ball will receive a free dish of ice-cream.
tainment.

1

After

grange is to have
ith a short enter-

KITTKHY

ID

MAHIAVILLB, 441.
Mariaville grange met Saturday

evening
usual attendance. As there was
not much work, the time was given to the
literary program, consisting of reading*
| and song*. There will be a free enteruinhall July
| ment to the public at the grange
19, with ice-cream and cake for sale.
with the

|

Operation

Kinter C. Uraffam, aged eighteen, of
Portland, fell from a raft in Alden pond
on the Fourth, and was drowned.

Alvin Daigle, aged thirty-two, of Booth
Brewer, waa drowned by the overturning
of a canoe on Hines pond on the Fourth.
a
Arthur Bpiller, aged twenty-five,
block-signal tender on the Maine Central,
was struck by a train Friday and killed.
Harvey Nightingale, aged nineteen, of
Mars Hill, waa struck by a broken belt in
a mill at Anson Thursday, and died two

hours later.

SOS. CENTER.
Ocean View grange met July 3; sixteen
OCEAN VIEW.

present.
wss

One

received.

proposal

for

Ernest and Isaac Pray, aged seventeen
fourteen, only children of Ernest

and

membership Pray, of Belgrade, were drowned
j Fourth, while swimming.

business, the letpresented a program of

After

pro (cm.
readings. There will be work in the flrat
degree at the next regular meeting.

turer

any Sickness
or
doctors prescribe SCOTT’S
EMULSION—it contains the
vital element* nature craves

CARIBOU.

w

William

Linqpln,
an

HARVEST HOME. 403, WEST ELLSWORTH.
The next meeting of Harvest Home
18. ^A free treat
grange will be on July
will be given all member# who take part

program, either by reading, speakconundrums. All not repay a forfeit of flve cents,
to entitle them lo the treat.

in the

songs or
sponding must

ing

NAREAMHSrlC. 324, ORLAND.
Saturday evening, July 5, Narramissie
grange met in regular session. The third
and fourth degrees were conferred npon

Carr,

was

Danfortb,

in

on

the

a

he

was

xo

repsur waste,

Scott A Bower HWMnfteld. N J

riding

tire and turned

Angnst.

FOR THE HAIR

—

C. A. PAKCHt.it.

Michael Costello, aged thirty, and his

Pauper Notice.

for Cut*. Burns and KrulM*.
AVINl* contracted with the City of EllsId every home there should be a box of
worth to support snd cam* for those whe
Bucklen’s Arnica halve, ready to apply in
need assistance during the next Ore
may
every case of burns, cuts, wounds or scalds. rears snd are lees! residents of Ellsworth,
J. H* Polanco, Delvalle. Tex., R. No. 2, writes:
forbid si I persons trusting them on mv sc“Bucklen'a Arnica halve saved my little girl’s count, a* there
is
of room snd accorncut foot.
No one believed it could be cured.” | modstions to esre plenty
for them at the City Farm
The world’s beat salve. Only 25c. Recom- bouse.
M. J. Ult'SHiT.
mended by all druggist*.

H

V".-

DRINK

—

ECLIPSES ALL
OTHER TEAS

still asleep and the guard
Then she went to bed.
At dawn she was awakened by sho:>
lelow aud, looking out. saw the Conby
federates
away, pursued

erator
!

W:

and children should be
given Magee’s Emulsion to strengthen
Never fails. AU druggists
he body.

»
L usortuuateiy she couiq not "
®
her key without also working the
below.
However, It was continual ?
clicking, and she hoped that she cvi.d
yet a message through without being
detected. But sbe must make It snort
so that It might be understood before
the men below would have time to In
terccpt It.
Looking through the knot
bole she saw the operator fast asitrp.
Then she began to spell out the word'.
"Moseby here. Moseby here. Mostly

II your hair is too dry—brittle—colorless—thin—stringy—or falling out—use
Parisian Sage—now—at once.
It stops itching scalp, cleanses the hair
of dust and excessive oils, removes dand- here.”
ruff with one application, and makes the
In a moment the word “WhereV was
hair doubly beautiful
soft —fluffy
clicked on her key. Then sbe gave '.he
abundant. Try a 50c. bottle to-day.
name of the station and felt sure that
It will not only save your hair and make the
trick was done. Looking again Into
it grow, but give it the beauty you desire.
the office below, she saw that the op-

easy
Regulates the bowels, promotes
natural action, aod cuies constipation
Ask yonr druggist for
Doan's Regaleta.
them. 25 cents a box.—Adet.

Invalids

*

lt-p

PARISIAN SAGE

turtle.

candidate, and another was received
into membership by demit. It was-voted
to take^T vacation until the last Saturday

r
her wlra on to the roof and made
connection there. Then she was ready
for business

pure

blood and build physical strength.
No Alcohol or Opiate

one

in

create

—

the

which

blew out

on

twenty-two, of
Fourth, when

aged

killed

automobile

near

_

druggists.

tesnlrr Pisdes.

a

as

case

with

a
a

right

telegraph

bad worked tbe line under the Confederates. hut being at heart a Colon mao
be waa glad to retain hi* position under tbe Culled States when tbe Federal troops occupied tbe territory.
Jennie Ferguson, tbe slxteen-year-old
daughter of tbs operator, was learning telegraphy In her room above the
telegraph office the had a battery, a
key and • wire making a circuit on
whlah she used to practice. One night
she waa awakened by tbe stamping of
horses' boots la the square below and.
getting cut of bed, looked out of the
window. Below were a lot of horses
and men, and aa soon as she saw their
uniform she knew what bad happened.
A body of Confederate cavalry had
seised tbe telegraph office below her.
Jennie was an unusually bright
Living right In the midst of war she
knew that tbe Confederates had captured the telegraph office for a pmpo«eMoaeby and his methods were
will known throughout Virginia, and
she Inferred that he would find out a
decoy message that would enable him
to capture a post, a wagon train or a
railroad train
The door beneath her
waa but a single layer of ooards. in
one of which was a knothole through
which for practice abe had often listened to her father send messages,
reading them by ear.

RKKTB.

M

The quotations below giro the range of
retail prices in Ellsworth:

important to the symmetrical
development to a perfect top as is the
right construction of a house foundation.
As has been said, there is a great diversity of opinion among fruit-growers as
to the high or low-headed tree.
The extremes are from a foot and one-half in

SCXLIVAM.

met

top.

limbs is

reason.

JOHN DOBITY.

in the

of the

who could
a

Ferguson,

KU.MMtltTII

these should bt followed.

period

men

locomotive or work

Mrs, Raymond Alley and moor, Eleanor
Kingmau, of Chelsea. Mass., are el their communicating purposes At the little
cottage for the rummer. Mr. Alley came village of A., in
Virginia, waa a telefor the Fourth, remaining over Sunday.
graph station In pouseasion or the FedM.
July 7.
eral army.
The operator.

<

This colama Is devoted to the Grange, especially to the granges of Hancock county.
The column Is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for report* of t range meetings. Make letter*
short and concise. All communications must
he signed, but name* will not be printed exAll comcept by permission of lbe writer.
munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

&ynotd», of Bar HtrBor,
her parents, Fred March end

Mrs. Althea

applied to nursery trees) which strips
everything to a string {as his name indicates i, taking off top and roots until but a
vestige of the original is left. Neither of

Grangers.

tnt

among

to

was

OAK. POINT.

Jam—Six ponnda of rbubarb
Pruning old trees should he done in a
(W ithout pealing.; let it stand osar night systematic manner and with a definite
with fourpoudda of sugar poured over plan in view. First remove all dead and
(of courae tbe rbubard la chopped or cat dying wood. In all cases, sharp tools are
in small piece*;, three lemons chopped i esaeutiat; the saw should be followed by a
without grating after removing the seeds,
sharp chisel, so as to leave the sap wood in
Add all to- j condition to heal quickly. If the head is
one pound of chopped figs.
gather and cook slowly for twelve hour* 1 too thick, open up by taking out enough
branches to let in the sunlight and air.
on tbe back of tbe range or until a dark
red and jellied.
Young trees are best trimmed at the
time of setting. This is the most critical

•—.-.

prophet.—Hnrrier's.

pruning

is

with them

bad
a

Hue. Tl>« object of all partisan tutnd*
attached to an army ts to haras* or
crlp[>ie an enemy. To do this they
usually make raid* In that enemy ,
rear, with a view to breaking la
apon
tbeir lines of communication and either
interrupt the passage of or destroy
their supplies.
The federal armies as they advanced
put tbe railroads and telegraph lines
lo order, using them for supply and

Or. Smith, of Boston, spent the Fourth
with his wife here.

Kitebabb

tuwu.

pity
supChildren and Elephant*.
press
The growing affection that comes with tbe
Children in India brought up In the
years;
companionship of an elephant become
May it live in its glory and never grow leas
ridiculously familiar with the big pach
onr
thin rank the shore of eternity nears!
As
yderm and take all manner of liber- liaise
heaven, my
your thoughts toward
ties with him, liberties which the e!e
brothers in Gray.
seems
to
endure
on
the
phant
principle
And in hallowed fancy a picture you"!! see—
that they do not annoy him. while they Looking down upon us from the bright realms
|
is
amuse the child.
It
One may see.
to-day
averred, a little native child, quite
Art Lincoln and Jackson. Grant. Sherman
and
Lee.
naked, about two feet high, standing
•
•
•
•
Tttn an elephant's bare back and taking
And now. as beneath dear Old Glory we
It down to the water to bathe, vocifergather.
ating all the while in most unbecoming
Inspired by the eyes of those heroes above.
On arriving at Let tbia be our
terms of native abuse.
slogan, our motto, dear
the water the elephant, ostensibly in
Father:
obedience to the child's command, lies
Fraternity. Charity. Loyalty, Love.
down any enjoys himself, leaving just Inspired by Tby blessing our love for each
other,
a portion of his body, like a small is1
Keep os ever beneath Tby moat merciful
land. above the water. Cpon this part
ken,
of the elephant the child will stand
And strengthen the love-ties as brother meets
and shout, yelling all the more If he
brother
has several companions of bis own
Through our few yeara remaining on earthage. also In charge of elephants, all
soil. Amen!
wallowing in the wafer around him.
t* the child should slip off his Island
Dear M. B. Friend*:
the elephant’s trunk immediately reG, of Melrcwe, Mass., sent tbe above
places him In safety.—Harper’s.
poem, which includes so much and will
interval many. It may seem an unfortnThe-Mussulman* of the World.
nate circumstance that there should have
Turkish periodicals publish statistics been a hand-to-hand combat between
of the Mussulman population of the a few of the blue and the gray after a
world, and. although It is difficult to lapse of a half century, but a revival of
follow absolutely the statistics of a old memories naturally stirred the old
country where records are so imper- spirit, and while the large majority, moat
fectly kept the approximate results of them on the borderland of life, had
are as follows:
been calmed to peace by the passing years*
The Ottoman empire contains 24.000,- a very few felt the stirring of old senti000 !>er»ons. of whom 6.000.000 live In ment and once more, to them who particiEurope and 18.000.000 In Asia. But of pated in tbe little skirmiab, tbe blue and
these not more than one-lialf profess the gray were enemies.
{
the faith of Mohammed.
Cape Rosies. June 20.
The Russian empire has quite a proportion of the followers of Mohammed, Dear *umi Sfadye:
To-day I received The Amemcams of Jane
numlwtrtng several millions. In India
there are some 50,000.000 Mussulmans, ! 1 and June 4- I notice Pansy says her
was once my
neighbor. I do not
"while Persia. Afghanistan. Arabia and chauffeur
know anyone who now act* as a chauffeur.
other lndeixmdent countries In Asia
but several of my acquaintance* own autohave about 20.000.000 more. The Pub-h mobiles and one or more may have a neighcolony of Java. Borneo, the Phfllppin. s bor employed. It seems strange. I never rode
and other adjacent islands contain sev
lu an automobile but once, and that was in
i Yonkers, N. Y.—a very fine oue^driven by
era I millions besides
All the northern and central parts of I the owner himself. Many are owned now in
Africa rest firm in the faith of the I town, and 1 have resided in a home where one

Oookieb-Two cup* of

laaara, one cap of lard, one egg, one cup
of buttermilk or tbick milk, two teaspoons of soda, one heaping teaspoon
of baking powder, on* teaspoon of ginger, one-half teaspoon of clove*; flour tbe
baking-pan ao they won't barn; rollout
I ua* a tin can
very tbin. cat in aquare*.
(make a bole in tbe bottom). Add salt.
W.

run

Loss, 0MM.

ts visiting
wife.

Colonel Mosebj was a Doted partisan
Irgtida during tb,>
cavalry loader lo
civil war. jtt«i aa John M»tk»u « ,
Kentucky and Tennessee.
Both th.—
uien

time

street.

benefit and not an injury. Nature prunes
to a certain extent, but not in a systematic
manner.
Tbe horticulturist prunes to secure tbe following results:
Better-shaped
more
uniform product;
trees;
higher
flavor and a better keeping quality in the
fruit by admitting sunlight and air.
There are great diversities in methods
of pruning. Tbe two extremes are, the
old method of our fat berk, to leave nature
severely alone and let the tree sloagh off
her dead limbs as best she rosy, and tbe
bv Mr. Btnngfellow
one advocated
an

an

KECIPES.

captured the Blue and

the hand that would strive

that while tbe takes

rest, »be will not antler pain
from tbe injury to but tbat abe can enjoy
seeing tbe flowers the love* to well develop, and tbe out-door arorld in general.

woo

And to win; Cupid
the Gray.

hope

a

natter.

We must have In mind that

enforced

For the grave of tbe loved once who here
shed their blood.
The sons and tbe daughters of Gray and of
Bine
Are here with our bright-eytd grandchildren to-day.
They met since the conflict—to meet was tt>

READINGS.

we

j

seriously tnreatrned the entire
business block in that section of Mem
for

involved.

sympathy of a boat of friend* in
baa
befallen
accident tbat
bad

Are
Evil speaking is a usurpation of a
mere;
to
God.
Wc
that
belongs
prerogative
And we who survived, who returned from the
make ourselves Judges of others, while
fight.
only God has a right to Judge, and
Would ask Thee, commander above, once
Christ has warned us that we shall be
again
Judged as we judge others. How dart j To watch here our actions, that we in Thy
sight
we then Judge others harshly and rrlt
May show that our comrades did not die in
lcally or to Judge at all? Let us strive
vain.
by the grace of God to keep ourselves
“unspotted from the world.” and w< Dear comrades and brothers, the widow ia
here.
shall have no time to speak evil ol
IOC DIUIDTI. UIT
pia;illBI
others
[ They come with a wreath and a memory dear
r——————————————————————

growth, and habits of fruiting before he
can prune successfully.
We cannot outline a plan to be followed

sincere

I

IB

all do, that Aunt

—

IFor

banner

The fourteen-montbe-old son of Eugene
of Port Clyde, aw part of a
1 brown-tail moth Friday, and died from
t he effects I bree hours later. Thia la the
second child Mr. Smalley has loat by
that of pruning.
f
it requires the roost judgment, Is tbe poisoning, the other eating Paris green.
least understood, and is practiced by but
Fire at WsterriUe Friday, supposed to
a few.
One can acquire tbe knowledge hare caught from a firecracker, destroyed
only by direct experience; it is a personal the Vigor -tore, tb# building occupied by
factor, and one mart know his trees and the Lesserd barber shop and the Atkins
shrubs, their natural shapes, methods of slodio, the Waterriile steam laundry, end

Smalley,

pruning,

Capt. “Jsclt” Crawford, tbe “(«*t
•coat’ deli.w 1 tbta prayer «nd beoedieWe are to avoid not only the slander
tton «t tbe Gettysburg reunion:
lng of others, but also the repetition 01
A!nii*hij. eisited CommaBder-ia-Chlef.
evii reports and criticisms that leud t<
Hear Father, alt-wiae. of the Bio* and the
characters
of
the
others.
degrade
Gray.
1. Evil speaking is wrong Is- nuse ol The old euard i» her*-’ll* th* last arand reAll men are breth
our relationship.
lief
Of comrades and brothers who master to*
ren.
"Speak not evi! one of another
day;
brethren." is evil s[>eakiiig. no matte, j
i
tbe heavenly rampart* abyve
how true, the evil of which we speak And if. from
Old Abe and brave Stone wail can look down,
the proj>er attitude toward brethren I
*11
aee
they
Will true brethren speak ill one of an This
great transformation of hate into love;
other?
Tis what they all prayed for—Orant. Logan
2. Evil speaking injures the one spo
and Lee.
The amount of serious mis
ken ol
And while our great nation is thankful to-day
chief done in this worid by evil and
oor glorious salvation, while counting
spiteful tongues cannot be estimated
the coat.
There can be no evil word without evi There’# a tie that it binding the Blue and the
fruit We may mean no especial harm |
Gray
In the heroic army of braves that we lost,
but wbat we say may be repented with
lost, we ia reverence cherish each
Though
j
a different emphasis or with enlarge
name.
meat and do incalculable harm.
And are eager to tell of the deeds they have
3. Evil speaking Injures the speaket
done.
It de- I1 While in Northland and Southland their glory
as well as the one spoken of.
grades oar own moral character tc
and fame
Are pictured and told in the battles they
speak ill ol others. It not Infrequently
won.
lessens the opinions of others concern
lng ourselves. What we suspicion In I Half a century has passed, and we muster toothers Is likely to furnish others s
day
method of Judging ourselves. It Is toe
But a thin line of boys that we mustered of
often a correct lndei of our own char
yore.
acters. for usually only evil thinker, And millions rejoice that the Blue and tbe
Gray
speak eTll of others.
the old

mats.

six

good aunt everv week.
bv each and every fruit-grower, for the
It is the last day of June, that most beautiful month of summer, and I am reminded of ; reason that there are many experts who
and
the poem of Lucy Larcora. “The Death of have their individual way of
Jane." and with a quotation from it, will do not recognize any other. It is a case of
close this letter, which isof-eo little mine.
IHffereut methods
doctors disagreeing.
belts.
are advocated in tbe different fruit
Jane falls asleep upon her bier of flowers;
In ram are dewdrops sprinkled o’er her.
in the Bast want' high heads for
In rain would fond winds fan her back to life. Many
Her hours are numbered on the floral dial—
their apple trees, those in tbe extreme
J a at is dead.
middle
West low heads, while in the
Dead without dread or pata. bey r»ye*»
wreath.
section a medium bead is preferred.
Twtaed wltb brr own band, for brr fworrwl."
In any case, the chief thing aimed at is
You will wil br tarry to bear th«t Aunt to
develop a tree of such a shape as will
so
to
brr
right
Mari* bu received
Injury
give the beat fruit product with the least
bow arnoui I haven't yrt learned—
hood
expenditure of time and labor. This will
but probably abr won't br ablr to writ, for
depend largely upon the variety of tree,
Ksraaa,
some time.
and greatly upon the personality of the
You will never know what good cherr
owner, so that no set and fast rules can be
finished
When
l
bad
latter
brought.
your
We will,
laid down for orchard pruning.
rewat
Ural
tbe
courage
page, my
reading
however, touch upon the different factors
wtll
bare
tbe
Aunt
Maria
in
full.
instated

KKfSION.

united beneath

know, and yon

If.)

There
important orchard activities, vix.: Planting, cultivating, pruning,
spraying, harvesting and marketing.
Of these, by far the most important is

oar

Justice.

A

ture U. of
are

vacation.
So. let’s
never. needs a
life and help a little.
It is a beautiful morning, and the scent of
roses mingles with that of new-mown hay,
as I write, and I try to forget that anything so
commonplace as a large washing and many
other tasks await my band while I am ’tying
to fill a chink in that long blank that faces

il w.-rtfc, Me.

'N

war*

iNevt Letter from tbe Coll*** of Agricul-

herself

AMEBIC 0.
I

(Hiancee, Norah Morgan, aged tw*nty-ti*.
drowned in Portland harbor on the
Fourth. Costello and another man in the
rowboat with them attempted to change

PRUNING.

corns to

to

THt

ran

with the first install-

Madge can get oat the coiadn without the
office boy (whose place I am trying to fill) as
lohg as she has a lead pencil, bat it doe#nt
follow that she always want* to. or that she

and It# «ucce#» depends largely
tbe support given M 1# this re-pec*. to»
at u ideations « u*t lie signed, but ttte name of
writer will not be prided except by p- rrnl##l *»•
<.omo»onlc»tlc*ri# Wilt bsmljrc to appro* a or
rejection by tbe e*i tor of ifa column, but none
will be refected wl*b<»ut ro«Kl rea-on. Addre#a
ait communication*

am.

An editor once Mid. when fcU staff »a*.
after another, demanding a vacation:
“Well, go: I can get out this papar myself as
long as I have the office hoy and a lead pen-

on

and calumnious language, but In la I
bearing and in Sliding fault In otfier*
Many who would hJ-itute to !•-. evi
of others are very .vunurtous In <U* po
sit h i. and through usith e and euv;
and orertalkatlveness say things o
others which become evil in I ti c the,
«io those of whom they speak great In

here I

one

cumnt« Mention*,

]

no

ment.

Hopeful

and

“Helpful

affair,

that

were

was

nodding.

getting

Federal cavalry.
Molly had not only saved the train,
but had given Colonel Moseby a close
j
1 call for being captured.
her
Going downstairs. Molly found
father In the telegraph office, a free
cavman. talking to the colonel of the
to her
fofee that had

|

alry

responded

tall.
“How did you manage to get the message through with those men watching
you?" asked the officer.
“I didn't”
“Well, whom did the message come
from T
“I don’t know."
at
“I do." said Molly, who entered
that moment, and she made It all clear
from
to them. She received a reward
a
the United State* government and
erward married a Federal Ueutenan

every
home

j Out of the
i
Frying Pan

j
j

i

•

And in Due lime Into

j
!

!
*

the Fire
—

:

By SADIE

:

:

OLCOTT

....
earth did I get married
Ainsworth, slamming
tiie front door of his house behind him
•nd crushing his bat down on Ills bend
home for business.
'Tin
as he left his
"What

on

for?" growled

that dingy otllce. where
going down to
the sun uever creeps In. to slave all
day by artlfli lrfl light to procure food
and clothes for auother. Before I put
this yoke on uiy nec k I was free as air.
If J

wanted

a

cocktail

or

a

cigar I

bought It: If I wanted to play poker
with my friends till 3 In the morning
1 could do It without being beholden to
Now I can't.
•Oh. for the sense of freedom that
I had when 1 wag'alngle—free as a
When 1 woke up
bird, light as air!
In the morning 1 was not weighed
any one.

down by a sense of responsibility as
When I went to bed I didn’t
now.
have to listen to reproaches for something I hail done or something I hadn't
Instead of hardone during the day.
ing my way In petty things as I have
now. giving up in the Important ones.
I had It In both great and smnll things.
There were no ten dollar hat frames to
buy. with Ofteen dollar oetrlch fenthers attached: no new spring ami fall
rostnmes localise the men who Invent
the fnshlous get them up so that the
unworn ami perfectly good garments
of the last season can’t be made over.
What Induced me to give up peace,
comfort and freedom to take upon myself a multitude of annoyances and
If I were out of It
rares I don't know.
I would never go Into It again."
•

••••••

the world shall I Ret
through all 1 hare to do today?" said
Mrs Ainsworth to herself. "I wish 1
were back In the happy days when I
There's
didn't hare to do drudgery.
the washing just come In. and l’re
"How

In

got to go over all Jim's underclothing,
mend erery hole and replace every
button or he'll take my head off when
When I was
he puts the things on.
free mother used to take care of my
Now I have to do It myself
clothes.
And yet
and take care of Jim's too.
the comic papers are full of silly Jokes
I wish mother
on
mothers-in-law.
here this morning to giro
lift with mj day's work. If she were
I suppose every time she opened her
She
mouth Jim would growl at her.
would be bis mother-in-law and my
Of course It wouldn't bo so
mother
nice If she were my mothfcr-ln-law and
his mother. Anyway. It wouldn't disturb him.
Fie goes down to Ids office every morning and gets r\<f of the
Then
household worry till evening.
when he conies home I'm expected to
look cheerful and kiss him with a
smile on my lips when I'm dead tired
with all I've been doing during the
I'd Just like to change places
day
with him for one day. 1 can see him
mow sitting In his office, scanning a
newspaper and smoking a cigar or
chatting about the market and whether money Is easy or tight or what effect the tariff will hare on prices. And
men call those the annoyances of a
business life.
I'd like mlglity well to
bare one cf them at home and the
cook walk off In a passion an hour before dinner.
I guess he'd find out
what responsibility means."
were

me a

"Off for home, Mr. Ainsworth?" said
Jones, the bookkeeper, at the end of
business hours "1 wish I had a home.
1 never envy married men so much as
when the day's work Is over, with Its
annoyances and disappointments, and
yon go to your own dwellings.
A
pretty wife o[>ens the door for you and
gives you a kiss.
You sit down to a
dinner of home cooking: then In the
evening If you are tired yon alt beside
a table covered with
periodicals and
smoke the happy hours away, or If
you like to go oat to an amusement
you’ve some one to go with you—some
one with whom you are congenial,
some one yon love."
“Just so." was Mr. Ainsworth's latonic assent.

“But we miserable bachelors.” the
garrulous
“what
Jonea
continued,
must we do—go to a desolate room
filled full of nothing? Nothing meets
us at the door.
Nothing gives us a
welcoming kiss. We alt down on a
thalr and pull nothing down on our
laP to sympathize with us In our disagreeable experiences of the day.
While we are making a toilet nothing
lalks to us. and when we are ready
for dinner
nothing goes with us. Single life Is Just brim full of nothing.
And there you are.”
“It beats all." growled Ainsworth as
as he could get away from Jones,
"how persons will be so stupid aa not
to know when
they are well off.”
*••••••

jeon

"Good afternoon. Mrs. Ainsworth,"
•aid Miss Elsie A ache. “I Just called
in
hoping you might be able to cheer
me up a bit.
I do get ao tired doing
nothing. And after a girl becomes too
old to hobnob with
young men who
haven’t become absorbed in the aftalra of a career she b left out In the
eeld.
Everybody aaya to me. 'Why
oon’t you take up some workf
I
don’t need to take up tome work, and
* don’t wish to
take op some work.
I crave b what U natural Car

nice little
like yours.
Isn't
[>erfeetly lovely here?
How nleely you've got your rooms decorated! Nothing gorgeous; everything
In good taste.
You're Just too comfortable for anything.
All day while
you are Interested In your household
duties yon have the anticipation of
your husband coming home In the
evening to tell you about what he has
been Interested in since he left you It)
the morning, how much money he has
made-'—
“Or lost” Interrupted Mrs. Ainsworth.
"Yes. lost sometimes. If It were all
gain there would be uo pleasure In It
It's the losses that give zest to the
gains There's nothing that makes life
worth living except the home.
And
you’ve got the nicest home of any one
of my acquaintance.
Besides, you
have the prospect of children.
I’m a
natural fover of children, and do you
know every year 1 love them more
and more.
I never go Into a house
where there are a lot of them romping
about thnt I don't envy the mother.
They're such a blessing.
I've often
thought how nice It must he to dress
them up at times and at other times
watch them play In the dirt, always
merry and Imparting their merriment
to their parents.
Well, goodby. I Just
ran In from my lonely room to get
buoyed up by a sight of your cozy
home. How I do envy you!”
•

«

woman

to

of my
It Just

•
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crave—a

Just

own.

»

•

•

•

teii you wnat

we

n do.

FRANKLIN.
Miss Meta Springer is home from East

Corinth,

Hereartet

I’m going to consider myself not yout
slave, but your willingly obedient wife,
ready to obey you In everything, not
because It Is a duty, but because it la a

pleas"—
“And not got through my pocketbook
any more?”
"That's not a matter of obedience,
but a
measure of precaution.
Wo
mustn't spend all our Income or we’ll
never get abend, and when the little
one comes we must be prepared to”—
“By the bye. Kit, when the little one
comes we'll have some one we can
both boss, and we won't think so much
about bossing each other."
“I suppose so."
"I have an Idea. Phil Jones and Elsie Asche are both so miserable alone.
Suppose we give them a taste of married life by making a match between
them r
"Elsie would make a good wife.”
“And Phil Is a fine fellow.”
"Very well. We'll bring them In together for dinner."
"And a year after the wedding we’ll
ask them how they like' it.
Maybe
they'll say they have Jumped out of
tile frying pan Into the fire.”
“If they do they won't get back Into
the frying pan again any more than
we, will they?"
They kissed and went down to dinner.

where she has been

teaching.

encourages by its presfunctions.
Class colors, pink and blue, were festooned from centre of ceiling to sides of
hall. A mass of evergreen banked back of
all these

ence
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and wife

receiving

are

white.

in

con-

nurse.

Mr.

DO YOU REALIZE

Prayer

SUNDAY SCHOOL PICNIC.

Music

|

ideal June day—a Qay
Salutatory.Beulah Elizabeth Hooper
when the dust of previous weeks was laid
History...Lorene Carlotta Ryder
the
of
rain
the
be\
by
downpour
evening
Music
and
verdure
was
clean
and
fore,
green. | Prophecy....Ola Marie Smith
was an

fitting day it was for the Sunday school j
picnic at Molasses pond, the ten-mile i
drive being enjoyed by eighty odd people
A

all ages.
Over

broad walk to the

a

outlying fleet

an

Passenger

Martnt

Saturday

of

■.«.»*..—.

the attractive six

young girl graduates
The school board and faculty
occupied seats on stage also..
gratulations on tbc birth of a daughter.
A pleasing feature of the exercises at
Mrs. Asenath Springer’s eighty-sixth
the close was the presentation to Miss Ola
was
observed
June
20.
birthday
pleasantly
Marie Hmith of a pretty gold, stoneMichael
Durgain, of Frederickton, studded locket for perfect attendance
j N. B., is visiting relatives and friends during the four-year course. This was
here.
given by the school board. -Roberts', orEdrland Hardison is home for a two j chestra, of Miibridge, gave several ttne seweeks’ vacation from Taunton,
Mass., lections during the evening. Th) prostate hospital, where he is training for a
gram:

Roy Fernald

nil

and

of nice

float,

one

finds

row-boats and

a

launch.

naphtha

Rowing was popular
with all. The sandy beach lured the children to doff shoes and stockings, and they
Baseball, quoits

and

That

June 30.

That

Miss Frances Dyer has gone to Hancock
of larger growth.
The
enjoyed the quiet retreats Point for the summer.
of the many pleasant nooks among the
John W. Blaisdell is home from Wytotrees, the dinner hour finding knots of pitlock to do his haying.
friends scattered about the grove with
Mrs. C. R. Clark, of Bangor, is visiting
well-filled hampers, and appetites for the her
parents, Will H. Card and wife.

friends

East brook

greeting hand to all.
The homeward drive

over

the

gave

the
S

with

fresh

stocked

efficient

freight

service
a

en-

larger

field ?
That

this

means

service

that good freight

gives

better

and

fresher goods at lower prices

Effle Johnson left Saturday for
Northeast Harbor, where she h®s employMrs.

highlands

your

\

grown-ups

occasion.

keeps

ables him to buy in

_B.

terested those

freight

goods ?

home, last week.

other games in-

fast

dealer

Will.Beatrice BlaisdelI Gordon
Music
Presentation of Gifts.
Marvel Beatrice Wentworth
Valedictory.Beulah Juue Hardison
Music
Conferring of diplomas
Benediction

^Harold Clifford visited Winthrop, his

waded to their hearts’ content.

to you ?

ment.

fine, the road through that section
being in throughly good condition; auto-

was

roobilists would enthuse
eastern

or

Mrs. Grace Wilson and young daughter,
Cherryfleld, were week-end guests of
her parents, Robert Phillips and wife.

of

it. The
western approach from Frank-

lin cannot boast of such

over

Harold Arey, a former pastor here, now
superintendent of schools for Litchfield
and adjoining towns, is a guest at Dr. S. S.

perfection.

SCHOOL ENTERTAINMENT.

De Beck’s.

friends to the number of
fifteen visited the village school Friday,
its closing afternoon, when the following
program was listened to with pleasure:
Parents and

!

For the past few days Miss Muriel Dehas been the guest of her college
chum, Miss Marie Foster, at their cottage
Beck

Prayer.<..Mr Dunham
Hong.-.School
Exercise, “Dear Apple. Wake Up”,
Florence Abbott. John Bragdon, Lula
McNaughton. Vernon Billings, Mabel
Foss. Angie McLaughlin.
A Schoolboy’s Heroism.Herbert Marshall
Why Cats Wash After Eating, Theresa Lawrie
A Peaceable Dog. ..Carrie Abbott
Ruling Passion of Jones.Lillie Billings
Exercise, “Mother Goose Party”.Martin
Dyer,- Manley Abbott, Harvard Billings, Clifford Dyer
The Hand-organ Man’s Girl.-Mildred Abbott
Friday Evening After Examination,
Franklin Foss
George Washington.Harry McLaughlin
Said the One in the Middle... .Frances Young
Catching the Colt.Paul Bunker
Bed in Bummer.Lincoln Bragdon
A Knock-out Blow.Helen Bragdon
Dick's Disease.Bert McNaughton
The Daisies.Frances Crabtree
Regular as a Clock.Willie Morse
Push.Richard Dyer
A Doll's Bonnet.Miriam Bunker
Tommy Spink’s Ears.Leta Billings
Davie’s Pocket.Blanche Eldridge
Which Loved her Best.Dorothy Eldridge
Farmer Nick's Scarecrow.Clyde Bragdon
Speaking Pieces.Leslie Springer
Getting Acquainted.Lawrence Morse
A Recipe for Success.Bernard Sprague
The Trials of Childhood.Gladys Clarke
Song of the Season.Emily Young
Nellie's Small Brother.Virginia Collins
Farce, “Last Day of School,” Richard
Dyer, Gertrude Bragdou. Mildred Abbott, Clyde Bragdon, Bernard Sprague,
Hubert Marshall, Bert McNaughton,
Lillie Billings, Franklin Foss, Leta
Billings, Emily Young
Vacation Soug..School

teachers. Miss Daisy Gordon, of the
grammar grade, and Miss Geneva Bragdon, of the primary, have made good their
The

reputation.

COMMENCEMENT

WEEK.

quarter’s lessons, one
Methodist Sunday school was
write the “Story, of Joseph”,

review to last

a

asked

to

they

whose life

I DeBeekTa

had been

miss of

studying.

twelve,

the

remarkably well-written
showed that she was thoroughly
a

sant with the

subject

Leona

pri?e

in
story which

won

and

a

conver-

close student.

The baseball game scheduled for the
Fourth did not materialize. There was
nothing by way of a celebration here aside
from the “getting togerher” of the citizens, and, considering the lack of special
attractions other than
the
moving

pictures,
and

it

record-breaking crowd,

was a

orderly one, too.

an

Dinner snd sup-

first-class, and well
patronized. Mrs. L. T. Bunker, president
of the ladies’ aid society, w as in charge,
ably assisted by F. L. Swan and wife, with
a competent
squad of willing workers.
The Franklin band was much appreciated,
with its enlivening music
and kindly
thoughful they were of the G. A. R. post
commander, John D. Perkins, who has
been confined to h»s home by illness.
They marched thither and cheered him by
their inspiring selections, which be says
was a ton (e) ic better than any medicine.
per

in the hall

Eben

were

Smith, another veteran,

was

Tobacco Should be Smoked Up
i

As Soon

as

Miss Vida
for

Then it is bound to be fresh
to smoke cool and
sweet—because the natural moisture hasn’t a chance to
escape. That’s the reason experienced smokers stick to
the good old Sickle plug—slice off a fresh pipeful as they
need it—and get all the original flqvor and fragrance
that have been pressed in the plug, and kept there by the
natural leaf wrapper.
—

These smokers could save a minute’s time by getting their
tobacco already cut up—but they know it would also be dried up,
would bum East and bite their tongues.
You’ll find solid satisfaction in smoking Sickle. And you’ll
get more tobacco, because there is no package to pay for. Your
dealer sells Sickle.
_
_

3 Ounces

Slice it

10c

you

like-

to

the

Cousins has gone to Holden
stay with her cousin,

indefinite

George Stanley.
_

T,

large moose and a deer visited this
vicinity last week.
Miss Fannie Crook, of Brewer, is visitA

<1

Salad

Mix into two heaping tablespoonfuls of melted butter one
tablespoonful of STICKNEV & POOR'S MUSTARD, one teaapoonof salt, one of sugar and one tablespoonful of vinegar; add the
beaten yolks of four ••ggs and Anally the whites of the eggs beaten
stiff
Dust In a little pepper and cook in a double boiler, stirring
frequently until smooth and' thickened to the consistency of thin
cream; add milk or cream when ready to serve.
Bottled, this keeps
for months.
ful

Mrs. Lena Cousins, who has been caring
'Mrs. Guy Butler in East brook, is

for

It is

home.

a

delicious and wholesome addition to fruit,

vegetables, meat
If You Will Use

Verna and Sadie Lawrie leave
to-day for Northeast Harbor, where they
Misses

employment.
July 7.

T.
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CLARION

RANGES

CLARION

has been the

|

name

1

SUCCESSFUL
RANGES and STOVES

<

SINCE 1874

£

CLARIONS

meet

|

%

the needs of

"

people because—They are P
always ready for use; always eco- 5
nomical; always quick in action; 5
always durable.
J
Maine

z

5
z

If you

£
WOODA

art

not

near a

CLARION dealer, write

BISHOPCO., Bangor, Me.

SOLD BY J. P. ELDRIDOE,

Nearly even,' grocer sells it in % and
54-lb. cans at 10 cents and 20 cents.
Write for our book of receipts. You

j»

of

I

3

will get a smooth dressing, delicate
in flavor, with just enough sharpness to
add the desired zest to your dish. You
will get this result every time because
STICKNEV & POORS MUSTARD
IS ALWAYS THE S,\ME.

you

•

CLARION I

w

fish.

Mustard

Stibrrtisnnrnts.
CLARION STOVES

or

Sttckney & Poor’s

have

large

^

Dressing

Made With Mustard ?

ing Francis Wilbur and wife.

The high school graduation exercises on
the evening of June 26 were well ren-

RANGES

as

use

B.

June 30.

voice and which

interesting

an

Mrs.

duets.

Z

it’s Cut Up

Miss Bernice Page, of East brook,
is
with Mrs. Arthur Robertson for an indefinite stay.

careful instruction she is
Misses Mary and
availing heraelf of.
Blanche Gordon also gave pleasure in

very

As

class in the

Marion Goodwin is at the home of
parents, Nathan Collar.
School closed Friday after a successful
term taught by Miss Verna Lawrie.

the

dered and

left

Mrs.

Among the musical numbers was a
solo by Miss Mary Mayo, which was

pleasing

Haskell, assistant high school
for her home in Steuben
Thursday. She has proved a pleasing and
efficient aid in the school-room, and has
made many friends in school and out.
Miss Clara

teacher,

her

Music
State of Maine.Raymond W Blaisdell
A Warning.Marion I Wrentworth
Music
Mistress 8herwood's Victory. .Nora B Bunker
Toussaint L* Ouverture.Hollis J Orcutt
Music
Experience with Refractory Cow,
Velma F Wallace
Aux Italians..Eirena E DeBeck
Music

to her

C. Bragdou and wife, returned Saturday,
accompanied by her sister, Miss Gertrude,
and brother Lincoln.

NORTH FRANKLIN.

Music

reveals

Gladys Hanscom, of Glen, N. H.,
spent last week with her parents, L.

Mrs.
who

agreeably honored,
July?.

The junior exhibition Wednesday evening was thoroughly enjoyable, with the
follow iug program:

adapted

at Sorrento.

wise

_

Prayer
"I heart. Mrs. Ainsworth.” said Mrs.
Elsie Asche Jones a year after the last
(•corded dialogue between Mr. and
Mrs. Ainsworth, “that the baby Is sick,
I hare come In to ask If there Is anything I can do for you."
There's nothing needed.
"Oh, no.
He's asleep now. Jim and 1 were up
with him all night. The child had the
worst case of colic he's ever had. Jim
walked the floor with him from 2 till 4
In the morning.
The poor man has
gone down to business all tired out”
“Too bad. I suppose that If children
are a comfort”—
"They must sometimes be a nuisance." said Ainsworth, entering and
Interrupting the speaker.
"Why, my dear," exclaimed Mrs.
Ainsworth, “what did you come borne
for?"
“Headache; played out all over and
from walking post for two hours last
night besides getting up ten times
beating water, warming milk and other things that I didn't have to do as a
bachelor."
“Oh. Mr. Ainsworth,” exclaimed Mrs.
Jones, “you should be so happy to have
the dear little thing sent down from
heaven to you"'
“From where?" growled Ainsworth.
"Dear." said the wife, "you said that
when the baby came we would have
something to unite us. because we
needn't spend our time thinking that
we were each bossed by the other; we
would both boss the baby.”
“Did I say that?"
“Tea. you did."
“If I said that It showed the folly of
giving one's views without experience.
In that little monster we'v* both got
■ tyrant that’ll be rubbing our ntfsea
into the ground for the rest of our
natural lives."
“And If he stops rubbing your nose
In the ground—I mean If you lose him
—you'll be wild with grief.”
“I suppose so," grunted the father.
“Dear, I'd like a cug of strung tee."

abbertefmrrrtB.

audience, which

stage which with jardinieres of flowers
potted plants in front quite inclosed

Miss Florence Dunn'is home from Portland, where she has been since last fall.

•

"Well, my dear,” said Mr. Ainsworth
to his wife as they walked together
Into their upstairs chamber, “how has
the battle gone today?”
"I don’t know. Jim.” replied his wife,
whom he drew down on his lap. "but
that we make too much of these ordiIt seems to
nary annoyances of life.
me that If we stopped occasionally to
think how much better off we are than
some other persons we wouldn't feel
that our dally life contained so many
troubles.
Elsie Asche dropped In today Just to bave a look at the comforts
we have In order to cheer herself up
from the misery of being alone In the
world.
I had been grumbling to myself after you went to business at what
lam obliged to do for yon every day,
considering myself to be a slave to
you and all that"—
"I was thinking the same about you."
—•'when Elsie enme In. and she rattled away In that garrulous fashion o(
hers, showing me how well off I am,
making me ashamed of myself."
"Fanny! That's exactly what Jones
was
saying to me when I left the
office."

|

us.

will be

delighted

with it.

Among the other Stlrkney A Poor Prodare: Pepper, Cinnamon, Cloves. Ginger,
rtufe* 'r « ‘‘"to. Sage, Savory, Marjoram, Celery Salt, Curry Powder, PapNu*™**> Cassia. Allspice. Whole Mixed Spice. Pastry Spice,
iP u hyme.
Soda. Cream of Tartar, Rice Flour, Potato Flour. Sausage
reasoning. Poultry Seasoning and Flavoring Extracts.
ucts

8UPe

"Stlckney A Poor’s'* when

you

order them#

STICKNEY & POOR SPICE CO., 184 State Street, Bo.ton.
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eggs are quite
common, eggs with three yolks are rare.
Mrs. Albert WUli-ia, of West Surry, re-

double-yolked

year ; $1.00 lor six

months, 50 cents for three months; if paid
strictly In advance, $1 50, 75 and 88 cents
respectively, single copies 5 cent*. All arrearages are reckoned at the rate of $2 pei

vear.
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Business communications should be addressed
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able to The Hancock Countt Publishing
Co., Ellsworth, Maine.

cently found
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The intensity of Mt. Desert light is to !
increased about August 5, next, by
the llluminant

from oil to in-

vapor, increasing the light
to about 55,000 eandlspower. There will
also be a slight reduction in duration of
flash, the flash being two seconds and the
eclipse thirteen seconds.

Ills

Congress.

rendered necessary
fill the vacancy.

untiiqeiy
special

a

death

j

to

system of nominating candiby caucuses and conventions having been abolished, the people
will have the right, and it will he their
duty, on July 28, at a primary electioni
held by the republican and democratic
parties, to nominate candidates to be
The old

voted for

on

Sept.

8.

When

—

—

—

does not win the

support of

Patcangall

than Mr.

more

voters

will be able to

secure.

pairs.
W.

H. Brown

Ellsworth, July 9,1913.
To the Editor of the American:
Owing to tbe circulation ol certain reports in this city and district, in regard
to my congressional candidacy, I would

pleased, it, in justice to myself, you
will publish this brief statement:

went to Bar Harbor for the

day, while a
good-siaed party went to- Green lake foe

performed

an

candidate, and have filed
my nomination papera, with every honeet
intention to push my campaign with all
the

vigor

at my command.

there is no understanding
between myself and any other candidate
Neither is there
or group of individuals.
any exchange of confidences between myself and other aspirants for the nomination, nor have I received or accepted any
2.

dance at

th*

upon

Mrs. Rich-

L Moore Monday morning, removing a growth from the neck. Mrs. Moot*
withstood the operation jaicely, and is improving gradually.

C. £. Metcalf and wife spent the weektheir outage here.

end at

Newman, who has beers atbusiness, college in Bos tore, is

ni«
a

offers which would lessen my
efforts to secure tbe nomination.
or

1 offer this statement to contradict
tain reports w hich are in circulation.

Very truly

cer-

Mrs. Ida Mitchell, of Bernard, spent a
law days last week wiah her mother, Mrs.
Jalia Stanley.
Lindell Cleveland, wife and

ing

a

few weeks at

July 7.

force 1

saw, says a writer in
was in a western city

ever

Atlantic Weekly,
where I observed a species of wild sunflower forcing its way up through the
asphalt pavement; the folded and com-

pressed

lesves of tbe

plant,

Ailen, at

the Metcalf cottage.
T. E. U

like

a

man’s

sifted with flour
It the top of a oaks
of iu ranhutare icing there is lees danger
stag over the aides.

Mrs. Maurice

Belfast,

Mrs.
Add

e

joke

on

of

story apropos
telling
temperance before a gathering the other
a
Are which dewas
about
It
night.
stroyed a distillery in the little country
town where she lived and taught school
twenty years ago.
“We thought it was providential,” she
said, “until the next day. Then it ap-

peared

was

a

that in their effort to

Shaw md

daughter,

save as

of

gnestsof relatisea here.

are

Shaw

ia attending Osatine

school.

Thomas M itcheli, who was Miss
Irano, of North Cbowray, N. H., is

it her old

name.

Samuel Robertson
Lamoine to

and

wile

spend the Fourth

drove
with

was

A daughter was- bona to Mr. and Mr*.
Lvaorge 1. Freeman June 29.
Mra Charles £¥ttee, who was Mias Liane Johneon, is the guest of Herman Joy
und writs, Fred Petten, wife and daughter
have also been their gufsts.

July *.

_•
MT.

B.

DESEKT FEKKY.

Frank Jeilisoo, ot Bed Beach, is visiting

are

W. Jellison.

Donald, of Portat Harvard Carter’s tor the sumand

son

much

“And so you an married?’’ “I told
you 1 was going to be." “But I thought
it was a Joke,” “U Isn't.”

The schooner Mary B. Wellington, Uspt.
Martin, is discharging coal for the Maine
Central.

Kingman, with hia bride, of
Uoncord Junction, Man., is Tailing bis
tunta. Miss Arviila Kingman and Un.
Lawrence

Louis

ms. rsraaw to ms.

Jordan.
C.

July 7.
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Ellsworth,

Mr. R. M. LfXtrrtnce.
Lnbtr, \tnint:
Against my inclinatioo sod at roach personal sacrifice. 1 have yielded to a demand,
which came to roe to such lorra tbat\ felt 1
could not properly ignore It, and have determined to run for t'ongrerw in this district.
I ;have signed nomination paper* and ahall
enter the republican primaries.
My nomination. it the preaent time, seem* certain.
I understand that you will be the chveen
candidate of the progressives. Under the law
the machinery of nomination by the people
at the primaries can only be o»ed at the preaent time by the republican sod the democratic
parties. Your nomination would have to be
made by filing nomination pape rs.
I believe that oor political views are substantially the same, the d’ffcrence being
largely a matter of names. We are both violently opposed to the present democratic
policy in Washington, which is admittedly
detrimental to the business interests of this
district.
At the November election last, which was
a national election land this will be
practically a national election), the counties in
what is now this district threw about 14.QM
votes democratic and 21.000 votes anti-democratic. Is it necessary for us to endanger the
interests of the people of this district and
facilitate the election of a democratic Con
greasman by opposing tbs democrats with
two candidates, when one could surely win?
1 aui willing to sacrifice all personal ambition for the good of the district, and 1 assume
that you are. I propose that you enter the
republican primaries with me. with the understanding that the winner shall receive at
the election the unqualified support of the
loser and all bis friends and supporters, so
far as he can control it. If the voter* at the
primaries desire you rather than me to oppose the democratic candidate, you owgbt to
have all tbe anti-democratic strength.
If
th«.y indicate a preference In my favor, I
should have all tbe anti-democratic strength.
Let tbe winner call biuseelf anything be dasires in Washington, so long as be oppoass
tbs present ruinous democratic policy.
Aa tbe time for filing nomination papers tor
tbe primaries empire* to-morrow, and aa yoa
may not be prepared with tbe neraaaary
documents, 1 wMJ undertake, if you will a*rapt this proposition, to obtain a sufficient
number of names for you so that you may be
assured, without effort on your
part, that
ticket
your Dame will be on the primary
with mine.
This is the only solution of tbs situation
that seems to me feasible. II any other Occam to you better adapted to tbs situation,
or more probably resulting in defeating the
democrat*, please let me know.
I will go anywhere to meet you. or do anything in my power k> restore harmony, so
that we may co-opt-rat* to carry out, for the
benefit of our constituents, the beliefs we
butt*.there.
A* t'*™**MU. UVMSrB TO MR. BBTEKS.

Rocklawp. Mb.. July 2, 1913.
Mr. Jofcw A. PH*rt:
Your telegram received
I can only answer
personally as one member of the progressive
party 1 have no authority to sprah for the
I have simply signified my
organisation.
willingness to accept lb* nomination if tendered me. I am not yet a selected candidate.
My entering the republican primaries
would not hinder any other candidate from
receiving the progressiva nomination.
Ina*s»uch as the progressive vote- outnumbers the republican abaat two to one. and
si nee the progressives made possible the election of our present State administration, my
solution would be for year leaders to endorsethe progressive candidate.
If ywu are practically assured thwnomination, you hold the key to the sthaatlon. f
greatly appreciate your unselfish desire for
harm*** y.
Eownaan M. Lawkkscr.
MR. rWTKES TO SB. LAVBI1CB.

Ei.:*voetu. J sly 3, 1912.
Mr. Mdward M. Latrrensr,
Rockland. Maine:
Ytetr telegram received. I a in aware that
you. are not yet selaated as a candidate;
neither am 1. I have assumed that, as the
master stands now. both of us will be selected,
and that t here will be two candidate* against
a democrat, unless some other arrangement
is-made.
I regret you will not Join In plan to sishmit
t* the voters of the third district, for their
free determination through medium of the
direct primary, tha choice of candidate to
toad fight for protejtion of oar business in-

_

“Did you punish yonr son for throwing
slump of coal at Willis Snaiggn?" asked
“X did,” replied the
the careful mother.
bosv tether. “I don’t care so much for
the Sjmiggs boy, but I oan’t have anybody
in tbis family throwing coal around like
that.”

The decision shcaid not ba had at a convention or through the InJuence of party
leaders. It is for the peopled© decide, and tothem I believe should be left question of tht*
nomination.
J. A. ferraas.
MR. LAWJRRKCX TO HR. mTHAR.

Lcsec.. Mr., July 6, ISISJfr. J. A. Peter*.
Bllewonh, Me.:
Yoar telenrsmi received; eorry X wee unable
to meet you wben I celled] et four city; for
I do noS understand
thet purpose Thursday.
how progressives css partlcfeate in primaries this election.
I regret the stand you have taken la thin
matter- The people will surety bold tha minority responsible far tbe detest of. b candidate that best protects the baainees interests
E. If. Deliver.
of this district

Patet-Wke
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street.
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oreaent the same for settlenwnt. and
all indebted thereto are requested to raake D«,
mem immediately.
Fukz> k Maims
M
Ellsworth Wmllm. July 1, 190.
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of F. H.

nereoy givm^.^T^:
■he haa been duly appointed sdmlnia.
THK
•ratrla with will auoaard
subscriber

ftelp tHantA.

olthe

estate

WILLIAM H. MOOKAOK. latest < AST!\K,
•u the comaty of Heueock.
deceaaed, and
glveu bond# aa the law directs
Ail oeruons beviug trmst>d. ipiut the
said deceaaed are desired to present the .ams
for settlement, and all indebted thereto
requested to make payment immediately.
Lit. a an A- Caoe***ovi
tasttne. July I. IMS.

woman for general housework,
to Mas.
Oaoaos A. I'akskm.

e.tatTof

ERantrt.
I YE AOENT8—Men

I
j

disc* high-grade
4
iort»e. -juish sales: big

or

women

to

Intro-

specialties in every
profits. Write at once.

Wwitb

.MAWcr/vCTcaiso

Rsngor.

Me.

A

iMroariso

summer, for his keep
work.
Heavy
Suitable for woman to
P. O ltoi BO. Ellsworth.

Irtve.

to carry
Address

light

oaticTTluM

subscriber nereoy girts
been duly appointed Admisi*.
estate of
JOHN F. ROY AL, late cd KLL^Worth.
ha th* county of Hancock. dWeea*e<L*t.i giira
bonds aa the law directs AH person. a*
51
JEtnauds againrtthe estate of mut decr**M
ara desired to present the aame for ««
uiemrnt.
aud all indebted thereto are requeued to
asake payment
yLutrrut E. Rot at.
Eli.worth. July 7. mi.
she haa
THE
trail* of the

Co.,

the

flood
HORSE—During
home;
foor

motifb

1

Spaml y.oau*.

Immediately.

notice.
proprietor# at Mount !>esert Bridge {
subscriber nereoy give. n.»r:ceT&*t
are
Corporation
hereby notified that tn# J
have been duly appointed admiststhey
itioual mssUor of said corporation will be leators
of the estate of
3eld at it* toll house in Trenton, on the sec- ;
AC'IUHTA ». H UiOKN, late -t ELLsod Monday of July neat at 2 o'clock p. m..
't*r the following purposes, vis.:
WORTH.
El rut. To choose officers for said corpora- Ua the county of Hancock, decease!, aod
given bonds as the law direct*
tion for the ensuing year,
All perlecond. To see what action shall be taken »was having demands agmu.t the estate
of said deceased are desired to prrwat th«
to repair tbe bride*
third. To transact such other business a* seme for settlement, and ail indebted tteirto
are requested to make pay ran
turn Mine.;
may legally com* before said meeting.
Jo»» J Honks. Clerk.
Kow-sao H. liaatvsT
Mount Desert. id*.. June II. 1PI*.
Luow 3. Ha non
‘tooth Brewer, Me.. July 3, 1913.
I.KB proposals for constructing a sec.
lion of Htate road tn the town of flan*
subscriber hereby give* nutivr -.^s:
x»ck will be rcostved at the office of the
she baa been duly appointed rtecauix
kcdectmen until g o'clock p. m. July V. l»i& of the last will sod testament
of
Rian* and specification* for tbe proposed
VAN DALI A A. HO WARD, late of LAMOINE.
cork may be seen upon application.
The selectmen reserve the right to reject in the county of Hancock, deceased.ns bonds
C. W wtbatto*.
being required hp the termaof said will. All
»n> and ad! bids.
G. A
persons having demands against tbr e»Mastic,
tate of mid deceased are desired to
L H Foss.
present
tba same for settlement. and *11 Indebted
itolectaaen of Hancock
thermo are requested to make pasn.rnt imCXI KPO RATION MEETING.
O.
mediately.
Mixrit
Y'WSu.
Umoiuf. July 1. 1913.
annual meeting of the Eastern Maine
Railway Company will he held at the ofsubscriber
a<>*:ce that
give*
hereby
lee of the ir«aaurer. 8. T. Klasbwl). asq., 41« •
she ha* been duly appointed executrix
Main street, Rockland. Maine, on the first of the last
will and teatment of
Wednesday of August can*. at tea o'clock in
URHBKRT
A. BHEDD. late of BUCKS*
he forenoon.
By orde* of the directors,
PORT*
L. A. Bmksy,
IM loamy i*e naococx,
r.o ->cb:»
Ellsworth. Jaly 1, 1913.
Clerk.
1
by
Ail
the
b«iag require
term* of «aud win
person* having demand* ag*ln«t the estate of
AHKSWIIr
NOTICE
aal4 deceased are desired to present the »*»*
board af iMMori will be In session for settlement, and all indebted ther«io art
ibr Mcosd Tfauridh) of each month for
re«j«e*ted to make payment immediately
Lhs parposaof tranasettag any business I'mi
Hums H mis00.
may come b of ore thorn reisnn* to the neBachs port, July 2, 1VIA
ts semen t of tw«* a.
H. V. Writtomi,
Hoyt E. Acstik,
subscriber hereby give* u nee 1 that
ha ha* been duly appoint'd executor
W. & Istti,
of the laat will and testbmeot of
Ellsworth .July 1, &IB.
hAUAH ML SNOWMAN, late of HICKS*

THE

THE

SEA

THK

THE

THK
iu

THR

THB

POET.

CAUTION.
IIMIERRAS, Mu wifm MsrrE. Alley, bus
ft
left my bed end hoard without jpst
cawse. 1 her- by forfeit! nil
persons from trusting her on my Account, as 1 ahsi) pay r.o bills
other contracting after this dais.
Chaelss Alut.
Islcsford. Me- July Sy m*.

la the county of

ac bond*
Hancock, tiec*a«<
being required by tbs term* -4 **.d will. All
persons having demand* aga.ust the esUteof

deceased ars desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to make paytneit immediately
Wasraft rises® mb*.

auckepon, inly

__

HTHIB subscriber beraoy gteea notice th»*
X aha has been d u/y appo toted adia.ni**

Xabmunnatta.

trains with IBs will annexed o4 the estate of
PKLBXA A- MOGRAOB. latte! CASTING.
la the county af Hauoock, decr»»e.l
Ail pcr»oBJ
boudaua lb. Mwdlracw.
• lag
Jiiiid, again.t th* c.utir 1 »*“
dacaaad an daairad to prawn, .became lor
MUlemroa, aad all lad,bud thereto »r« rtqueued ts make payment imcd.eulrLillu A. Ckt*.
Coetlng, July tBU.
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I

Price Beings >U*y Pa-

atSfltXtBUIUS.

G. A. PtrchM’i.

trons to

The people of

Ellsworth ud vicinity

Wm, O.

aiae of Dr. Howard’! specific, for the

■ILtWOkTH,

cure

and dyspepsia, to be aold
price, 2S cents, and have bought

orncc.

of bottles.

MORRISON, JOY 1 CO. BLOCK,

Unlike ordinary medicine fee constipaand dyspepsia, the doae of Ur. How-

STATB

tion

ard’*

specific

is

nae, and the

MAINE

••arenas nuuta and abstract,
amt coplaa furnished on abort
notice, ana at IUMMU WCn

constipation

hundreds

EMERY

TITLES

Howard Co. to afloar the regular SO cent

of

__

THE

WKOM6S ttr BrYKRSCUXTULIC.

Halt

mi.

aabeertber bereoy giv«» notice :h*»
aha has beemduly appointed exrcuirix of
the laat will and testament af
BABAHl P. HUPC.N8, lata of ELLSWORTH*
1b the ooanty of Hancockfcdecaa«cd. no Doodi
being required by the term# of sal will hU
perao:*a having demand* against eh* rstate®
•aid d«ceased am desired to preac.es he **»•
for asttlemant. and all Indebted thereto art
requastad to make payment immediately.
Maby P. Hor«:*>
BU—aorth, Jmly 2, 19IE

CAUTION NOTICE.
'IlfBEREAB. a| sift, Viola L, Treworgg,
TT
has left my bed and ooard without
last sause, I will oat bs responsible for any
bills by her sonlraafetd.
May ms an Thawomov.
BAashil), tons *0.1*13.

Special

<

•aid

CAUTION
my wits. Marion F. March,
'U/'HE&KAS
Y Y
has left say bed and board without any
eause, I:warn all merchants and others from
harboring or tranting her in my name, as L
•hall pay no debts that she may inc «.
K. A. Mtacn.
Kilt worth, Mb,, Jams 8. 1*1*.

at half

^pljfyriif^wieitTa

SOTICK OP

<

NINOS—Two

■

▼f
Penobscot county. Maine b*
gage deed dated August
iggp, and
In the Hancock onunty registry f,r
t>°okiV>. page 4*. conveyed
•lgne<I. a certain lot or parcel of lir »
*0'1 funded *nd
db
scribed as follow, to wit:
Bounded
n?
oorth by land formerly of Charirs
K
and It rr of Juprr frailer: *3*t
u*
formerly of A. F. and O. R. Burnham
by land formerly of Ava *roith and
Frederick Frailer; weat by the
land, *o called, and known aa
farm and conuiring fifly-two
lem; and whereat the condition, of
«•*•»» *Ow broken. n*w. therefore by
of the breach of the condition
thereof ;
a foreclosure of said
mortgage,
e lhto
notice for that purpose
Hu*h E, CAurgrrca
*>/ *»*r attorney. I, t a wool y
**•
EUewortb. Maine. Ju y a m3.
•ubwsrtber hereby give* notice
h* hf* ^*n duly appointed ad
ml,B1*
tie.
•rator of the estate of
OEOKUB W. HARDEN, late of ELLS-

bold fur n i h h ino*—including
cook
store,
arpeting. table*, art
square, lantpa, etc. Apply at Tub Aukmica*

House

I

Ifflal Jfotm.

now BOAT IS feet long: new. Also cedar
1% wood diek decoy*. fi.1 per doten. Inquire at Am ante a* office or of K. 8. Mbaks,
Water at.

a

quarter.

Ray moot R|a

i s. J. CLEMENT,

cher obtained for them in getting the Ur.

good while.

Easy

tl-HtH-M-l I-I-til it.. l

down.

when

Player Pianos i

Small Instruments of all kinds, mid everything in
the music I'ne. Talking Machines. Sewing Machines
and Supplies, Cabinets, Bicycle* and Sundries, Va-

eppreciat* the great advantage U. A. he-

paint

Waiting (or 5 per cent, more likely 2 1-2.
Tbe average job (with Devoe) is fSO;
Put it oft (or *>40?
5 per cent, *240.
Guess not.
You think ol that job as 100. So it ia
with inferior paint.
(
State of Ohio, city of Toledo.
Paint Devos; do it now, it you property
Lucas County.
(
DEVOE.
Frank J. Cheney makes ostb that he ie
needa it.
senior partner of the firm of F- J. Cheney A
Mouuaoyt-JoY Co. eella it.
Co, doing business in the City ot Toledo,
County nad Slate aforesaid, and that said
firm will pay the earn of ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS for each and every ease of Catarrh
that cannot be eared by the nee at HALL'S
FRANK J. CHENEY.
CATARRH CURE.
Sworn to before me and subscribed In my
presence, thin fth day ot December. A. D.uei
A. W. GLEASON.
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Care Is taken Internally and
acts directly upon the blood and muooaa snrfacee of the system. Bend for teetimonlsls,
,r**'
P. J. CHENEY A CO, Toledo, d.

; Carries Pianos and

your property needs it.
Paint-loolisb to wait (or tbe price to go
is to

It It | l 1 n | 1
j ) { ^

Clement’s MUSIC Store

LAwmntc*.
Mk July 2. iSli.

terests.

to
rel-

mar.

of the stock as possible the good people
fist, had pushed against the hard but
had climbed to tbe second floor, lot down
flexible concrete, till it had bulged up and
s chute and rolled barrel after barrel of
then split, and let the irrepressible plant
wbisky into the river. The vast crowd
must
have
force
exerted
The
through.
which had assembled saw the barrels floattjooa many pounds.
and immediately dispersed. And
I think it doubtful it the strongest man ing away
next day every man, woman an child
.could have pushed his fist through each a the
in that entire community was drunk aa a
restating medium. If it was not life
which exerted this toroe, what was it? lord.”
At this point some one interrupted,
Lite is a kind of explosion, and the slow
continued explosions of this growing “Oh, Mrs. Blank," called a voioe, quiveras
as
the
pavement
ntant rent
surely
ing with laughter, “you lived In that
powder would have done. It is doubtful community, didn’t you?”
if any cultivated plant oould have over“X did,” was the prompt rejoinder, “but
tbe foroe of I wee
come each odds. It required
the exception.
My people were
the untamed hairy plant of the plains to living up stream.”
feet*
this
•ceomptiah
la

•

land,

_________

Her Misfortune.

Wonderful Energy of Plant Growth.
One ol tbe most remarkable exhibitions

plant

son

A local Uubwoasan who loveaa
herself

9CUJVAN.

A. Randall, «f Cambridge. Mass.,
visiting her sister, Mrs. James Oreutt.

Mrs. A

Brighton, Maas., and Fred Jacobus, wife his brother, W.
and niece, ei Roelindale, Mass., are spendMrs. Marstoo

yours,

Eot C. Haines.

EA3T

-> f t » f I I -f- f

I I f t |

extelegram* were
Mr. Peter* end Mr.

time

diflsrence* less

it r-ee. The* horse died before the start
made for borne.

SEA WALK

Mias
tending

or

John A. Pienata.

Mrs, Kffle

Hodgkins and A. C. Hagerthy

operation

my misunderstanding*
iiiu food a mental.

Kim rue r

That

promises

ol

a

mond.

be

am a

Bangor Friday^

spending the day with Mrs* Brown at tbe
hospital. Her condition m- gradually improving* and she expects ta be up in about
ten days.
The Fourth passed quietly here. Many

I)r». Lewis

Mr. Haines’ Candidacy.

That I

to

There was
a | picnic.
Casino to tbe evening.

CorrreponOrnct.

1.

went

1 I

Peter*

lawrencw

has

election

Fred W. Joy, of New York and j You will find my name on the primary
Ellsworth, was told by Arthur Giles, of J ballot as one of the candidates for the
This week's edition of The
West Ellsworth, that he had seen “droves” | nomination on the republican ticket. You
American is 2,550 copies.
of moose near Mr. Joy’s camp at Patten's have a right to know why t»y name is
]K>nd, he, the said Joy, swallowed hard, there and my attitude toward the matter.
2,460 and while admitting that he was not
Average per week (or 1912,
The reason my name is on the primary
from Missouri, but from little old New
ballot is because X received so many reYork, still he would have to be shown. quests from various parts of the district
WEDNESDAY, JULY 9, 1913
East Thursday morning,
And be was.
urging me to become a candidate that it
with his sister Bertha and Miss Mabel seemed to be my duty to run. 1 have not
the
week
Hon.
John
A.
During
pan
Joy. be was enjoying the fishing at Pat- sought the nomination. It would be a
Peters has been whelmed with conten's pond, when one of the ladies discovgreat hardship to me personally to have it;
gratulatory letters and telegrams on ered the “drove” of moose feeding on the but 1 realize that sometimes personal inhis assent to be a candidate at the j heath near the head of the pond
two clination must be sacrificed to what
apprimaries for the republican nomi- ! bulls, two cows and two calves. They pears, at least, to be a public duty, and, if
heart’s
conwatched
the
animals
to
their
st
nation for Congressman. In another
the primaries, the people indicate a decolumn Mr. Peters makes the strong- tent at as close quarters as they dared to sire that I should be the candidate to op\
This
was only one of the adventure.
pose the democrats, I am prepared to acest kind of an appeal to the voters of
A cept.
ventures of a strenuous day at camp.
the third congressional district who
battle with a monster eel, in w hich Mr.
I shall make no contest for the nominaare anti-democratic to unite in opJoy came off victorious only after the free tion. So far as 1 am concerned, you will
posing in September the democratic use of his sheath-knife; a close view of tn exercise your unbiased
judgment, as you
nominee for Congress. Besides being eagle and a flock of wild ducks, to say
ought to, without attempt on my part to
a good thing in itself, the defeat of a
nothing of partridges, and an exciting bat- influence or prejudice.
democrat especially appeals to Han- tle with two colonies of hornets, were
I have seen a suggestion in some papers
cock county, which has not been other incidents crowded into one short that there was some coercion or dictation
day. But that sight of the moose was □sed at the meeting in Augusta, when I
represented in the House since 1879.
Once before Mr. Joy j was prevailed upon to
worth all the rest.
accept and stgn
has seen a moose at Patten’s pond.
A
nomination papers. The only coercion or
Charles S. Mellen has resigned the
few years ago a big bull moose paraded the dictation of which 1 have been conscious
presidency of the Boston & Maine length of a beach, a few yards from his is a sense of
duty and my own conrailroad, and thereby automatically
boat, for bis admiration.
science, and I recognise no other.
ceases to be president of the Maine
ii
receive your nomination, however,
Central. He is succeeded by Morris
l am prepared to make an active and agKLLS WORTH FALLS.
McDonald, vice- president and gengressive campaign from start to finish. If
C. J. Treworgy has bought a new autoeral manager of the Maine Central.
the men in the district, who believe as I
mobile.
Mr. Mellen remains president of the
do, will stand with me, 1 shall have the
Mrs. Annie White and Master George bonor of
New Haven system, and to it will derepresenting you in Congress.
I
went to Hancock Tuesday for a visit.
1 am violently opposed to the present
vote hiB entire attention.
John H. Cook has added a large piazza tariff policy of the democrats, which is
aides of bis
admittedly detrimental to the business
The democrats of the third district along the east and south
house.
interest* of this district.
The last Noseem to be having troubles of their
Miss Mildred Black, of Bangor, left Sun- vember election shows that a large maown
so much so that they are
just
of
the voters in what is now- this
jority
day for home, after visiting here and at
now paying scant attention to their
iistrict hold the same view.
Otis for a month.
friends the enemy. To a man up a
Coder these circumstances there is no
Mrs. Edward White and family were in
tree it looks as though the successful
rood reason why a democrat should be
Bar Harbor over tbe Fourth. Mr. White
candidate
be he “Patt” or “Sam”—
permitted to represent a minority only of
working there.
>ur voters.
As only two primaries are
won’t have the enthusiastic support
Solon Townsend and wife, of Lowell,
:>os*ibie, the republican and the demoof the defeated one and his friends.
Mass., afe guests of Mrs. Townsend a
cratic, a man should be nominated who
uncle, Levi W. Bennett.
*n
best
unite
all
anti-democratic
Peters vs. Pattaugall.
*
Frank Carter and wife, of Jacksonville,
strength.
IPortland Pr+»».)
were here a part
of last week, guests of
A committee has been organized in
j One candidate only should finally be
Eugene Whittaker and wife.
igreed uponlo oppose the democrats. If
the third district to promote the candinore than one candidate is
Good Will Sunday school class gave
nominated,
of
William
R.
The
Pattaugall.
dacy
he «m who can poll the moot votes
former attorney-general and the mayor of Mrs. Susie Googina a pleasant surpriae by
Waterviile has the politicians behind him, w alking in on her Monday afternoon,.in ihould he voted for. Our strength should
not be divided.
honor of her birthday.
as this committee list discloses, and it is
1 believe that the mau to be voted for
safe to say that he will make the contest a
Leroy Haslam and wile, of Bangor, ki
ay the aoti-democtwftie strength should
most interesting one for ex-CongresHtnan company with Arthur W. Sals bury and
m the nominee at a
primary election.
Gould.
family, spent the Fourth at Bar Harbor
So man without the backing of a primary
When it comes to the election, however, with Frank Haslam and wife.
semination by the people ia going to be
Mr. Pattangall may not find it easy sailMrs. Oscar Staples left
for Portland
Whoever you nominate, 1 shall
ing. A more plausible man than Pattan- Tuesday noon, called there by tbe ilinesa- ilected.
» content, because it will be your verdict.
gall it w’ould be difficult to find. He is a of her daughter, Mrs. Frank Moore, who
Let us regard a vote at the primaries as a
consummate politician, a clever speaker, is
suffering from an abscess of the throat.
pledge of active support later on wbyi
and is possessed of a remarkably bright
W.
H. Brown went
J. O. Whitney and
he real fight begins.
mind and engaging
personality, but to East Mac bias Tuesday, looking over
It seems to me a time when all mew who
there are other characteristics needed in a
Whitcomb, Haynes & CoCs mill there ir> iunk alike should stand together, and we
representative to Congress than these
anticipation of some alterations and re- thoufd not be divested of our rights by

qualifications.
A discriminating electorate when it
comes to weigh the facts will probably
take these thingB into consideration and
it will be surprising if John A. Peters, of
Ellsworth, who will in all likelihood be
nominated as the republican candidate,

The
following
changed between
the

dates for office

candescent oil

Mr.

Hurl Mr. Lawrence.

Last fall you elected Hon. Forrest
win, of Skowhegan, your representative

be

changing

Correnpomlence between

ju*t prior to the expiration of
for filing nomination papers;
Good- they explain themselves:

District:

having three per-

hen’s egg

the

of

Ellsworth, Maine, July 9,1913.
To the Voter» of the Third Congre$«i<mnl

the boat at Winter Harbor.
While

Voters

Congressional l>lstrl«*t.
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Peters to

Mr.

From

passenger and freight
route in Hancock -county, connecting with

automobile mail

Aobrrutinuntt.

ATTEMPT TO HARMONIZE.
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Stye Ellsworth American
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reduced after

cure

ia

soon

a few days’
oomplate and

lasting.
of

Ayer’s

If you have not already taken advantage
thi* chance to get a month’s medical

small amount

•MO PAT, M O VAIIII."
All kinds of itaadry work dote at short nonce.
Goods sailed lur and delivered.

Sae*

H. B. BSTBY * OO.
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■May hulkting. sms St.,

tunty win.

Advertising
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on

hand.

Atfc Your Doctor.

ia like teaming <• swim

MsfUssst,

strike ssf and you will

vigor

Then you will have a dean and healthy
mo
ocaJp. No more hair loot. No
rough, *craggiy hair.

for 26 oenla, be am* to hall at
Mr. Parcher’s to-day, for ha ha* only a
treatment
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•
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Uoei,
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While
shopping
laces she lakl her hunmuff on the counter.
A

Monger

Mrs.

looking

was

at sumo

dred dollar
lady stood beside her. looking at some
The muff lay between
other laces.

Presently Mrs. Monger looked
them.
one hand
op and saw the lady resting
Mrs.
on her (Mrs. Monger's! muff.
Manger reached out Tor the muff. The
ledy, not noticing her— being apparently Intent on the lacea—Mrs Monger attempted gently to draw the muff toThe lady looked up and.
ward her
seeing some on# about to appropriate :
the muff, placed it on her other side.
"Beg pardon." said Mra. Monger, i
"you have mistaken my muff for your

Noil*.
Noise was not Invented by the Amercan people, but they buve dune more
o develop It than any one eisc.
If
•ou doubt this go to a dinner party
liven by an American society woman.
Che manufacture of uolse in most
■ountries
Is
produced by natural
In America It la the work of
pauses.
There are more people
ipod* lists.
linking n living out of noise In this
tountry than anywhere else on earth.
Iclentlsts are constantly trying to Inrent uew' noises.
We depend as much
lpon new, fresh noises ns we do upon
hew novels, new plays nnd new adulterations, Noise consists of vibrations,
imtnged In the noisest way, A loud
noise is not to be despised, but the
test of nil noises Is the one that Is different from any other we have ever
heard. Huge factories are devoted to
the production of noise. It Is canned,
tnetallzcd nnd strung on wires. Noth-.
When we
Ing succeeds like noise.
reach the millennium wo shall live on
noiseless noise. Hasten the day!—IJfe.

Genial Matthew Arnold.
his “Memories" non. Stephen
own.”
Coleridge draws this picture of Mat•1 beg your pardon, 1 have done no thew Arnold:
such thing."
Of the poets I have known In the
■•I insist upon It that you hare"
flesh be was by far the most Interest"And I Insist upon It that 1 have not ing ami
charming. Full of humor and
If you persist In Insulting me I shall i geniality, wi*h n blend of the Olymcall for a member of the firm. I have pian manner that was perfectly dean account here and am well known."
lightful to nil who understood him!
TurnMrs. Manger was astonished.
Children were never afraid of or Rhy
the
she
behind
counter,
clerk
the
to
ing
with him. and he would discourse with
said:
them magnificently about their toys,
muff
that
roe
not
see
bring
"Did you
assigning startling qualities to tliern
1
couuter
when
on
the
It
down
and lay
with a twinkling gravity till tho chillaces?"
asked to see
dren discovered new wonders about
I
was
very busy j the familiar
"Indeed, madam,
playthings never before
when
you
waiting on another lady
suspected.
!
came, and 1 didn't notice whether you
He persuaded my son Johnnie, when
had a muff or not”
he was about three years old, that he,
"Call for a floorwalker.” said Mrs
Matthew Arnold, was his horse and
Muogor.
kept up tho Joke at succeeding visits
A floorwalker was called and listened and sent him books with Inscriptions.
He sent for one of the
to the story.
his
affectionate
from
“Johnnie,
firm. When that gentleman came he, horse."
too, listened to the difficulty betwcou
the women, and she who had approTiny German State*.
priated the muff said to him: “1 am
Whllo It Is well known that some of
I have bad an acMrs. Sunderland.
tho German states are of Ulllpntlan
count here for years. Please tell this size, few persons are aware that It Is
not
a
thief.”
am
1
that
lady
quite possible to visit seven of them.
"I can bear the lady out In her state- Including two kingdoms, two dnchles
1
more.
the
"and.
man,
ment." said
and three principalities. In nn easy
know her social standing to be excel- walk of four and a half hours.
lent"
A good walker, stnrtlng from SteinUOtMJ tuunuufi
bach. in Bavaria, will arrive In half
sho
swept an hour at I.lchtenlnnne. which Is sitwith a toaa of the head, and
away with the captured article.
uated In Saxe-Melnlngen. Thence the
"I am sorry, madam,” said the merroad proceeds In odo and one-belf
chant. "that the difficulty should have boars to Itausuhengesees (Reuss, Elder
arisen In my store. If you will go to Branch), nfter which In a few minutes
the muff department and pick out a
Gletma. In Schwarzburg-RudolBtadt, Is
muff similar to the one the lady took reached.
away with her you shall have It In exHalf nr. hour’s walk brings tho pechange—that Is, with the understand- destrian to Altengesees (Reuss, Younging that the matter be dropped.”
An hour farther on lies
er Branch).
Without waiting for a reply he led Drognitz. nn Prussian soli, and tho last
the way to the fur department, and stage Is another hour's stroll, finishing
Mrs. M unger followed him mechanical- up at Soalthal, Saxe-Altenburg.—Exly. She was so upset that she scarcely change.
knew what she did.
"There Is a muff.” aaid the merchant,
Unexpected Answers.
Tho French government, wishing to
taking one be had called for from a
clerk, “of exactly the aame quality as obtain definite statistics on points rethe one you have lost."
lating to certain Turkish provinces,
Mrs.
"And
finer." said
Monger, sent blanks with questions to be ansmothering It with a hand. “Now, I swered to tho provincial governors.
wish you to tell me why you do this.”
The replies received from the pasha of
Tnder promise of secrecy?"
Damascus ure worth quoting:
“Tee.”
Q.—What Is the (Jeath rate In your
"That lady la k fashionable woman province? A.—In Damascus It Is the
moving In the most exclusive circles. will of Allah that all should die. Some
Her account with us Is now $1,800 to die young and some die old.
her debit
If 1 bad decided In your
Q— What Is the annual number of
favor we should have been put to births? A.—God alone can say. I do
much trouble to collect It.”
not know and hesitate to Inquire.
“And you believe the muff was
Q.—Are the supplies of water suffimine?"
cient and of good quality? A.—From
The gentleman smiled.
"With that the remotest period no one has died
I have nothing to do.”
In Damascus of thirst.
Mrs. Hunger was new to the city
General remarks us to the local saniand lta social circle. Nevertheless she tation: Man should not bother himself
was admitted to the swim and was
or his brother with questions that conlikely to meet Mrs. Sunderland. It cern only God.
she ever should—well—
In

j

uiu

ujw

afternoon tea.

airs,

ouuumouu

cl

su

A11 tbs ladle* wore
their finest afternoon costume*
Mrs.
Hunger wore her* and looked so fine
that Ur*. Sunderland didn't remember having seen her before. But Ur*.
Hunger remembered Mr*. Sunderland.
The former managed to get near tbe
latter and slipped ber own portemonuaie containing visiting cards as well
as bills Into Ur* Sunderland's muff—
rather It was Mr* Munger’*—that lay
on a chair.
Then Mr* Munger began
to hunt for the portemonnale, and
when abe had attracted tbe attention
of those about her. thruat her hand
Into tbe muff, took out the portemonnale and proved property by showing
her own card*
Then, having taken
the names of several ladles present for
witnesses, she walked to the telephone
and called for an officer.
As soon as the bosteaa heard of the
matter she begged Mr* Munger to desist -from making the matter public.
She was obdurate.
Then Mr* Sunderland sent a handsome offer to bush
up the matter on account of the bostcss.
Mr*
Hunger remained firm.
When the officer arrived she charged
Mrs. Sunderland with theft
The next morning Mr* Munger ap
peared against her. and she was obliged to give security for ber appearance the next morning In court. When
her accuser stepped forth Mr*-Sunderland recognized for the first time
the woman whose muff she had appropriated and saw In the lady's eye
a terrible
revenge. The prisoner sent
her lawyer to Mr* Munger to offer to
Make such terms as the latter would
Insist on.
Mr* Munger offered to
withdraw tbe charge ou the return of
a certain muff In Mr* Sunderland’s
Possession and a donation to the fund
°f a certain
hospital of which she waa
• directress of
*1.000
Bines this was the only way to keep
tbe scandal from becoming newspaproperty the terms wars accepted.
Bnt even this did not save Mr* Sun•flu* km position m aodsty.

tj*r

WEDDING

BELLS.

'atrbcrtisEmntts.

WEST KLL8WOKTH.

sense

of touch.—Exchange

Ths Dlffsrsnes.
A certain capitalist said bitterly, apropos of a dishonest liquidation wherein he had been caught:
"There are pessimists who say that
marriage la a failure, but between a
marriage and a failure there's this difference:
"In a marriage the wife takes the
husband's name, while In a failure the
husband takes the wife’s name.”—New
York Tribune.

ry up?"
The fireman bent over and whispered
down three stories:
*TU have her on the ladder In a minute, chief. I’m waiting for her to curl
her hair.”—Washington Herald.
Corrsoted.
little Margie—Mamma said for you
to send up a pound of coffee. Groces—
All right Ground? little Margie Ih;
third floor front—Chicago News.
A rush man provokes trouble^ but
whan the trouble comas Is no match
for It—Chinas* Proverb.

'--v
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WX'WA*

The wedding of Arthur C. Howard, of
iJover^nd Miss Jessie M. Nash, of this
ity. took place at the home of the bride’s
Mrs. Rowena Carter has gone to Bluenot her, Mrs. Ella G. Nash, last Wednes- hill to visit her son Irvin. She will also
lay afternoon.
visit relatives in North Sedgwick before
The parlor was prettily decorated, one her return.
orner being arranged
with oak loaves,
rimmed with white columbine and hyMARINE LIST.
Irangeas, the whole effect being the work
if Miss M. A. Clark, florist, and formKlUwonh For
ng a handsome setting for the ceremony.
A little after 3
o’clock the couple

ushered into the

by Miss Edith
d. jjord, the maid-oi-honor, who wore a
lress of pink chiffon'over silk and carried
eere

:arnations to match.

room

The

bride

was

be*

81d July 8, »ch Wesley Abbott, Bangor
8ld July 5, sch Henrietta A Whitney, Salem
for orders, lumber, Whitcomb, Haynes & Co
Bid July 7, sch Susan Frances, Cutler
Hancock County Forts.
Southwest Harbor—In port July 7, scha
Mary Ann McCann,discharging coal for J T
R Freeman; Minnie Chase, with lumber for

romingly gowned in a dress of marqui- Henry Tracy.
tette over silk, trimmed with allover lace,
West Sullivan— Sid July
md carried a bouquet of white carnations. Goss. Boston
Bid July 7, sch Winchester,
Rev. P. A. A. Killatn officiated, using
he ring service. Only immediate friends
BORN.

6,

sch

^Jabel R

New York

md relatives

were present.
After the usual congratulations, refreshments were served by Misses Lillian
belcher, Annie Connick and A. B. Leighton, of Harrington, an aunt of the bride.

The happy couple were the recipients
of many gifts. They left on the afternoon
train for a wedding trip, after which they
will make their home in Dover.
is a graduate of the Ellshigh school, by vocation a milliner,
and has many friends in this section.
Mrs. Howard

worth

The groom is a member of the George C.
Howard insurance agency, of Dover.

Out-of-town people present were G. C.
Howard and wife, of Dover, the groom’s
parents; bis brother Lester and wife, of
Augusta; D. J. Nash, the bride’s grandfather, and Mrs. M. V. King, an aunt, of

Harrington.

EATON-AtDeer Isle, July 8, to Mr and Mrs
Harry T Eaton, a daughter.
FERNALD—At Franklin, June 27, to Mr and
Mrs H Leroy Fernald, a daughter.
HARDWICK—At Montreal, July 4, to Mr and
Mrs John Hardwick, a son.
INGALLS—At Bouth Penobscot, July 5, to Mr
and Mrs Roscoe C Ingalls, a son.
LANE— Castine. July 2, to Mr and Mrs Ralph
Lane, a daughter.
LYON—At Bangor, July 9. to Mr and Mrs A C

Lyon,

a

daughter.

There

are

vicinity.
Miss Ethel Bunker has been visiting in
Franklin.
Miss Beatrice H. Gordon has returned
from

Detroit,

where she

has

GRAY-CONARY-At Orland, June 29, by 8 G
Cunningham, esq, Mias Ada M Gray, of Penobscot, to Thurston Conary, of Orland.
WHALAN—SEAVEY—At East Machias, July
3, by Rev Howard R Sisson, Miss Eunice
Whalan, of Whiting, to Harry Seavey. of
Ellsworth.

been teachBIRD.

ing.

Many

friends

of

Stanley are
health is gradu-

Francis

grieved to know that his
ally failing.
Mrs. Theo. H. Peters and Mrs. Nellie
Robertson have gone to Hancock Point
for the

season.

John Merchant and wife spent the
Fourth at Winter Harbor with his parents,
Alfred Merchant and wife.

GREELY—At Ellsworth. June 26, Arthur W
Greely, aged 70 years, 2 months, 17 days.
MERRILL—At Stouiugton, July 1, Mrs Addle
D Merrill, aged 69 years, 8 months, 8 days.
PERKINS—At Castine, July 8, Allen Perkins,
aged 3 mouths, 15 days.
ROBBRT8—At Brooksville, July 2, Mrs Lydia
Maria Roberts, aged 84 years, 2 months. 25

days.

SNOWMAN—At Penobscot, July 2, Mrs A bbie
L Snowman, aged 75 years, « months, 16 lays.

StfoKttiWMir'Ki.

Friends here of Ralph Moore, of Prospect Harbor, deeply sympathize with him
in the loss of his young wife.
George Bunker’s family went to Franklin the Fourth to join in a family reunion
at the old home of George Tracy.

30.

I

O. W. TAPLEY
Fire Insurance

|

Mary St., Bar Harbor.
H. W. DUNN.

Glen

I
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Miss Ellen

Daisy Milne, second;

Congregational

Christie Grindle,

third.

July 7.

M.

Church

_

HANCOCK POINT.
The library is open for the season.
Miss Frances E. Dyer, of Franklin, it
here for the summer.

C. W. & F. L. MASON, Insurance, Real Estate.
Property

owners will be

Fire

protected from fire by placing their

Insurance
WALSH, ELLSWORTH.

WHEN IN PORTLAND

Centennial

5ew chase house

*

Peasley is quite ill.
Miss Minnie Ball has returned from
visit at Salisbury Cove.
Mrs. Delia Wooster and
Massachusetts, are in town.

Albert L. Whipple,
CIVIL

CLARION.
a

Twenty Years' Experience.
Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mall orders
promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Telephone 5—5.

WANTED-LADIES
To Know 1 Make Switches
From l'our Combfngs.

-

MECHANICAL Engineer

Whether it’s a range

HARRIET N. MILLIKEN,
STREET, OOM 57
BOSTON, MASS.

a

dance at

of

ghan’s orchestra,

the

July 10,

Edward
three

or a

fur

Factory

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth.

Main Street,

draulic Structures and
ments.

New Location Manning Blk.
Office Day:

Bangor Office

:

FRIDAY
12 Grove St.

Veals and Lambs
After June 30 it will be necessary for these to be inspected at
the time of slaughter. Tf not so
inspected and stamped, they will
be liable to seizure under the Massachusetts law.

pieces.
is what your money will
invested lu shares of the

atiiKrtiKTunt.,

Terrible

rilla and in

a

few months he

A
Is

now

if

Correspondence Solicited.
ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME. P. 0. Box 7.

NEW SERIES

open. Shares, 81 each; monthly pa\
ments, 81 per share,

WHY

PAY

RENT

when you can borrow un your
shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every mouth? Monthly
payments and interest togethei
will amount to but ltttlv more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about ten years you
will

was en-

tirely cured. Today he la a healthy
Doy.” Mrs. Inez Lewis, Baring. Maine.
Hood's Sarsaparilla cures blood dlalases and builds up the system.
Get It today in usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called larutabi.

earn

Repairing, Cleansing, Pressing

Suffering I

Eczema All Over Baby’s Body.
“When my baby was four months
Did his face broke out with eczema,
and at sixteen months of age, his face,
hands and arms were In a dreadful
state. The eczema spread all over his
body. We had to put a mask or cloth
Dver his face and tie up his hands.
Finally we gave him Hood's Sarsapa-

$tofrBaional Carta.

Engineer,
Land Surveyor.

the
Mona-

OWE YOU* OWE HOME.
For

particular, Inquire ol
O. W.

A.

W. Kurd.

Tavist, Bae'y

Tapley Bids.
FrsaldsuL
»

_

♦Emission merchant

IRA B. HAGAN, Jr.,
ALICE
Civil

banking.

town hall

BOSTON t

_

HyEquip- i

HEBRON ACADEMY Dr.H.W. OSGOOD

under

Gott.

fEUrc^antB.

The advertisements below represent some of
the leading houses of New England.
Our
readers will doubtless find them of value.

“Clarion”, it is
Land Surveying, Designs,
sure to meet every requirement
Specifications and Estimates
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.
of costs of Dams, Retaining
Bangor. Sold by
and
Walls, Mill,

HANCOCK.
will be

^

175 TREMONT

_

There

St., Ellsworth, Me.

Grant

SORRENTO, MAINE.

Mrs. Lucy Ball’s mother, sister and
brother, of New Hampshire, came SaturFounded 1804
day. Her mother and sister will remain
through the summer. Mr. Crimmin will
Maine
Hebron,
return home Tuesday.
E.
July 7.
For Girls and Boys.
Seed for Catalogue

rhursday evening,

WORK; HONEST PRICES

nace—if it is a

8. C. Penney, of Bangor, and Miss Atwood, of Bucksport, spent Sunday with
C. A. Penney and wife.
Arthur Crabtree, wife and infant daughter Laura were in town this week, called
here by the death of Mr. Crabtree’s grandmother, Mrs. Sarah Crabtree.

HONEST

CommiBBion

THE—

Lea, of

son

Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.

Munjoy Hill Cars pass the door

church.

Mr.

PLUMBING,

“The Homelike House for Maine Folks"

H. C. Emery, of Yale, arrived at
Crosby lodge last Saturday for the summer
A. P. Lasher and wife, of Saugerties, N
Y., arrived Wednesday, coming from New
York city in their yacht.

C. A. Holmquisi and wife, of Albany,
N. Y., arrived Friday to spend the summer
with Mrs. Holmquist’8
parents,
George H. Grant and wife.

|

ii >i i a 1111 mini ii mill*

insure with only the best companies—and the
best companies are handled by

STOP AT

Prof.

Mr. Martin’s mother at the Tarratlne.

|

Insure with companies that are reliable.
Insure with companies that are safe and sound.
Insure with companies that pay losses immedi

with E. J.

Hall, first;

!

9

Get on the Safe Side of the Fence,
Before it is too Late

The moving-picture company has given
three prizes to the most popular young
ladies in town

ME.

ELLSWORTH,

Wat«r 3t., Ellsworth,

been in Denver,
visited

—»

ately.

in pranite and marble furnished
in best material and workmanship at lowest prices. Work
set anywhere—in the State or
out. Shops at

Rev. Mr. Farnham held services
union church here Sunday evening, June
29, and also Sunday, July 0. The pastorate
as yet is vacant.

for two weeks,

1

Memorials

at the

recently

•miwwmiiiuiiniiHiiiaBiiiiiriitnmiiiiimiMBHmiiniinwaitniiiittiwmiWHmig

1913

1882

Lester, son of Charles Gordon and wife,
who is living with Rev. E. F. Wood at
East Corinth, was home for the Fourth.

John A. Scott, who has
Col., the past four years,
relatives and friends here
he left for the West June

j

Belle.)
RAYMOND-At Manset, June 6. to Mr and
Mrs Henry Raymond, a son.
WEED—At Southwest Harbor, July 8, to Mr
and Mrs Arnold W Weed, a daughter.
WARDWELL-At Penobscot, July 7, to Mr
and Mrs Frank 8 Ward well.a son.
WOODBRIDGE—At Orland. July 2, to Mr and
Mrs Ralph Woodbridge, a son.
MARRIED.

victims of grip in this

many

( Etuily Smith.)

M’ALIKTER—At Bucksport, July 1, to Mr and
Mrs Ambrose McAlister, a son.
ROBBINS— At Htonington, July 2, to Mr and
Mrs Daniel Robbins, a daughter,
Esther

NORTH SULLIVAN.

management
Reseus de Luxe.
"Harry up and save that girl!” bawlad the Are chief. "Why don't you hur-

-•

Annie Maud Garland and brother John
of Lakewood, are visiting their grandparents, John Higgins and wife.

ASH-HOWARD.

N

A report of the exercises at
Midway between New City Hall
the observance of the 100th
and Monument Square
anniversary of the founding Only Fireproof Hotel in the State
of the First Congregational
Conveniently Located for
j
people Attending Conventions.
church of Ellsworth has been
and
attention
shown
Every courtesy
Mrs. George P. Dutton is back at her
and published in
ladies travelling alone
cottage here, after spending a few days compiled
form.
This pam- ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES
with friends in Ellsworth.
pamphlet
TRANSIENT RATES
Percival Cushman, of Bangor, with hia phlet is on sale (price 50c per !
ROOMS .ONLY $1.00 PER DAY AND OP.
sisters, Misses Louise and Anna, spent
at
the
bookstore
of
Miss
copy)
ROOM AND BOARD $2 00 PER DAY AND UP.
1
last Saturday afternoon here.
J. A. Thompson.
The proH. L THURSTON.
R. F. H1MMELEIN,
strange
Mrs. G. A. Martin, Jr., and Miss Martin,
PROPRIETORS
ceeds will be donated to the
cave In of
Toledo, O., are guests for a few days of

1
Killed by Light
Those who have studied the
tnhabltauts of the Mammoth
Kentucky say that the celebrated blind
Osh from that cavern when placed In
Illuminated aquaria seek oat the darkest places, and It Is believed that light
Is directly fatal to them, for they soon
die If kept in a brightly lighted tank.
The avoidance of light seems to be a
general characteristic of the sightless
creatures dwelling In the great cave.
One authority to avoid the light and
animalcules from the waters of the
cavern hiding under a grain of sand on
It Is
the stage of a
microscope.
thought that the light In these cases Is
In some manner perceived through the

-,-V •-•s.'v

-vvv '/WS.A.'V,

mr\d

SCOTT

dLERICAL

P. J.

GARMENTS
Mort’a

H.

SPECIALTY MADE OP
TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL
WORK.
Agent Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of Portland, for furnlsblng Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Sta. (over Moore’s Dru*
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

Women’s.

FLAGG,

Y ETERINARIAiN.

DAVID|FRIEND,Maine
Ellsworth,

WEST

BROOKSVILLE,

ELECTRICAL

DR

WILLIAM

FhI

WIRIRO.

Linai of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

AND PIXTURBS.
Wirt., ... $.pptl« CkewMI, dm.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Xetej Building. State St..
EUawortb

ewiaon

OFFICE

AT

I

MAINE.

SEMPLE,

OSTEOPATH.
:ir

ELLSWORTH TCE8DAYS and FRIDAYS

m

Banger office: The Colonial.
2- B p. m.

Houra

COUNTY

NEWS.

Mr. Clark

Harry Rollins,

Free

of

Bangor, is a guest at
the home of David Springer and wife.
Miss Myra Springer is home from
Augusta, where she has been teaching.
Arthur Salisbury and wife, of Waltham,
Mass., are guests of Mrs. Salisbury’s
mother. Mrs. Aubine Woo.ter.
Frank Abbott,who has been employed
as night watchman in a mill at Lawrence,
Mass., is home in poor health.

will

at

COUNTY

union schoolhouse

return

to Auburn

thi

pastor of thi
He hr
Mt. Vernon, Bout!
held pastorates at
Norridgewoek, Mechanic Falls, Charles
ton, Pa mi'll, and Turner, and Needham
Mass. Several years ago he made a tnj
to Egypt and Palestine, and through Asii
M inor and Europe.
Spec.
June 30.
week.

HANCOCK.

evening

Tuesday

Lee

He

is

acting

now

Baptist church

McKay

ISLES FORD.

at Sabattua.

has gone to

Waterville for

Bodge, of Milo, is the guest
of Mrs. Arthur Spurting.
Miss Thelma Sparling is visiting tier
grandparents, Augustus Spoffordand wife.
Mrs L. H. Townsend, of Boston, is at
Miss Emma

the

|
*

few days.

Mrs. F. 8. Graves

was a

recent

the Builders* association of California, serving that body for many years In various positions with marked ability and distinction.
He leaves a host of staunch admirers and
friends in the building business.
Tfee funeral was held at 2 o'clock Saturday.
May St- The remains were cremated at Cypress lawn cemetery.

NEWS.

Hadlock

homestead

moine.

the

summer.

Minnie Hpurling is employed at
the Clifton house, Northeast Harbor, for
summer.

Mia*

Hazel Hodgkin*, of Portland,

is

at

!

home.

J
|

Mia* Lena King and Mr*. Morris Hodgkin* are with their mother, Mr*. Jennie

Deacon

j
|

Punderson's

j

Convert
_

a

J
l

Mrs. Stella Shaw.

■

Charles Martin

accompanied

his

By

“Ton’ll never go to no circus
without
my consent. Celia." said the deacon
and. putting on his hat. he
stem,*,
briskly nut of the home
Celia, dressed In White, waited
br
the gate for Jim Drayton to
coma
She
would
along.
not go to the
clrnu
with him without her father’s
consent
and she would tell him so.
though gh«
resented
the deacon's
unnecessary
harshness
She was no longer n
chili
Jtm came and talked
earnestly with
her. and Celia laughed and cried and
protest.*!, but In tbs end Jim had his
way and went Into the farmyard
where he fussed around for a
while
When he returned to the gate the
deacon and Mrk. Howell were
returning
from the clrcna grounds.
“There
was
such a
crowd we
rouldn’t see a dum thingchortled
the
deacon

--

•

l

The kindergarten school opened last
CLARISSA MACK IE
week, taught by Miss Barbara Bryant, of
ifuests,
King.
Massachusetts.
••••••••••*•••••••••••••••
Mrs. Robert Kerr and Mjss Vera Kfcrr, ol
Mr*. J. L. Chamberlain and Mis* Jones,
Mrs. C». H. Bottoms and sons Francis
Calais, to Bar Harbor for a visit with Miss
I>eacon Puuderson drove his rattleof Koctton, are visiting Mr*. Chamberlain’*
i and Dudley, of New York, arrived at their
Tillie E. Martin.
| trap old baggy up to the blacksmith's
parent*, W. R. King and wife.
24.
June
M.
cottage
July?.
and stepped nimbly to the ground,
C. A. Reynolds and wife, with their shop
Dr. Sweet and family, of Springfield,
his pale, pretty daughter, sat In
Mrs. Bumner Poster and Mr*. fella,
daughters.
PARTRIDGE COVE.
Mass., are occupying the Walter Hadlock
the buggy gating ut the (laming cirrus
Bernard Rone, are here for the season.
of
and
Robert
Farren
Brookline,
wife,
cottage for July.
The ladies’ aid society is making arposters |lasted on the sun bleached
June 30.
R. H.
Mass., are moving into their home here.
L. R. Hodgkins, wife and son Merle are
boards of tbe old shop.
rangements to have the church repaired
son
and
Mis* t’hosie Higgius is at home from
and
Mrs. Edward Emery
Funds are available to shingle the build,lhn Itrayton came out of the shop,
expected Tuesday. Mrs. Hodgkins and
ing. As soon as that is completed, work daughter, Morton and Esther, of Brook- Merle expect to remain several weeks Presque Isle, where she ha* been teaching. wiping tils hands on his leather apron.
will begin on the interior. It is earnestly line, Mass., have joined Mr. Emery here, with Mrs. Hodgkins’ sitter, Mrs. Walter
Mias Winifred Cushing, of Waltham, -V quick glance flashed from his brown
hoped that all will help in the good work. and are moving into the Dr. Hodgkins Stanley.
Mas*., 1* visiting her aunt, Mr*. Fred L. eye* to Celia’s appealing bine one*,
Officers for the year have been elected as place.
and each of them nodded brusquely to
Dr. Ralph Seeiye and family, of Spring- Hodgkin*.
follows: President, Mrs. C. a. Crabtree;
the other
The scTRUil league, accompanied by the field, Mass., arrived at their cottage last
Mrs. 1A. L. Tripp, of Waterville, with
Susie’s east'1 a shoe.
vice-president, Mrs. H. W. Johnson; teacher, Mrs. Elvira Young, and some of week. Dr. Scudder and family and Dr. her »on Norman, is expected to-day, to
“Hello. Jim!
I
secretary, Miss Lola Crabtree; treasurer, the jiarents, went on a picnic to Lamoine Malcolm Stover and family are also at visit her
You belter shoe tier all around.
parent*, W. H. Rice and w ife.
Mrs. A. L Foss.
Erast us Moore took their cottages at Eagle
Beach Saturday.
reckoned on w atting another month beII.
point.
All enjoyed the
fore doing It-*’
them in his hayrack.
June 30 is the last trip with the mailJ>y
OBITUARY.
EAST LA MOINE.
"It Isn't any too soon." remarked
day.
Arthur Joy.
Sawtelle Teal takea his
Sarah B. Crabtree (born
Hubbard.
Mitchell), | June 30.
Jim dryly as he deftly uubuekled
Rev. D. M. Wilson, who is conducting
for
the
four
Mr.
coming
place
years.
Joy
died
at j
of
widow
Agnen Crabtree,
services here through July and
straps and released the white mare
Joseph Carter has returned from Sulli- has been very accommodating, and his religious
"All her shoe* are
from the shafts.
the home of her son William June 30.
one of the best-known Uniis
August,
are
friends
van to doHiig haying.
sorry to have him leave.
at the advanced age of ninety-three years,
When she come* down the
liaise
tarian ministers in Maine.
He has been
Mrs. John Brooks, of Cambridge, Mass.,
Georgia Eaton has gone to Northeast
Mrs. Crabtree was in her usual health I
street sounds like them Spanish casin the Unitarian ministry for more than
is at her cottage, “Glen-Y-Moe,” for the
Harbor, where she is employed.
until about a week ago, when she fell, inforty years, and has been settled in Ken- tanets I heard at a show In Sew
She
was accompanied
summer.
her
Hubbard.
7.
hy
July
York."
juring her hip. At the time it was not
nebank for the last four years. He is the
daughter, Mrs. Robinson, who returned,
considered serious, but the shock proved
"Hum.” said the deacon reflectively.
vice-president of the Maine conference of
WINTER
HARBOR.
and
to
the
summer
in
expects
spend
too severe for one of her years, and she
Unitarian churches. For many years be He was not In the least offended at
be
for
will
Europe.
Channing chapel
opened
peacefully fell asleep.
the remarks of the young blacksmith.
used to spend his summers at Salisbury
The new cottage on “The Head”, built Cove, but
Mrs. Crabtree was a woman of beauti- summer preaching next Sunday, July 13.
during the last few years has Deacon Puoderson waa rich enough
be
4
o’clock.
It
for
service
will
and occupied by Mr. Bawtelle, of Camful character, a “home body” in the true The hour
been spending them at La moine. Next
not to mind gibes at Ids stinginess.
At all times looking will be possible for the Winter Harbor bridge, Mass., is one of the most beautiful
sense of the word.
Sunday Rev. A. L. Hudson, of Quincy, j The possession of hi* untouched monMr. Sawtelle and
after the comfort of others; self was the people to hear some of the best preachers spots on the fsland.
Maiis., who preaches at Ellsworth m the ey seemed to requite him for the con
last to be thought of. In early life she in the Unitarian denomination, for an ar- family have rented the Charles Jarvis cotmorning, is expected to preach here at 2 tetnid of hi* fellow men.
united with the Baptist church, and as rangement has been made whereby the tage for several seasons.
"Hum," be rei<eated. casting a cold
P' “»•
long as health permitted, was very active preachers who come to Bar Harbor will
Pres. Kush Rees, and family, of Roches“t
Mrs. Etta Lancaster is home, after j gray eye up at the gay [slaters.
also preach at Winter Harbor. Next Sun- ter
in its interest.
university, N. Y., came Saturday to spending five months in Bar Harbor with I icon wondering. Jim, what yore pa
Besides the son mentioned, she leaves day Rev. Oscar B. Hawes, minister of the
-would have said to see them ungodly
occupy their new cottage, just completed. her daughter, Mrs. Harvey Lear.
church in Germantow n, Pa., and one of Prof. Rees has
a daughter—Mrs. A. B. Crabtree, of this
occupied the Hand Beach,
posters hanging up there on the shop."
the most progressive and vigorous person- house a few seasons
place.
past. Their many
"Very likely he would have said be
SUNSET.
alities in the list of Unitarian ministers, friends are
June 30.
C.
was glad tlie circus wag coming." gringlad to have them build and
John
Otmsiead
and
are bare tor
family
will preach. Befor** going to Germantown
ned Jim as he led Susie Into the shed
join the island family.
Mw season.
WEST GOULDSBORO.
he was in charge of the Unitarian church
and hitched her
June 30.
8.
Arthur Powers and wife arrived tram
F. F. Mills' family are at their cottage at Toronto, Canada. Mr. Hawes is spendore pa was a dencon. Jim.
Tut. tat.
Boston this week.
lor the summer.
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
ing the summer with his family at HanIt's
He didn't set no store by circuses
cock Point.
Beatrice Howard, who has been visiting ] a blight on the community having all
Mrs. Galen Smith has gone to
Iron
M. C. Lurvey, of Lowell, Mass., is
Bound island to spend a few weeks.
them painted and bedizened men and
spending tbe week of the Fourth with in Salem, >. ass., is at home.
EASTBRlXlK.
relatives here.
wlmtnen cavorting around.”
W. Latimer Brown, of New York, is at !
Greeley Small and son law is are re"Thru you're not going, deacon ?"
A daughter was born to Guy Butler and
G. C. Gouldsboro’s for the summer.
Ice-cream parlor* have been fitted up at modeling the Thurston house at South
wife June 20.
“N* t ain't, and. wllnt'a more, none
Arthur Gilley's, and Mrs. Gilley and Mrs. Deer Isle for Mrs. Alma Hay ford, who
Mrs. E. S. Shaw, who has been visiting
j
will use it for a summer home.
of my family's going!"
Miss Etta Piper, who has been working Elisabeth Gray are in charge.
her son Ernest in Nashua, N. H., is home.
"Oh. pa!” cried Celia with agitation.
Mrs. Lucy Belledue died June 25 at Doeis home.
The Red Anchor tea house is being
Arrivals at the Wayside Inn are F. P. j it Sullivan,
Deacon Punderson glanced severely
chaster Heights, Mass.
For some years
Currier and wife. Miss Patten, of Boston; !
Eugene Clark has gone to Northeast fitted up for tbe season, and will again be
she had been living with her son Herbert, ; at his daughter and then pointed his
under the management of Miss Hodgrnau.
ilarbor fortbe summer.
Miss N. Hall, Uxbridge, Mass.
j who has a summer
stump of a w hip up at the posters.
residence at West Deer
Prof. Harley Willard, of the U. of M.,
E. K. Thayer and wife, of Brookline,
Mrs. Elvira Wood, Gleason Wood and ;
"Daeghler.” he said solemnly, "do
Isle.
came
last
week
with
his
wife
and
son
their
come
to
Misses
Amanda
and
Vida
bungalow
to-day
wife,
Wood, are Visas.,
yon want to go and gaze on human beJune 30.
Sadie,
Richard, to spend bis vacation at tbe Cook
or the summer.
at Mrs. Abbie Taft’s cottage for July.
ing* decked out with paint and feathfarm.
PROSPECT HARBOR*
Mrs. Will Crimmins and two' children,
ers riding around a ring on four horses?
Dr. Harvey Taft, of Milford, Mass., and !
The new drug store built for Dr. Leiichard and Dorm, of Northfield, Vt., are
John Taft, of Uampello, Mass., who have
Religious services will be held in the i Do you want to see cloVna turning
nient by Fred Ralph, i* completed and union church
iere for the summer.
been visiting friends here, have returned
Sunday morning at lO.RL tumbiesaults? I to you want to go and
HU ted up. The prescription room in the Her. A. ti. Coar, erf
home.
Mrs. Sidney L. Jordan and daughter
Holyoke, and Amherst. 1 gaze on-gaze on the anlmlles shut up
be the doctor's special charge, I
Maas., will preach. Mr. Coar has bean In cages when God made 'em to roam
The supper at N. 8. Kingsley’s Saturday [Jorotby, of Jamaica Plain, Mass., are at rear.will
while Mrs, Fred Ralph will be clerk in j
heir camp for the summer. Mr. Jordan
placed in charge of the summer work the world ami ent and drink where they
•was well attended.
Proceeds, about fS.
the main store.
#
about Frenchman's bay, and plans
to
The object is to build a new hall in place will join them later.
j would? It's a pitiful sight—It UP*
The deecon sighed feelingly
Christian Endeavor social was held preach two or three Sundays at the various
June
of the one burned.
30._Gem. at A the
Celia looked pale and red by turns,
Tbe committee in churches.
parsonage.
Mrs. B. F. Leighton and daughter Ruth,
WEST HANCOCK.
and her eye* wavered between her fa
charge bad arranged a fine program of
A oow moose was seen raoentiy near
who have been in Franklin for a week,
tiler's fat face and the strong count*Frank Miles is improving his place by games of a literary character, “who’s
Her daughter
A. K. Joy's housa.
arrived home Sunday.
nunc* of Jim Brayton at the anvil
who" proving an amusing feature. Icesaving a barn and shed built.
Doria, who has been attending high
Miss Hattie Martin, of South Goulds- Jim smiled at her
through a shower of
E. H. Butterfield and wife have gone to cream netted a tidy sum for some special
school there, accompanied them.
boro, is the guest of Miss Evelyn Wasgntt.' spark* a* be hammered and shaped
work of tbe society.
Southwest Harbor for the season.
E. P. Daniels, who is spending the sum- |
l>r. L. L. La r rebec and wife, of Van Susie’s shoes
The Norwood Cove school, taught by
Mrs. L. S. Butler, of Butler’s point, is a
mer here, is conducting religious services j
last week with C. C. Larra“If I kept a circus." went on the
Miss Iva Wells, closed June 20, with a 1 Boren, spent
and
feife.
K.
of
Wataou
fuest
Springer
at the Union church. He is the son of
bee. $
dencon. pleased at the silence with
in atPupils
perfect
pleasing
program.
School closed June 21, after a profitable
Rev. L. R. Daniels, one of the best-known
Joseph H. Crowley, who has contracted which hi* remarks were received. “I’d
tendance:
Abbie Carter, Lettie Carter,
Unitarian ministers in Maine and secre- Lerm; Miss Jellison, of Haocock, teacber.
Ellis, Joe Ellis, Elene Hamblin, to oarry the mails tor the coming four open all the cage doors and free all
George
tary of the Maine conference of Unithrian
Mrs. Mary R. Butler, who has spent the
them poor prisoned anlmlles. 'Go.' I'd
Leah Norw ood, Eva Norwood, Helen Nor- years, began work July L, with a large
Mr. Daniels is now a student ; winter in Boston and Brunswick, is at the
churches.
automobile, suitable to oarry freight and say to 'em. 'go. you i>ooc creeters that
El well Trundy.
wood,
at Meadville theological seminary, and inaid home.
the Lord made, and enjoy yore freeChildren's day, June 29, was observed at passengers.
tends to enter the Unitarian ministry on j
Sumac.
June 30.
dom!'
Then 1 would go home and
7.
C.
July
Mr.
Daniels
will
next
preach
church
a
the Congregational
graduation.
by
pretty
sleep quiet and peaceful, knowing' I
Sunday at 10.30 a. in.
Chorus
recitations
and
a
concert.
ATLANTIC.
songs,
BEAL HARBOR.
L.
June 30.
had did my duty.” he ended piously.
j
duet delighted a large audiAmong this year’s graduates from the whistling
Albert Dodge has gone to Ellsworth to
While you was steeping iweeeful
talk
of
tbe
added
ence.
Tbe
to the
SULLIVAN CENTER.
pastor
Castine normal school were Goldie, daughwork in the foundry.
those poor dumb animals would most
Buttercups and daisies in proThe Sullivan Center school closed June ter of A. A. Staples and wife, an accom- interest.
likely lie prowling around your henThere was a parents’ party at the Kin-*
fusion proved to be finely decorative.
20; Effie Baker, teacher. The following plished musician, and Ruth, daughter of
house and pigsties.
I don't suppose
dergarden Saturday night.
error was made in one of last week’s
Ruth
has
An
Miss
was
Willard
Staples.
given:
program
Capt.
mind contributing a few fat hog*.
Macomber, who has been teach- you'd
Phyllis
wherein
the
said
here
a
number
school
items,
the
correspondent
Words of Welcome.Phyllis Havey taught
primary
and one or two cewa ao'a the circus
ing in New York, la home.
Bong.School of years, with success. A. A. Staples and Mrs. Harry Lawton and son had gone to
animals could go free." remarked Jim
M. J. Jordan and daughter Florence left
Etiquette.Annie Martin wife and Mrs. Cora Stockbridge attended }oin her husband in Harmony for the
blandly as be Onlehed Susies left fuse
the graduation. The young ladies received summer.
Mr. Lawton has found perma- last week tor a visit iu Boston.
hong. Rena Urann and Merle Kenney
foot.
many pretty gifts.
All Work and No Play,
nent employment in Brunswick, and Mrs.
Dr. Henry Van Dyke and family are at
“Hum,'" said the deacoa absently,
June 30._Spec.
Melvin and Florice Havey
Law ton took all her household goods the
for
the
eatnmer.
Douglass cottage
“Hum." and be walked across the ruad
Song.School
with her, expecting to make Brunswick
WEST EDEN.
to talk with a gassing Mead.
Miss Beatrice Pieree, who has been emThe Old Love.Florice Havey
her home.
“You heard what he said. Jim.” she
John L. Pray, who has been in Hartford,
Song.#. .Jessie and Effie Havey
ployed La Bango- since last fall, is home.
30.
Spbay..
June
Vacation.*.Rena Urann Conn., tbe paat winter, ia home.
railed softly.
“There's ao use in. my
Miss Sarah Car berry, who baa been
Bong.**.*.Effie Havey
Mias Eleanor Kittridge, who has been
visiting here, returned Thursday to Dover, trying to go.”
NORTH LAMOINE.
Elsie Joy. Phyllia and Florice Havey
hong
"Kiddle, dear.” returned Jim. "I'll
music in Augusta, is home.
N. H.
Birdies Three.Elsie Joy studying
Margaret Young was in Bar Harbor
fix It ao thas the deacon will let you
J une 90.
P.
Miss Addie Swaxey has gone to Somes- over tne Fourth.
School
hong.
go with tu»
And. n hat’s more. I beRecitation. Jessie and Effie Havey, Annie
ville for the summer, and Miss Luzetta
CENTEH.
lieve he wUS let us gel married."
Eunice Coggins spent several days last
and Ruth Martin
Swaxey is with Mrs. S. L. Burris.
week at the Be Hatty cottage, Contention
"J lin P*
Lucy Heed U spending a lea weeks at
Bong.School
M.
June 28.
Northeast Harhor.
cove.
“Yes. ma'am.’’ grinned Jim, clapping
Morning Call.Florice and Jessie Havey
School
Song.
BASS HARBOR.
in
Burton Cannon, who is employed
Harvey Tower, ol Bax Harbor, is at Mrs. a shoe oa Susie’s toot. “If lay Ideas
Kitty Knew. .. Joseph Urann
don’t mlacarry the deacon ’ll make up
K. B. Higgins’ lor t he season.
saw two moose
in a Cambridge, Mass., has joined his family
Stanley
Eugene
Bong.School
his mind to let yoa get married.’’
held near his house recently. He called here.
Mrs. Myra Hodgdon and gvanddaaghtar
Closing address.Merle Kenney
“Oh. JlmP’ quavered tliakl Celia
Y.
visitors. They
his wife to see tbe
July?.
are visiting here.
ol
itockland,
Louise,
t^Dusual
Pupils perfect in attendance: Phyllis
"You know, father says if he didn’t
were either ccw moose or young animals,
Mrs. Heery Robbins, ol Beal Cove, spent
oarruaar.
Havey, Florice Havey, Jessie Havey, Melhave me to keep house for him that
ol this week with Mrs. la*belie HodgAfter looking
antlers.
as they had no
vin Havey, Elsie Joy and Annie Martin.
[ From the Daily Pacijle Builder, Ban FranMrs. Howell would marry him right
n.
about for some time, the animils trotted
cisco.
Cal.]
June 30.
H.
B.
off, and she is so-so bossy, you know.”
July 4.
into the woods.
W. B. Anderaon, one of the pioneer con“I know it’s just what your father
June 28. _X. Y. Z.
tractors and builders of this state, died sud
FRANKLIN ROAD.
PRETTY MARSH.
needs. Celia.* Jim backed Susie into
last Thursday morning at bia residence,
denly
ol
who
has
been
Mr.
W.
H.
of
Rev.
Bowlker,
Boston,
Clark,
Auburn, is making
the shafts, buckled the straps and
GOTT’S ISLAND.
12X1 San Bruno avenue, San Francisco.
at bis cottage at High Head a lew days,
a short visit with bis sister at the old
rame
back
to
He was apparently in the best of health the lett Thursday lor a trip to Canada.
Celia’s
pat
hand.
Miss Lizzie Staples is employed at the
here.
He
homestead
preached at the Bapevening before, and retired as usual without
Don’t forget
Mr. and Mrs. Yarnell and lamily, ot "Trust me. Celia, dear.
Claremont, Southwest Harbor.
tist church, Hancock, Sunday aften oon.
About 2 in the morna hint of any ailment.
Philadelphia, are expected at their bunga- thut 1 sakl we would go to the circus,
Miss Mary K. Sparks, of Brooklyn,
This will be their first all right*
There were more than the usual number
ing he complained of a pain near his heart, low this week.
Farm”
for
the
season.
“Old
id
at
N.
closed
his
Y.,
a
also
about
He
conducted the bible
strange feeling,
eyes visit here tor two years, as last summer
spoke
present.
"Hum." said the deacon, wheeling
x
were travelling in Europe.
Chips.
5.
his
went
to
eternal
and
sleep.
July
Jbey
class in the Sunday school. In the eveneuddeuly and crossing the road toward
30.
G.
June
was one of the found era
Mr.
Anderson
^of
ing quite a number of the neighbors
them.
SULLIVAN.
"Going to the circus, hey?
gathered at the home and a delightful inWell, the only circus Celia ’ll get to
be held
will
3,tiucrti»rmnu&
services
Liberal
Laxatives.
of
All
The
religious
King
of
service
and
worformal
song
see this year will be home.”
For constipation, headaches, indigestion
in the union church at Sullivan Sunday
One
ship (was |held. Children sang.
Tbe next morning the circus crept
and
dyspepsia, use Or. King’s New Life
Rev H. H. Saunderson will
afternoon.
Y
of
Buffalo. N,
Paul Mathulka,
Pills.
lady, ininety-two (years of age, greatly
quietly Into town and damped on the
are the "Kins of all laxatives.
they
says
preach.
enjoyed the service. At the request of
baseball grounds near the railroad naThey are a blessing to all my family, and I
FOR ALL FORMS OF
thaae present a service was arranged for
always keep a box at home.” Oct a box and
tion. In spite of his bitter opposition
Rid Your Children of Worms.
Recommended by all
Price 25c.
well.
You can change fretful, ill-tempered chil
ruggists.
l> amusements of this character the
I'BilfhQy Pace Spots
Don’t be skeptical about RHEUMA, the deacon went
dren Into heaihty. happy youngsters, by rid
forth and personally axof
Are cured by Dr. Hobson's Eczema Ointmeit, ding them of worms. Tossing, rolling, grind
modern enemy
Rheumatism, Lumbago, amined the
contents of the vsrtons
which heals all skin eruptions. No matter ing of teeth, crying out while asleep, eccom
Chronic
Sciatica.
Arthritis,
Gout,
Neuralhow long you have been troubled by itching, pained with intense thirst, pains in th
tents and cages, only to return to a
gia, or Kidney Disease. After taking a few
burning' or scaly skin humors, fust put a stomach and bowels, feverishnes and bac
doses you will know that the poisonous noonday dinner and regale Cells with
little of that soothing antiseptic. Dr. Hob- breath, are symptoms that indicate worns
son's Eczema Ointment, on the sores, and the Kickapoo Worm Killer, a pleasant cand]
•n account of the
for Infant* and Child ran.
Uric Acid is leaving the system.
sufferings endured
suffering stops instantly. Healing begins lozenge, expels the worms, regulates th<
'For six years I was practically a cripple by the Imprisoned animals.
Doctors use it in their bowels, restores your children to health anc
that very minute.
Elgin, 111.
on crutches from Rheumatism. One bot"Pa,
practice and recommend it. Mr. Alleman, of happiness. Mrs. J. A. Brtsbin, ofWorm
ain’t
you
going to tbe circus?"
Killei
fjttletowa. Pa., says: “Had eczema on fore- says. “I have used Kickapoo
tle of Rheuma cured me.'—J. K. Green- cried Celia as
bar father appeared la
head: Dr. Hobeon’s Eczema Ointment cured for years, and entirely ria my children o:
burg. 3839 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago, Ilk the
I would not be without it.” Guar
it ia two weeks.” Guaranteed to relieve or worms.
room
sitting
alter rapper dressed
RHEUMA—guaranteed—50c. a bottle.
All druggists, or by mail. aatand. All druggists, or by mail. Price 25c
money refunded
in bis best clothes.
Price 50c. Pfeiffer Chemical Co., Philadelphia Kickapoo Indian Medicine Co., Philadelphii
O’ A. PARCHES.
and St. Louis.
and BL Louis
Elizabeth Foss, Mrs.Albert Carson
daughter, of Lexington, Mass., are visiting their mother, Mrs. Rosa Foss.
Mrs. Ralph Garrison and children, of Atlantic Highlands, N. J., Mrs. Helen Morgan and Miss Morgan, of Woodbury, N.
J., are occupying the Charles Anderson
house this summer.
Miss

and

Z
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Or How He Became

•
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Circus

l

4

__

“1 wish sometimes I wn’u’t a
church
member." tittered Mrs
Howell
was tempted
to run away from
the
deacon and go Inside.
The music i*
enticing."
“Hum,” said the deacon weakly ’1
a’pose you're going across lots. NoMet*
“Tdn.” sighed the widow, crossing
the deacon's yard and passing
through
a gate into hls hnyfleld. where the
hay.
stacks loomed lorgc In the very' faint
of
a
light
young moon.
The deaconfollowed her. and Celia and Jim were
close behind the.old couple.
"By tbe way. deacon." said Jim sni
denly. "I suppose you heard that on*
•f tbe animals got loose from the cir-

July?._R.

_

cus

j
j

1

|

__

_

—

_

_

Srt

RHEUMA
RHEUMATISM

Set

CASTOR IA

tin AM You Him

$

Always Bought

tonight”

“Good I»rd. no”’ shouted the flea"What was ItV
eon.
"The ferocious black Jaguar of the
Amazon.”

_

_

t

crlstnely.

•
•

LA MOINE.

Miss

the

guest ol

Col.

for

Anderson married Usxie, the daughter of Melt Ikh Salisbury, of North La*
Mr.

ain’t," retorted (he
"I’m going to waUc
the
outside
field with Mm.
Howell ,
beeu telling her my view*, and
there-,
objects. Illustrations, to I* pointed
to her feeble female
perception
"It might he a good Idea if
jtn,
I went inside the tent, ami
then
could tell you and Mrs.
Howell the
rest of It." suggested Celia
with ,bh
den spirit.
TTo.

•(••••••••••••••••••••a***

An-u-n-o-n-n:

sjur-fiieu

me

willow

"It may [.«• In this hnrfleld.
It may
f It may be In my front yard
\ bare clmub in through my pantry window
What shall we do?"
"Keep calm." sold the deacon nervously. “What Is that?" lie Jumped
aside a» something brushed Ms heels.
"Only tile cat. father." said <"«.m In
a muffled tone
Jim's arm was around
her closely
"We better go Into the house," said
the deacon firmly. “This Is no place
for tender wlmtnen. Jim
"There's no coil for us to go in. deacon.
We're not tender women.'' retorted Jim. "What Is that?"
“Ah-h-h h h h!’* screamed the widow,
and tilts time with reason, for some
thing long and black came loping out
from the shadow of a haystack.
The Widow Howell cast aside her
bonnet and. regard ess of dignity, fair; ly galloped across the pasture only to
meet the running black form, or an! other one like it, face to face.
“The hull circus la loose!" she
screeched hysterically ami swerved to
the tight.
] The deacon was running ns valiantj ly Id the opposite direction, and some
bow Jim Itrayton was running, too.
here and there over the field, nnd whenever he neared one of those iuiuteriug
black bodie* It grunted and darted forward with renewed speed
Celia leaned helplessly against the gate and cried
! and laughed.
Once when Jim fied past her he called over his shoulder. “How do you like
| your pa's circus. Celia?" and Celia cried.
j "Ob. Jim. please slop them!"
That was easier said than dene, but
! It happened that when the dea on was
running madly around one particular
j haystack pursued by a snuffling black
I animal—or
iierbope pursuing It the
Widow Howell left ber owu be. stack
and Joined the protection of the d
ty deacon, rnfortunately she went lu
the opposite direction, with the inevitable result of a violent collision
When they sat np and gro tied at
each other it was Jim Brayton who
i came up and spoke In surprised re

shrilly.

j

j
j

—

proot
What under the sun la the u»«cerdcasonl
By tbe way you and Mrs
►'»
Howell hare been chasing those
of yours looks like they'd ruu off fifty
pounds of fat"
“Hogs!” repeated the deacon aiuajedly. ‘‘Yss said It was a black jaguar
“I didnl." evaded Jlra. “I asked you
If you hod heard that one broke loose
But they caught U again
today.
When your bogs ran through, lulu the
field I guess you thought It was one of
those poor circus animals out for a

breath of air."
“Hura!" growled the deacon
"Iat me help you. Mrs. Howell.” said
Jim gullantly.
"Go away!” said that lady crossly
"I'm
Pundersoa.
wore
out. Jabes
Here I've been tearing around your hay
lot Just like one of them circus "'itn-

And I'll tell you one thing. It can t
be no worse to look on at a performance like that than It U to take part In
It, and I'm going tomorrow night
“You won't go alone. Nettle. I shall
go with you as your natural protector
soon to be,” consoled tbe deacon
so
“And Celia and I'll go along, too.
as to sort of announce our engagement," said Jim boldly.
men.

“Hum,” said the deacon doubtfully“And we're going to get married ueit
month, deacon.
Of course If y°u“
wc
rather we didn’t go to tbe circus
will stay at home, only we kinder bate
to have to tell all the folks that the
only circus we saw was the on# y°u
gave ns in the bay lot”
“Hum." groaned the deacon resign
edly. "1 guess we better all go. JlmSomehow 1 don't seem to want no notoriety aa a circus performer.
rather be aa onlooker."

(X)Uxi y

x v w s.

home of bis son John June 22, Rev.
Mr. Moore officiating.
John Jackson and wife, of Colebrook,
N. H., have returned home, after
visiting
Mrs. James Parker a few days.

at the

PAST BLUEH1LL.
is home from Wal-

jji»« Kthal Wight
tham. Mas*.

Rev. Mr. Moore preached his last sermon at the union church
Sunday afternoon. All are sorry to have him
go away.
The new minister is expected this week.

Giilmsn, of Massachusetts,
)1„. \\
her parents, Luther Bridges and
j, with
wife*
wife and little son, of
Hirtley Tufts,
»r» visiting Mr. Tufts’
Waltham, Mass.
Mrs. John Tufts.
W.

Schools

closed Jane 20, Merrill King
from the grammar school.
The exercises in both rooms were excellent. AH hope to see both teachers back

graduating

Bother.

jli„ Huth Urtndle,
normal
school,
icndii'g Csstine
t, |wle au Haul, where she has
who bss

been

athas

next term.

•

June 30.

em-

Lilac.

_

ployment.

The ladies’ aid*society of the Baptist
Richard Boardman and children,
church met at the parsonage July 3. ReN. J., and Mrs. Seth M. Miloll’lsmtteld,
freshments were served.
children, of Mew York, are h ire
[ iirn and
The summer people are coming every
summer.
lor the
un

B.

June 30.

guests at the Ocean
ht>use, and all the cottages are occupied.
Lilac.
July 7.

It home from

Hutchings

Dora

gockhtnd.

many

uns.

Arthur Moore came home from Gardiner
for a week's vacation.
w

the rummer.

Miss Edith Jellison has gone to Bangor,
she is employed.

here

Harold Smith, of Bangor, is at W. W.
Tibbetts’ for a few weeks.

F. Homer Long and wife, of Stonington,
week-end with Mr. Long’s
rpent the
mother, Mrs. Cota long.

a

Ward Leach and little son, of

A

are

i.

Harlan Long snd C. S. Sanborn, of
providence, R. I., visited relatives here
But week.
Mr* George Hussey, ol Providence,
Mrs. Cora long,
g jm ,, with h#r mother,
lor

There

day.

Morris Kooks, of Eddington, is here for
week, the guest of Rufus Webb.

Mrs.
George W. Black, sr., a veteran of the
Providence, R. I., are vtsiting Mr. Leach’s Civil war, attending the fiftieth anniA. B. loach and wife.
parents,
versary reunion of the blue and gray at
Mir* Rose Candage, Mrs. Frank Mill* Gettyburg.
of
R.
Providence,
1.,
and '.wo children,
Miss Mildred Black, of Bangor, and Miss
V. L. Candage
are visiting their parents,
Laura Flood, of Ellsworth Falls, have
and wife.
been here several days, guests of their
Mrs. Addison Twining,, of Burlington, aunt, Mrs. Aaron Salisbury.
and granddaughter, Mias Kaymah Wright,
Mrs. Millie Roulliard, of Boston, came
ol Tufts College, Mast., are viaiting Mrs. last week to
join her son Philip, who came
* daughter, Mrs. K. B. Long.
Twining
in May, at the home of her sister, Mrs.
Joseph lla-mon, with hit naphtha boat, Eton Salisbury.
They will remain
night with the men who through tbe warm weather.
estoe Thursday
Among them
are working at Stonington.
Many are lamenting the loss of an old
Lather
letter (irindie, George Carter,
Bridges, Harold Amick, Warren York,
They returned Sunday
Frank Webber.
afternoon.
BJuly 7.
were

landmark for generations—a grand maple
tree on the
Whitcomb,
property of
Haynes A Co. It was “wicked” to
cut it down, as it was not so
much
within the limit of the road as others
that were left.
June 30.
Davis.

__________

DEDHAM
Roland Moon, wife and daughter Myra, I
of Bar Harbor, are guesta of H. I*. Burrill

j

tod wife.

May Moore, of Hartland, and
Davit, of Wellington, are gueets

Mias

Alonzo
of Mr*. t\ L. Burrill.

j

SOUTH PENOBSCyT.
Don White, Colby, ’13, wu tbe guest of
Thomas Grindlc last week.

George Wescott baa moved his family
into the old Porter Staples house.
large audience at the church Sunday;
George Babsonand family, of Leesburg,
tajoved hearing Kobert Jordan and W. A.
Va.^visUed friends here last week.
Danforth. of Bangor, talk of religious
Mrs. A. M. Grindle spent last week in
work for men. Three line solo* by Dr.
Setup!?, also of Bangor, were greatly ap- Lewiston at the commencement exercises
of Bates college, tbe guest of her son Wade,
preciated.
who was a member of the graduating
The pupils of No. 4 acbool gave an enterMias Nan J. Grindle, of Haverhill,
tainment June 26 in tbe grange hail, w hich class.
them there, and they all
vi*
enjoyed by a large number. Tbe Mass., joined
school

taught by Mina Icaphine
Bar Harbor, who deserves

wan

Brewer,
roach

«

of

W\
has

red it for tbe excellence of the work

record that few

a

people

in the State

can

June
L H. Black is home for

few days from

a

by

Boston

e.

tbe death of his

brother, he has

duty every minute of that whole
period. Sundays and holidays were no
au liaut.
iting r.i
exceptions; •‘central” was always on duty,
*•
ge II >pkins, of Isle au Haul, has and could be reached at almost any time of
been i-.iti >< relatives here.
day or night. During this period tbe numJ"bu Jelit-n and wife, of Gardiner,- ber of patrons of the office has increased
the service
b»
een viai.iug Mrs. Jellisou’* parents. i many fold, and all appreciate
have received.
Only recently the
they
M
:« y
reighton, Mias Mary Creighhome office has sent him an assistant.
*on
Ethel Howe, of Augusta, are
U.
June 30.
been

Johnson and

C K.

son

Charles

are

on

vis-

Mr*, li. P. Burrill.

k-

Mr*

M y,.r,.
Mr-,

Patten,

l.i.*/I
s'

;

4

.it

of

:>r

*

■

B.f

Ust

July

w

FRENCHBORO.
Jacob

Mrs.

Mr*.

Ellen

OKLAMJ.
71

Mark*.
«*>out midnight Holiday, June

um-

and

children have

They

summer.

will

Sara

|

7.

*Segal

for tbe

moved here

of

Mrs.

Koactta

_

Mrs. Hiram Lunfc is very ill.
Mrs. C. P. Richard, of New

visiting relatives here.
Miss Abbie Davla, who has been
"•■««« unknown cause, and was!
fair
> destroyed. Ixma, f1,000; partial ployed in Boston, is home.
UWursrice.
July 6.
r'

-M

Winifred

Northeast Harbor.

Gray

in

working

is

is

Brainard and wife, of Portland,
^onn.. »re at their cabin fo§ tbe summer.
Mrs. Florence Stanley and daughter
Barbara have gone to Buck’s Harbor for

em-

the summer.

-Mrs. Harold Parker left Saturday for
Molua Kiver, N. B., to visit her parents
lor twn months.
Mis- Alberta Dunbar left Monday for

^■tervilla, where she

will visit her aunt,
Mrs. Archie
Haney.
Mrs. \V. F. Hill and Marion Hill, of
Bucksport,are visiting Mrs. Hill’s parents.
Mason and wife.
Prot. Moorehead and family left Thurs-

day *or Hancock Point, where he will con*
linut! hi» explorations for Indian relics.
*• M.
Hamilton, wife and daughter
spending

are

lw°

Months at their cottage at Lake Ala®0OHl>ok. *
10

Mrs. Karl Blaisdell, who is in

Brewer,

Cent

is much

improved'

a

hospital

from her

re-

critical illness, being able to sit up
•hort time.

a

Headers

to her

komc* in Fort Fairfield.

July7.

M.
T

...

MANSET.

Miss Pauline Ring

is home

Irom

Uor-

«».

1 he
Baptist minister arrived Thursday
•or the summer.
Miss Isabel Doliiver baa returned from

■ekeview,

where she

has been teaching.

Xu

_

dence

confirmed.

testimony is complete—the evi-

were in such cases, I procured a supply
and began using them. They helped me

away, also correcting difficulties
with the kidney secretions. This remedy
bring benefit
can be depended upon to

right

\

em-

appropriate exercises.
visiting her

ASHVJLUB.
Dr. George Patten and wife, of Augusta,
spent the week-end with Mrs. Patten’s
mother, Mrs. Lydia Smith.

Mias Byrd Hatch, who has been teachMrs. F. W. Eaton and daughter Jennie, ! ing in Chelsea, Mass., is home.
of Sedgwick, are visiting their
June 30.
H.
parents,
J. H. Billings and wife.
CAHTINE.
Lester C. Wescott and family have re- j
Adelbert Gott is home for the summer.
turned from Boston and are occupying
\.
Elizabeth Carpenter, a % student at
the Eugene Cousins house.
Smith
is
home
for
the
summer.
college,
June 30.
A.
j
Miss Agnes Wescott,
who has been
Forrest Urindle and wife, of Bluebill, !
teaching in Massachusetts, is visiting tfer
are guests at L. H. Billings’.
brother Russell.
Misses Ethel and Ruby Hanborn are emMrs. George Weeks and grandson, Carlployed at Maurice Gray's, Cape Kozier.
ton Brown, left Monday for Lowell, to
Miss Elsie Kencb returned home with
visit Mrs. Weeks’ daughter, Mrs. Bernard
her aunt, Mrs. Arvilla Luce, to Lewiston,
Brown.
for a visit.
W. A. Ricker opened his new conMrs. J. Walker Babson,sister and chilfectionery' store June 30, with Mrs. Joseph
dren. of Washington, D. C., are at their
in
assisted

The Sunday
school
under
picnic
the big birch trees in E. A. Hanna’s pasture was

well attended.

All

spent

joyable day.
July 7.

Statement

given

SECOND ENDORSEMENT.

was interviewed some
“I still have unsaid:
years later Bhe
limited faith in Doan’s Kidney Pills and
believe that there is no other kidney
Yon
medicine on the market as effective.
former enmay continue to publish my
add
dorsement of this preparstion, and
Pills
that occasional usqjil Doan's Kidney
health."
keeps me in good
50 cents,
For sale by all dealers. Price
Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, New York,

When Mrs. Smith

Pedrick Gilley and wife, of Northeast
srbor, are receiving congratulation! on sole agents for,lbe United States.
‘he birth at* aon.
take
Kemember the name-Doan’s—and
Phe funeral of Clara
Hopkins was held no other.

an en-

Phoebe.
SURRY.

_

Mrs. F. W. Eaton and daughter Jennie
have returned to their home in Sedgwick,
after ten days at J. H. Billings1.

charge,

Seterson
oomba.

home.

summer

James Withee is building

June 30.

UltrrtisnnmtB

O.

The True Source
of Beauty

AURORA.

Lieweliyti

OBITUARY.

Lydia M.,
died at

widow of

Brooksville July 2.

During

the

Palmer lost

a

valuable

ia, and

j

Mills, wife and daughter June
visiting in Bangor.
Ora

are

Mrs. Roberts

Capt. John

was

born at
Her father was a

She

the eldest

daughter of

waa

^MLLS*S

Lelia Bridges and daughter Myrtle
visiting in Bluehill.

Mrs.

Mary Eaton Tibbetts.
Brooklin, April 7, 1829.
sea captain, for many

C. and

are

C. A. Lawson, wife and two

visiting

years making foreign voyages. His last
command was the brig Uulnarc, of Seavllle, a large picture of which, painted
upon glass by a Dutch artist, is now in
possession of Edgar L. Roberts.

sons

are

at Charles Lawson’a.

you will find yourself better in
With purified
every way.
blood, you will improve diges-

Moor, of Lynn, Mass., is visiting
mother, Mrs. Merrill Richards.
June 30.
B.
Grace

her

tion, sleep

the

he

sea

was

You will

Indies to New York.

Louise, the fourth,

of

Babson,

Joseph

survivor of this

lovingly
her,

spected

was

now

Brooklin,
large family.
of

“Mamma Roberts,”
knew

;

as

she

was

deeds and
mourn

revere

and three sons—Llewellyn and
Edgar, of Brooksville, and Herbert, w ho

Sedgwick,

Northfleld, Vt.,
grandchildren and great-grandchila

num-

dren.

Simple

but

impressive

funeral services

Friday afternoon
She was
largely attended.
the family lot at Lakeside ceme-

were

held at the home

and

were

buried in
tery by tl^e side of her husband and infant
In accordance with her oft-re pea ted
son.
w ish, her “four boys”the son-in-law
as

bearers.

Spec.

J uly 7.

In

boxes, 10c., 25c.

The largest sale of any medicine. The direction*
with every box poiut the way to good health.

By invitation, the teachers and pupils in
the North Penobscot and Mark’s Corner
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For Liquor, Opium,
and other Drug

Morphine
Using,

SUCCESSFUL FOR 35 YEARS
and still the best because
we keep up to date always
NO
rational and humane.
MENTAL DERANGEMENT
COLLAPSE.

Methods

SICKNESS.

0$

We
have remedies which cure the
Tobacco Habit and Nervouanesa at home
without interfering: with business.

Send for Free Booklet.
All

Correspondence Confidential
in plain envelope.

The KEELEY INSTITUTE
151

Congress Street,

Portland, Maine

Telephone 2224
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Daily, Sundays inExcept Monday.
gers from
cluded.
Sundays leave Bar Harbor 4.15 p m.
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
f

Stops

on
east

PM

PM

PM

p

M

PM

AM

PM

PM

*8 00
*8 00 .^.!
New York....lv.
Boston via Dover. *8 00 *8 55. §9 10
Boston via Portsmouth .*10 00 *10 00 ..tio GO *10 00 9 00
Portland.lv *1 20 j *1 20 *6 20, *6 20 *11 00 112 45 *1 20 §12 50
AM

AM

AM

PM

AM

AM

lv *5 50 «6 10 *10 15 110 45 1 3 20 *5 10 §8 00 §5 35
Bangor.
6 16
10 51
5 16
8 07
5 40
Brewer Junction.
5 35
8 36
11 12
8 27 f5 58
Holden.
Edgery's Mills. .'Ml 1*. *8 30
Phillips Lake.1 ffl 42 .Ml 19.; f5 42 f8 31 f6 04
II '29*. f5
8 42
6 50
f6 12
Green Lake.
8 51 ffl 21
7 0U .Til 39.1 !8 CM.
Nicolin.
6 1‘4 9 05
1152.
7 12
6 34
Ellsworth Falls.
6 1*1
7 18
4 21
9 11
11 16; 11 .58
6 40
6 55
Ellsworth.
4 33 f6 24
7 25 .j 12 08
19 18 f6 47
Washington Junction
16 82
9 26
6 56
Franklin Road. 12 17;.
f6 40
9 35|
7 05
Hancock. 12 26
12 29
4 50
6 43
9 38
*11 38
7 08
Waukeag (Sullivan lerry). 7 18
*11 45 fl2 35 *5 00 t* 5fi §9 45 §7 15 i
Mt Desert Ferry.ar *7 25
*12 55 *12 56 .1
Sullivan.. t7 80
tl 20 tl 20.§10 00
Hancock Point. to 10
tl 30 tl 80 t5 20 *7 10 510 10 §7 85
Sorrento. *8 25
*12 85 *2 10 *5 45 17 80 §10 45 §7 56
Bar Haroor.ar *8 20
Seal Harbor. *9 05 .j *1 15>. *6 25 +8 20
§8 45
Northeast Harbor. *9 25 .! *1 36. *6 40 *8 4
§9 06
*1 66
t7 00; *8 .*5. §9 25
Southwest Harbor. *9 40
*1 50 .| f6 65 t8 5o|.
Manset. *9 45
§9 *20
f Stops on signal or on notice to conductor. * Daily, Sundays inclu led. t Daily, except
...

Sunday. § Sundays only.

Portland,

By

cAacc.

If mothers only knew the torture* tht
little ones may suffer from worms!
t
Thousands of children have stomach
worms or pin worms and their parents do
not know it. They doctor them for othet
ailments.
Signs of worms are:
Indigestion, with a variable appetite)
abnormal craving for sweets; nausea and
vomiting; swollen upper lip; 6our tongue;
offensive breath; hard and full belly with
occasional gripings and' pains about the
navel; face at one time flushed, then pale
and in a few cases the face takes on a dull
leaden hue. Eyes heavy and dull, twitching eyelids; itching of the nose; itching of
the rectum; short, dry cough; grinding of
the teeth; little red points sticking out on
tongue; starting during sleep; slow fever;
pulse quickened and irregular; body maybe
hot; and often, in children, convulsion*.
Don’t delay ! Delays are dangerous.
Give the children at once some of Dr.
True’s Elixir. Directions on the bottle.
Sold by all dealers at 35c, 50c and $1.00.
Thousands of grateful mothers have £ivea
my Dr. True's Elixir to sick children and
restored them to health.

ftatlroabs anb Steamboats.

Eastern Steamship

Corporation.
Spring Schedule.
Bar Harbor and Boston, $4.75, one
way; $8.50 Round Trip. Bluehlll
and Boston. $4.50 one way;
$8.00 Round Trip.
Sedgwick and Boston, $4.00
one way; $7.00 Round

Trip.
Steamer J. T. Morse leaves Bar Harbor
week dsys only at 2 pm for Seal Harbor,
Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor, Stonlngton, North Haven and Rockland.
steamer Booth bay leaves Bluehlll week days
only at 1 pm for South Bluehlll, Brooklln,
Deer Isle, Sargentvllle, Dark Harbor and
Rockland.
Steamer Mlneola leaves Sedgwick 8pm week
days only for Herrick's landing. South Brooksvllle hggemoggtn. Dlrlgo and Rockland
Connection is made at Rockland with steamer
for Boaiou.
RETURNING
Turbine Steel

Steamship* Belfast and
Camden.

Leaves

ft
p m week days only for
Rockland, connecting with steamer leaving
Rockland 5.1ft a m, dully except Mondays for
Bar Harbor. Bluehlll, Sedgwick and Intermediate

Boston

landings.

E. L. Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. M. Hhkkick, Agent, Bluehlll.
E. J. Eaton, Agent, Sedgwick.

3Lojal IJottofc

“I HAD RHEUMATISM SO BAD
says
COULDN’T WALK, and my friends all know i,
was GLYDONA that cured me.” C. F. Taylor,
Wintturop, Maine, writes: “The Doctor could not
help me, and GLYDONA CURED ME.” Mr*.
Hattie M. Davis, Augusta, Me., writes: "H
is impossible to say enough in PRAISE of
GLYDONA.” Geo. A. Lambert of Deer Island.
N. B., says: “Had Rheumatism, GLYDONA
cured me and I RECOMMEND it to others.'*
Mrs. Sarah Black,of Whiting, writes that she
HAD RHEUMATISM FOR 30 YEARS and ONE
BOTTLE of GLYDONA CURED HER.
Mrs.
Bernice Larkaber of Lara bee. Me., says she
had Rheumatism In her breast.arms and should*
era,and ONE BOTTLE CURED HER. Ralph
McKeown, of Maehlas, Me., wascondned to the
house for six weeks with Rheumatism,and after
using only one bottle THREW AWAY HIS
SUSAN J. Davis of
CRUTCH'and CANE
Waterville, Me.., 74 rears of age, says she had
Rheumatism 2u YEARS, ami could not go up or
down stairs, and that since the use of GL VDONA
she is RESTORED to HEALTH. James F.
h. very of Great Pond, Me., who was sick and
lame and helpless, writes; “Not only myself but
anumberof my friends have DERI \ ED GREAT
it
BENEFIT from the use of GLYDONA.
Is a valuable medicine.” Jefferson 8mith of
Loomis, Wash., writes: “Please send me arother
dollar’s worth of GLYDONA, as it Is helping
me.
I am taking It for DI ABETES and GOUT
of 16 years standing.” John C. Campbell of
Steuben, writes: “Had severe attack of Rheumatism, and Two bottles of GLYDONA CURED
ME.” Price 50 cents per package. boldTty all
irugglsts. Sen*l postal for pamphlet of testimonials. The Marion Co., Maehlas, Maine-

for the beautiful nature which she

besides

everywhere.

am

her memory, she leaves
daughter--Mrs. John F. Gray, of

one

Sold

W. C. Stubbs of Bucksport. Maine, writes
pleased to say GLYDONA proved to be a
O. Harley of Campobello,
they wild of It.

by nearly all who
universally loved and re-

possessed and the spotless life w hich she
led. At a very early age she united with
the Baptist church, and wfas always dis-

her loss and

To Good Health

RHEUMATISM

familiarly

To

Help Women

only j

called

tinguished for her unselfish
quiet, Christlike character.

the charm of

j

the wife

is the

recover

atmmtsrrnmie.

daughters, Lydia, May, Jane, j

five

Anne and

and

Of

restfully and
quieter.

sparkling eyes, a spotless complexion, rosy lips and vivacious
spirits. Good for all the family, Beecham’s Pills especially

j

from the West

more

your nerves will be

WEST BURST.

retiring
apMaster Maynard Osgood, of Bluehill
pointed keeper of the lighthouse at
visited his great-uncle, I. E. Lufkin, last
and
afterwards
Pumpkin island,
engaged
week.
in business; and was post-master for
Miss Ada F. Gray, of North Penobscot,
several years at Brooklin. As represents- ;
tive to the State legislature, he was in- and Thurston Conary, of East Orland,
j
tiuential in the formation and naming of were married June 29, by S. G. Cuningbeen formerly j ham, esq.; all extend congratulations.
this town, which had
L.
a part
of the town of Sedgwick.
His
July 7.
four sons, Amos, Judson,
John and |
NORTH ORLAND.
Currier, were all officers and captains of j
large vessels, the youngest, Currier, being
Saturday noon, June 28, tbe buildings
lost overboard in a gale while in passage
of Harvey Moore, of North Orland, were
from

Worms 4n Children.

be, good health.

are

past winter she bad a severe Illness from
which she partially recovered, but for the !
Mrs.'S. E. Crosby is visiting her daughpast six weeks had been confined to her j ters in Brewer and East Bangor.
bed. Hhe was tenderly cared for by her
June 30.
C.
son Edgar L. and bis wife, at the Roberts
WEST BROOKUN.
homestead, where she had passed nearly
all her married life. The immediate cause
Miss Inez Mace, of Aurora, is visiting
of her death was cardia oedema.
friends here.

j

must

Sallow skin and face blemishes
usually caused by the
presence of impurities in the
blood—impurities which also
cause headache, backache, languor, nervousness and depression of spirits. If, at times,
when there is need you will use

horse

recently.

Darius L. Roberts,

Anon.

“Doan’s Ointmeut cured me of eczema that
lad annoyed me a long time. The cure was
permanent.” Hon. 8. W. Matthews, Comtuisiloner Labor Statistics, Augusta, Me.—Adel.

H. T. Silsby has purchased an automoClosson and L. H. Billings, who
have been employed at Mt. Waldo, and I bile.
James Orindle, of North Jay, are home.
Doris Mace is home from Maine Central
institute.
A.
July 7.

|

barn.

Sperry came home from
'astine Wednesday, and left Monday for
Bar Harbor, where she has employment.

Albion

_

a

Lena

Miss

by George

June 30.

|

t3*0 5*5*65

conclusive.

It forms convincing proof of merit.
Mrs. John L. Smith, Waltham road,
had
“1
Ellsworth Falls, Me., says:
trouble from my kidneys fora longtime.
There was a dull, heavy ache in my hack
Headand f was subject to dizzy spells.
ing how effective Doan’s Kidney Pills

daugh- and lasting relief."
grandmother, July 8, 1908.)

has been visiting ber
J*ri
Mrs. Aurilla
Higgins, has returned

Can

—

Such

have

with

No one knows how the fire
Mrs. Moore was away, and Mr.
Moore was about the farm when neighbors discovered the tire,
it had made
such headway
that
little was saved
Partial insurance.

Hattie Griudle is
mother, Mrs. Valeria Gray.

AM

grateful citizen testified long ago.
of undoubted
Told of quick relief
sre now

they

where

Friday

Miss

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.

This

The facts

closed

Manset .Jv
Southwest Harbor.
Northeast Harbor..
Seal Harbor.
Bar Haroor.

Longer Doubt the Evidence.

benefit.

VL,

awjfTtustmnstf

burned.

caught.

Schedule in Effect'.June li.'J. H)13.

Doubly Proven
American

Mt.

NORTH PENOBSCOT.

J- B

Eoiily, of Hartford, Conn.,

BlUehill,
ployment.

gone tc

ationtistmcntf

Min, Marion Gibbs is home from Banff0* for a short visit.
Nu*sell Forsyth, of Everett, Mass., is
visiting his aunt, Mrs. A. M. Forsyth.

in

Mrs. Lela York and daughter Edna have

and three sons—acted

York,

employed

home.

is at

Prof. H. R. Roberts, of Northfleld,
is at his old home for the summer.

ber of

Moore,
occupy John Mclntire’s bouse*.
Warning, of,
Mrs. Laura Carter and Carrie Dawes, who
Bert Wnadestine and wife,
have been visiting their sister, Rena Robguc-ta of Mr*. W. W.
inson, have returned to McKinley.
June 28.
B.
Mr*.

Closson,

wbo is

resides in

Horae- Grant, of Otis, with chll..mg her mother, Mrs. Maggie I

d

Waldo,

the

H. Welch, central telephone operator,

equal. He has l>een operator for ten
years, and with the single exception of
two days ibis summer, when called to

accomplished.

Grw ovii

arrived home June 27.

districts met with Mrs. E. A. Carter at the
close of school Thursday afternoon.
Games were enjoyed
by the children.
Ice cream and cake were served. All report a fine time. Both of these schools,
one taught by Miss Ethet Hutchins, and
the other by Miss Chrystal Hutchins,

BROOKS vi LLE.
Albion

On

A

1

COUNTY NEWS.

H. D. ’WALDRON,
General Passenger Agent.
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice-President & General Mai ager.
Maine.

WHITCOMB, BAYNKS it CO.
C. W. URINOAL.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
■VITHEREAS, Fred L. Kenney and Cora B*
TT
Kenney, both of Verona, county of
Hancoek, State of Maine, by their deed of
mortgage dated January 31, a. d. 1912, and recorded in Hancock county registry of deeds
in book 487, page 34, conveyed to Corneilus
O'Leary, of Bangor, county of Penobscot,
State of Maine, a certain lot or parcel of land
with the buildings standing thereon situate
in said Verona, on the westerly side of the
main road and bounded as, follows, to wit:
Southerly and westerly by land of heirs
of Thomas Mooney (formerly land of William Butler), northerly^bv land of Fred Bassett (formerly of J. ana N. Bassett), easterly by the main road leading from the
bridge; said lot being ten (10) rods square,
and containing one hundred (100)
square
rods. Being the same premises mentioned
in the mortgage deed of Fred L Keuney, et
al. to the Bucksport Loan and Building association, dated March 8. 1910, aud recorded in
Hancock county registry of deeds, in book
468, page 67, to which reference is hereby
made for a more particular description of
herein granted premises, and whereas said
Corneilus O’Leary, by deed of assignment
dated April 21. a. d. 1913, and recorded in
Hancock county registry of deeds, in vol.
497, page 440, a.-signed, transferred, and conveyed unto Bernice E. D.uiforth. of Haverhill. Massachusetts, the said, mortgage deed,
the note thereby secured, together with all
the interest he had iu the premises by virtue
01 said mortgage; now therefo-e the condition ol said mortgage is brokeu. I claim to
foreclose the same and give this notice for
that purpose,
Beknice E. Danfokth,
by T. H .Smith, her atty.
Bucksport, Maine, July 7, 1913NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
~VTTHERE AS Foster P. Tracy, of GouldsfV
boro, in the county of Hancock, and
State of Maine by his mortgage deed dated
July 13, 1907, and recorded in said Hancock
county registry of deeds, book 416, page 387,
conveyed to Augustus V. Foster, late of Milbridge, in the county of Washington, in said
State, deceased, who was named in said mortgage as A. V. Foster, a certain lot or parcel
of land situated at Corea, in said town of
Gouldsboro, and bounded
and
described
as follows, to wit:
Beginning at a point on
the east side of the town road parallel with
the southern part of the church, and thence
running north five degrees east by said road
three hundred forty three and 7-10 feet to a
point; thence continuing by said road north
17 dtgrees west tour hundred eleven feet to
land of .Sidney Doyle; t ienc- south 81 deKr* es ess<. by land o'r said Doyie tw
hundred
eigh' leet to u odar si.ke; thence south 3
degrees east five hundred sixt eu teet to holt
in ledge; thence south 7 deg es west two
hundred and eighteen feet to a stake in corner
of lence;
thence about west one hundred
twenty eight teet to the place f beginning,
containing about two aqd one third acres,
and whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken,
Now. therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition theieol I, as executrix of the
will and estut** of said Augustus V. Foster,
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Julia E. Fostek, Executrix.
June 20, 1913.
NOTICE OF FORECLONI RE.
'll THERE AS, Wesley A. Clark, of Franklin,
Tv
county of Hancock and State of Maine,
on the tweitth day of April, 1910, by his mortgage deed of said date, recorded in the Hancock county registry of deeds, in book -469,
page 334. conveyed to the lyidersigned. Jennie
R. Dojrle, of Sullivan, ii^ said county, the
following described real estate situated in
said Franklin and bounded as follows, to wit:
Beginning at the southwest corner of the
Theodore Bragdou store lot, thence north
about sixty-five degrees west along the middle of the county road eight rods; thence
north thirty-six degrees east, eight rods and
twelve links; thence south sixt> degrees east,
eight rods and twelve links to the west line of
said Bragdon’s store lot; thence by straight
line to place of beginning; containing sixtyeight square rods, more or less. Now. therefore, the conditions of said mortgage have
bteu broken, whereby I, the said Jennie R.
Doyle, claim a foreclosure thereof, and give
this notice for the purpose of so foreclosing
the same.
Jennie R. Doyle.
by her attorney, W. B. Blaisdell.
Dated at Sullivan, Maine, this 25th day of
June, a. d. 1913.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
rpRE
he has been duly appointed administraJL
tor of the estate of
SOPHIA E. PERKINS, late of PENOB8COT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imAlhbry P. Leach.
mediately.
South Penobscot, June 20, 1913.
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SUFFRAGIST j
I CASTLE !
•

•

l How

It

Taken

Was

by l

Otficers oi the Law

I

MARY fl.

By

•

ARNOLD

;

l

•
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trampA party of young
ing through a wood in October with
guns «u their shoulders, and from the
season and the guns it Is evideut that
men

they

were

emerged

sportsmen.

from

among

were

Presently they
the trees and
lake. A penin-

stood on the bank of a
suln-et high water an island—jutted
in its center was
out tb front of them,
a targe dwelling house inclosed within
a high wall. On the roof was a cutwla,
and above the cupola Boated a banner
on which were embroidered the words.
"Votes For Women.”
"What the dickens do you suppose,
fellows.” said Ned Rlxby. "that the
suffragists are doing housed in that
fashion, with a big wall all around
them?”
"It's some kind of a headquarters."
suggested Tom Singleton.
"But the suffragists don’t put themfrom
off
anywhere.
selves
away
There’s no hiding of their light under
a bushel.
They sound the loud timbrel
and advertise their cause.”
"My opinion is.” rejoined Bixby.
"that there is some plotting going on
under that flag."
"What kind of plotting?"
•Tve heard through a sister of mine
■who is a suffragist that the English
militant tactics are about to be inaugurated in this state, and I’ll bet the
women come together here to lay down
You see. in that case they
a program.
wouldn’t want cops and detectives
snooping around to head them off."
“I move,” said Singleton, “that we
storm the citadel."
“Not by force?" queried Bixby.
“Oh, no! Nobody wants to storm a
feminine citadel by force. One must
use

persuasion.”

The

huntsmen

resolved

tnemseives

that will depend on the damage yon
Whenever yon destroy anything
do.
we shall expect you to attach suffragist posters we shall give you to the
ruins. to let it be known that we suf-

fragists

an*

When the Deacon

Advantage of the Men Who Knew*
Whero to Find Things.
Among twenty clerks employed by
• Sew Tork Importing bouse It was

responsible."

"What do yer say. pais? Are yer in
It?" asked Captain Wagstaff.
1 "Yes, fer swag." Bixby responded
j for the rest.
“Any loot in it for us besides the
i wages?** asked Singleton.
The lady looked at Wagstaff for an

8* M.

easy matter for one to attract the
attention of tbe manager. And It was
not with ary aucb Idea, In fact, that
young Gaven kept bis desk and tbe
papers In bis care Id tbe must neat and
careful order, lie did It Just because
be bad a systematic mind and liked
things In place.
He was always able at a moment's
notice to put his band on anything be
So when the manager hapneeded.
pened to need a certain price list,
copies of which bad been given not
only to Gaven. bnt to every one of tbe
other nineteen clerks. It was Gaven
wbo placed bis band on bla copy while
tbe others were Just beginning to wonder where they had put theirs.
There was no comment on that, but
a few 'days later when the manager
again needed certain papers Gaven
found them first.
"Aren't you the roan who gave roe
that price list on Monday?' asked the
"Veer"
manager.
“Well, my private
secretary has Just been promoted, and
I need a new one. a man wbo will
know where to find things. Would you
like tbe place?"
There was only one answer to that
That was bow Gaven got his first step.
—New Tork World.

QUAD

erary Press

When the doctors told the good wife
of Deacon Gray, with whom be had
explanation
: lived In i»eace for almost twenty-eight
"The blokes wants' to know.*' be yeurs. that her tin* on earth was
! anid. **how much each uiau *is to get I shorL she had him called In from the
j for a job and if there’ll be any plun- held that she might say:
der for 'em in the places they do"
"Deacon, you have never spoken an
"Oh. well, for setting tin* to a house angry word to me in all our married
we are prepared to pay the incendiary
life."
*10“
"I’m glad on't,” be replied.
beside*?"
all
that
and
ball
I “And
"We have never quarreled."
“Yes."
•’Noap.”
“That’s ail right." Wagstaff assent"1 have never seen you out of tembewhen
to
and
us
where
“Tell
ed
per with the oien. and when you’ve
do
we'll
any Job you say."
been stung by bumble bees yon haven’t
j gin and
Captain Wagstaff was handed a list said a word."
i of buildings to lie fired and was some
“No use getting mad.”
; what
taken aback to see on tt the
“You've gone right along, deacon,
hailwhich
the
i Hunt club, from
party
being as placid as no old hen and letwore
the
there
Besides these,
ed.
ting me do all the Jawing and fighting,
buildings on polo grounds, golf links and now you are to be left alone. I'm
and other bouses of similar character.
sorry for you.”
While these instructions were toeing
"I shall hope not to have any trougiven the gang were noting the pret- ble with any onew” was the deacon's
tiest suffragists, who were coming and
humble reply.
going with an air of having very Im“But you will have unless you spank
Finally the
portant business on hand
rromLse me that yea'll -have a
op.
men were loaded down with the poston your shoulder."
chip
ers to go on the ruins, and they start“Ill kinder have one.”
ed out ready to commit any crime.
The good woman departed for the
When they were out of sight a 7>d
better land feeling that way, and the
hearing, after giving vent to their en
deacon lifted up the added cross and
Joyinent of the situation for awhile, bore it along aa beat be coukl His
like Satan in the poem, they bethought
wife bad been right as to what the
themselves “what next to do." It was
world would do to him when she was
thought expedient to build a bonfire
gone. He had always been considered
where the light could he seen at
an easy mark, even with her to defend
Suffragist castie. that the ladles might him. but now with her
gone be was a
feel assured their work was being
rich find. They borrowed hie money,
done. The party scattered, and after
his plow, his hoe. his wheelbarrow and
awhile not only one hnt several lntid
his old gray mare. They cheated him
lights biased in different directions, In
buying and some more In selling.
one of them being on an eminence begot him to Indorse notes of hand
side tbe Hunt clubhouse. These lights They
and left him to jmy for them.
If It
were seen by the ladles and rejoiced
hadn’t been such a task for him to
If they had had any
them greatly.
write with bis stiff fingers they’d have
suspicions of the honest Intentions of had a
mortgage on his home.
the gang they were now dispelled.
As predicted by the dead wife the
At the Hunt clubhouse they found
Widow Brown did her fair share toa dosen fellows who were ready to
ward making the widower's life miser
take a band in the lark. Their numable
She encouraged her scratching
ber were now about twenty men. and
hens, she encouraged her crowing
it was believed that about an equal
roosters, she encouraged her mean
number were housed in Suffragist casshe threw more ashes,
tle.
It was proposed that these men tempered dog.
and she helped herself to cucumbers
march In a body to the castle, perand squashes as long as they lasted.
sonate plain clothes men. arrest the
Deacon Gray saw and knew all these
j suffragists ana take them on a straw things, but he kept right on being
i ride. Since It waa but 10 o'clock there
complacent and placid.
was still time for any such scheme,
The Widow Brown was a woman
but wagons for the ride were not to
with a
[it-mou a lit}'. No neighbor’s
be had. and It was decided to load
chicken dared to step foot on her land.
the club team with eatables and drinkThe boy that swung on her gate got a
ables from the club larder nnd. after
box on the ear to make tils head ring
having seared the suffragists, turn the
for an hour.
One day when her old
affair Into a dance and supper.
cow had Jumped the fence and
It was 11 o'clock when a loud rap spotted
was In the deacon's cornfield,
plain to
was
heard at the gate of Suffragist
be seen by the deacon himself. sht>
castle.
Some of the Inmates were in
walked over to the man and said:
bed. and some were about to go to
“Deacon Gray, you’re a bean pod!"
The principal went out to the
bed.
“Mebbe."
gate and asked who was there.
"You’re a encumber, a flshworm!
"Blokes to report damages and git
Y’ou bain’t got spunk 'nnff to keep the
paid for the Jobs." Wagstaff replied.
boots on your feet Lor1 bless me. I'd
“Can't you come In the morning?"
a
basswood bitching post beWagstaff replied In nn angry tone marry
that that wasn't the way they did fore such a man as you.1"
“Yes. reckon you would,” was the
business, and the rest set up such a
clamor that the woman was frightened weary reply as the widow rounded up
and opened the gate
In walked the her cow and drove her home without
Hunt club men. George Fleetwood, another look at the man.
She had sowed a seed, however. Aftwhom the suffragists had never seenf
er
a
few nights the deacon had a
In the lead, and said:
“In the name of the law I arrest all dream of his dead wife. She was back
In here and take possession of these on earth again and calling him nnmes
and Jawing around because he hadn’t
premises.”
his dander up yet Her voice came
By this time every suffragist was got
to him as plain as he bad ever beard
listening at a door or window, and
when they heard this those who had It when she exclaimed:
“Deacon, you hain’t no man to stand
disrobed got Into their clothes as
all this. You're nothing but a frazzle!"
speedily as possible. The men pushed
What the widow and what the wife
their way Into the house, and Fleetwood. as high constable, ordered every Bald started a new train of thought In
suffragist into the dining room. There the good man’s mind. Was be a failhe lined them up and accused them of ure? Was he an easy mark? And in
hiring malicious men to commit arson being so bad he lost the respect of the
7
folks say of him
and other crimes.
The gang stood community?
forth ns accusers, much to the confu- that be was a good man. but a half
fool at the same time?
That new
sion of the accused
train of thought lasted the good man
The leaders were then tojd that they
three days and nights, and on the
would be suffered to remain all night
morning of the fourth day he woke up
in the castle before being taken to the
and realized that he was a changed
city, but the constables expected to
man.
Before he was hardly conscious
be entertained. The snffraglsts. makof the change he found himself throwing a virtue of necessity, set out what
stones at the Widow Brown’s hens,
eatables they had. but the men ex- ing
and the widow looking right at him at
pressed dissatisfaction and sent out
After breakfast be looked about
for the refreshments they had brought. that.
for her dog and plumped a rock
Then the “blokes" were ordered to I
his ribs. One of tbe widow's
clear the room of furniture, and the I against
roosters flew the fence to interview
constables suggested thkt If the suffratbe swill pall, and he didn't get home
gists would give them a dance they
I alive.
mi"'it be persuaded to give the leaders
iou monster;
suouiea me wiaow.
: a chance to escape.
The answer was another rock at her
;

Into a committee of the whole to consider how to effect an entrance Into
the citadel, and. Influenced by Blxby's
suggestion that the women were plotting to set fire to or blow up something.
It was finally agreed that the men
make themselves up for toughs and
offer their services for the work. Owen
Wagstaff. the homeliest man In the
party, was selected to make a wedge
of himself and open the way for the
others.
That same afternoon Wagstaff. who
had a four days’ growth of stubble
beard on bis face and had reddened
his nose and torn his clothes, took advantage of a supply wagon entering
the suffragist grounds to get In as a
deliveryman and, going to the front
door, rang the belL The summons was
answered by a young lady with a
•‘Votes For Women" badge on her
bosom, and Wagstaff told her that he
would like to see. the principal of the
A handsome woman,
establishment
aged about thirty, appeared, and Blxby
after telling her how hard up he was
asked If the lady couldn't give him
something to do by which he could
turn an honest penny.
The lady told
him to remain where he was and went
out
Presently she returned with two
others, one of whom Wagstaff considered pretty enough to kiss. Then the
principal told him that they had work
enough of a peculiar kind to give employment to a dozen men. whereupon
Wagstaff said he was captain of a
gang of hnlf a dozen, all of whom had
been In Jail the principal part of their
lives and were ready to blow up or
set fire to anything.
One of the ladles
asked where his men were, and he
said he had them handy.
Two of the committee were in favor
of dealing only through Wagstaff. but
the other said they should not employ
men without having seen them
The
single member carried the day. and
Wagstaff was directed to bring his
men
Into Suffragist castle the next
morning, when quite likely a proposition would be made to the gang.
That was all he wanted, and he took
himself away
That night the huntsmen went Into
camp a few hundred yards from the
castle and In order to produce a faTorable Impression during the evening
set up howls such as men would indulge in who were carousing and
>*r was 11
utv'*
n piano was
T'o-ir
fighting among themselves
dog.
yells were bloodcurdling and were wheeled into (he room, one of the suf“You unhung villain!"
i fragist* sat before 1L and Fleetwood
Intensified by the firing of guns
It
An old white ben was Jarred by a
railed
out:
\
did not seem to the ladies In the !nlump of dirt
"Take
for
the
elosure that enough men would be [
tango!”
partners
“I'll have you In Jail within an
What astonished the ladies was how
alive the nest morning to form a corhour!"
!
a
of
constables
and
lot
poral’s guard.
jailbirds,
Off came the deacon's bat and coat,
However, when day came there was should lie able to dance like fine gen- and with a
yell be broke loose and
tlemen.
The "blekes.” disreputable as
no evidence of any one having been
the fence and had lifted the
jumped
was
their aptiearauce. were as light on
killed during the night and after
woman up to throw her into the old
breakfast the toughs were seen mov- their feet and as graceful In their tomato
patch when he heard her sayas
the rest.
They talked ing:
ing in a body toward the castle. They movements
had made themselves look as disrepu- jail lingo so far as they knew how to
“Don't go any further, deacon! I'm
table as possible, but most of them I do It. but In other respects behaved In
love with you!”
themselves quite respectably.
were swell and found it difficult not to
“What!” he demanded.
At 1 In the morning there was a ces
behave as such. They were inspected,
“Tf you want me I’ll marry you toand the women, influenced by the satlon for supper, which, having come ! morrow.
1 thought you was a bean
dreadful sounds sent up the night be- from a club larder, consisted of boned
but you are a man from bead 10
pod,
fore, were Inclined to think them fit- turkey, salads, old cheeses, pate-deI thought a boy ten years old
beel
ted for any Job. including murder. fol-gras and other such dainties, with could drive
you all arouDd the village,
The principal addressed them as folplenty of wine At 4 the men with- but 1 see that It would take four men
drew. and the ladles declared that they
lows:
Deacon, I do Just dote on yon.”
“We propose to begin to set fire to had never been given a better time.
No; they didn't get married within
and blow up small buildings at first After so much enjoyment they were three months, but they did within four,
I
and if we do not by this means secure quite willing to go to jail In the morn- and If you were to ask a resident of
ing.
our rights we will destroy property of
the village today as to what kind of a
But In the morning the bailiffs did man Deacon
We will pay you well
greater value
Gray Is the answer would
for your services, and ff any of you not appear, and during the day and be;
far many successive days the banner
are caught while doing onr work we
"Mighty good man. hot don’t fool
For
Women”
still
floated with the deacon He's dangerous since
will furnish you with money and coun- “Votes
sel for your defense. As to your pay. proudly over Suffragist caatle.
be cut loose
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tbi* town folly appreciate the
efforts of
progressive perty to Stringing ,
speaker of this kind among them. Mr
Miller gave more of a Fourth of
JU|y
address than a political talk,
Hr t,
possessed ol all the eloquence and Are of
of
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Virginian, being

soldier. He showed that to-day there
|t
no North or South, but one
great country,

At Moose island and the Settlement
quarries they have small cut atone Jobs.
Mrs. Charles 8co*t, of Portland, ia visitDig her parents, Charles Knowlton and
wife.

C. W. Grinds I and family, of Ellsworth
are at their Pleasant beach cottage.

H. Cushman and w ife are at their cotPleasant beach. Mrs. Cushman's
mother, Mrs. F. W. Kollins, and Mrs.
Emily L. Smith are their guest*.

George P. Smith and wife, and K. H.
Osgood and family are at the Smith cotMr. Osgood's sister. Miss
tage.
Lucy
Ti.good, of Peabody, Mass is with thi n.

Woodcock and daughter,
of New London, Conn., are spending eev! era! weeks with Mrs. John Billings.

|

here this

received

Cambridge,

Nearly every cottage at Shady Nook is
Mias Alice Lemlry, at Ear
occupied.
Hills. N. J.. bsa opened her bungalow

of
Mass., of

McDonald, widow of Peicy S.
Thurston, formerly of this town. Burial

Margaret

built

as

at

Newburyport,

Maas.

collage

ui

must

uuiuuuuk

uuiu

were

is

in town

Jolj

enable It to reach the Inmost recesses
of the trumpet shaped flowers which
abound In the tropical regions, but the
shape of the beak Is very variable,
probably on account of the particular
flower on which the bird feeds.
In seme instances it is nearly straight
and to oue species, the sword bill humming bird. It Is very nearly as long as
the rest of the body.—St Louis GlobeDemocrat

son

leave

Mrs. Lillis Staples, who has been

ing

District-Superintendent Palled i no will
quarterly conference at the Methodist churon July 24.
Maud Clark

from Calais to
parents. Charles
Clark and wife.
Milton Clark, who
employed in Brewer, waa home for the
Fourth.

apend July

tier

his base

J.

an

Douglass waa
Sunday.
Mrs. Hurley and daughters,

are

Mine

Legitimate Queetion,
Father—No. indeed: My father never heard me tell a lie!
Willie—Was
grandpa at dear as grandma?—Cleveland Plata Dealer.

arrange games with

Hon. Hugh

towns.

of

Batu'<

F. DeeDlea*.

Agnea Boynton, who has been
at

Portland,

t*

:n*

home.

E. L. Kingman and wife spent Saturday
Sunday with H. L. Smith and wife.

Dr, Fred Keynolda, of Dover. > •!.,
spent the week-end with hia family .h
John Sullivan and family, of Hang r,
are occupying “Shore Acres" for tn<
iner.

Mr. Tburber and family, of Wato», D. C., are at Luther UUpatr.
the

summer.

Misa Myrtle Hodgkins, who is at:
mg a training school for Durst-» at \U.ttiaui, Maas., ia spending her vacate
home.

July 8.

>

SOUND.
Vivian Havey ia at home
Scott liodick baa been confined
house by a sprained ankle.
Mias

to

Mra. Sidney Bracy, who ha* been
at Northeast Harbor, is home.

»

ployed

Mrs. Abbie Brown is the guest of i-a
Nelson and wife, at North*.
Harbor.

rence

Misa Lydia Tracy, who has
been
Hath for two years, ia borne tor a w*<
visit with her parents, Jones Tracy a

>

wife.

July 7.

L

BIRCH HARBOR.

Lloyd Winslow,

of

Fitchburg. Ma*~

pending the summer here.
Edmond Burge nt and w ife, of Frank
Mrs. Barge
■pent the Fourth with
brother, Alton Bunker and wife.
»

New York, is
Mrs. George A.

nearby

fr

and

of

Gordon Miller, of New
York, spoke to a fair-sized audience in tb<
town hall July 4at 2 p. m.
The citizen!

heme

over

at W.

ployed

Mrs. John E. Webster, of Ellsworth,
spent the Fourth with her mother.

Bluehill, 13; Brooklin, 10-this is tht
story of the eleven-inniry; ball game al
Brooklin July 4.
E. E.
Chase, Jr.
manager of the Bluehill team, wants to

Anon.

Sherman

Bangor

,i

The

flue set of buildings owned
Huckina, located at Bunker bar *',
:t.*
were burned Bunday night, with com
The family was away, being in
near Mr. Uuckiua’ lobster pound.
L\
July 7.
Frank

aoucr'isroume

WORKS WONDERS
For Worms In Children.
The diseases of childhood art- often
hard to interpret. A nervous con ntiou, restless at night, and abnormally
large appetite or sometimes none,
a
may indicate worms, in such cases

teaspoonful

j

ou

parent# through July and August
EAST LAMOINE.

|

air.—Brooklyn Life.

her

July 7.

Misses Abby Merrill and Carrie Carl
The Song BirdTbey say the birds are timid. Oreat Hoyt, of Boston, are spending the suroheavens, to be so small and lovely In a ; mer with F. P. Merrill and wife,
world of hawks and snares and yet 1
Dr. A. M. Thomas and son Jack were in
dare to sing as If the gods were good! I town last week.
“The Birches,” their
In all the wide creation there Is noth- summer home, will not
beopen this season,
a
ing braver than the heart of
singing as the family will spend the summer in
bird.
Europe.

srror,

home

Mm. Martana Trtworgy. aon Herbert
Florence Curtis, of Bangor, were in
town to apend the Fourth. Mrs. Trewreturned
Mis- Curtorgy
Sunday;
and Herbert Treworgy will remain witn

[

—He must have got

ia

with

and

about tb' book* you let your children
visiting ber mother,
have."
Clough.
“Ob. yes. indeed! There's onr Jim—
Mrs. Frank P. Merrill end’ daughter
we intend him for a statesman.
Jim
Aliens spent several days last week in
was raised on the Congressional Rec- ;
| Bangor.
ord.’’
Miss Fannie B. Hinckley, of Roxbury.
"The Congressional Record!
Well,
, Mass., has opened her home on Tenney hill
well!"
for the summer.
"l'es; we let him ait on It for years !
Eugene Staples and family, of Portland,
so he'd be raised enough to eat from
the table."—Cleveland Plain Dealer.
silent several days last week with Alfred
Staples and wife.

1

about two weeks.

hold

_

Director—Say, my man. how is it that
Shakespeare's statue Is staDdiug ou
the pedestal marked Scott? Attendant

in

Mrs. Lixxie Gray, Ella Jarvis snd Myra
Bililngton are in Csetine attending summer school.

to-day

Miss Adelaide Pearsou was called te
Boston’ July 3 by the illness of ho
mother, Mrs. Charles Pearson. The Bluehill friends of Mrs. Pearson ail
hope for s
speedy recovery.

in

hnsband here

Among the arrivals at River View the
He Got Along Fins.
past week were: 1. A. Sutherland, Boston;
Thomas had never !>een able to carry Charles
P. Tapley, Brooksvillc; George
j
a
tune, and after be had been for
Robertson, Orlaud; D. Fred Doritv,
awhile In a class where singing was
Bangor; JL. F. Gannou, Belfast; Arthur W.
obligatory his mother felt curious to Patterson, Ca*tine;A. L.
Robinson, bouthknow bow he managed to keep up with
west Harbor; Mr. Webb and the Misse*
tlie singing.
Webb, Stonington; William Tapley, South
•Thomas." she Inquired, "bow do you Brooks
villa; Percy Raleigh and party,
class?"
along
In
get
your singing
Bangor.
“Fine!" declared Thomas.
July 7.
H.
"Why. that's lovely." Raid his deand
lighted
mystified mother "What
BLUEHILL.
does your teacher say about it?"
Prof. K. R. Barr and wife, of lvewiston.
"She says." replied Thomas cheer
'Now. Thomas. If you don't 1 were in town Monday.
fully.
Miss Stella BoeiwicJc, of New York, la
feel like singing you needn't’ ’’—Chico
in tow u for the season.
go Record Herald.

|

work-

Winterport, is in town.
Mrs. Ticket, of Knglaud, will Join her

i

Clough,

vis-

grange baa takan a recess until
last Friday in August.
Corinna Clark left Monday for Togus,
where she has employment.

Webb's orchestra, of Stonington, furfor th' dance Thursday evening.

Miss Annie L.

is

Arbutus

R. C. Penney and wife, of Bangor, are
expected for a short stay at River View.
Miss Etbel Wilson, of Waterloo, Iowa,
arrived at the home of her mother Saturday.
Mrs. Miles and daughter Estelle, mother
and sister of Mr*. F. W. Allen, are visiting
S
her.

Putting It to Good Use.
“1 s’pose you've been very careful

7._H.

the

Bismarck's Mystic Number.
Bismarck bekl. with Pythagoras, that
There will be a church lawn party
not 13, but 3. waa the great aod per- Wednesday to defray some
slight exnumber.
fect
Hiamarck'a associations penses.
with 3 were remarkable. He had serv
Mrs. B. A. Wood and daughter Susie
ed three masters. He bad three names
•pent last week with Mrs. Wood’s sister,
—Bismarck. Scboenbauaen and Lauen. Mrs. Phebe landage.
burg. The arms of his family are a
Louis Means and wife, of Lynn, who
clover leaf and three oak leaves
He
have spent a few days with Mr. Means'
was concerned In three wars and signreturn to-day.
ed three treaties of peace.
In the parents,
Mrs. McWhinney, of A’ashington, is
Franco- Pniasian war he had three
horses killed under him. ne brought here from the West to visit her aunt,
about the meeting of three emperors Mrs. F. M. Herrick.
and was responsible for the triple al- |
George W. and W. L. Adams and wife
He had three children.
His returned to Haverhill Friday. Mrs. Carrie
liance.
family in. .to was "In Trlnltate Itobur" P. Adam* will remain for a short v’isit
<“Str. n;;tb In Trinity"), and contem- in Ellsworth and Bangor.
A. R. Conary, wife and son, of Blueporary caricature pictured him with
three hairs on his bead. Three was the hill Falls; W. C. Conary, wife and .child,
lieglnnltig. the middle and the end of of Uucksport, and Mrs. Hannah Eaton
Bismarck.
spent the week-end at 1. S. Candage’a.

_

regular

BURE If.

nished music

Yet Both Mad* Hits.

Others of Uie

here

Ella Uay Johnson, of Ellawortb.
iting Bernice Phillips.

Saturday.

T. A. Smith, wife and
for a week in Portland.

long, delicate end slightly curved to

|

fall.

colony

cottage.
family,
of Ellsworth, are occupying their cottage.

bore with great fortitude and courage.
Mr*. Merrill was formerly of Bluehill,
a daughter of the late William Darling
and wife. The funeral was held Thursday
afternoon in the Congregational church,
conducted by Hev. Mr. Eaton,
lira.
Merrill was a past-matron of Joaoita
chapter, O. E. 8., and a member of Rockbound Rebekab lodge. These orders attended the funeral iti a body.
Two
several
daughter! and
grandchildren
mourn her loss.
The floral remembrances
from her family, friends and the orders to

_

ucws

last

sre Jesee
Phillips and
! Cora, wife of Arthur Young, died sud- family, of Kenneth Square, Pa.; E. c.
Burrill
and
ol
Portland,
with Mr.
wife,
denly at her home on Friday night. She
leaves a husband and one son. Mr. Young Knox, wife and daughter, of Hartford,
Conn as gnesta lor July; D. E. McCorwas away on a yacht, but was reached by
mick and wife, of South Framingham,
; telephone and arrived home Saturday
night. The funeral services were held at Mass., with several students; and C. W.
wife, of Boston.
Mr
the Methodist church Hunday afternoon. Gleason and
Andrews and family, of Boston, are <»■-’
There were many floral tributes.
the
Griffin
cupying
cottage, and C. li.
Addie D., widow of Parris G. Merrill,
White and family, of Lewiston, the
died July 1, after a long illness, which she
Parc her
C. 1. Welch and
w

In One Species Its Bill le Nearly at
Long aa Its Body.
All humming birds, though varying
much In aixe and color, exhibit tbe
tame form of wing, legs and feet, tbe
wlnga being strong (considering the
small tlxe of tbe bird), while tbe legs
and feet are remarkably weak and delicate. a clear Indication that these little creatures are Intended to spend almost all their time In tbe air.
In accordance with this we find that which she belonged were many and
bumming birds are nerer seen on tbe beautiful. Interment in WoodUwn cemeground; that even when feeding they ; tery.
seldom trouble themselves to alight,
Nihil.
July!.
bnt suspend themselves In the air before tbe flower on whose Juices they
SEDGWICK.
mean to feed, tbe rapid vibration of
Mr. Bradley, of Boston, is at Hirer
tbe wings causing them to appear like View.
tvfc fans of filmy gauze and producing I
Miss Etta Young has gone to Bangor to
at tbe same time that peculiar bumtrain for a nurse.
ming sound from which these birds
Julian Moore and wife, of I>e«r Isle,
derive their popular name.
me

Confederate

L.

Mr*. William

was

a

tage at

Mrs. Mary L. Babbidge, who has spent
winter in Portland, ia the guest of
Mr*. Mabel Goes Button.

News

of

The Joyce cottage is occupied by Willie
E. Dunn and family and others from Ellsworth.

the

the sudden death in

son

BAY8IDE.

Miss Nettie Backininute^ ia camping
on one of the islands with a party of
friends.

1

a

J«iy7._h."

out

[

«

Mill Flora Marks, of Bangor, b visiting at W. R Tburlo *»*.
Mr#. Charles Thompson, of Camden, is •
guest of Mrs. Joseph Jackaon.

1

of

“L.

F.’’

Atwood

s

Medicine at night and a small d»s1'
before a light breakfast the following
morning is harmless, and will settle
all doubt about worns being the cause.
Many mothers already know tins.
One of them writes:
“My little boy,
aged 6, has never been without
F.' Atwood’s Medicine »ince he was
two, aud I have found it invaluable
for Worms, Constipation, etc.’*
Mrs. Adelbert E. Jettison.
Franklin. Me.
AtIf you have never used “L. 1wood's Medicine, write f >r a free
sample. 85 cents for a large bottle
at all stores.

“L. F.” MEDICINE CO.. Portland,
Me.

